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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
Richard B. Anderson, Commissioner Department of Conservation State  House Station #22 Augusta, Maine 04333Dear Commissioner Anderson:I congratulate you and the Maine Forest Service for your f in e  work In producing the Forest Resource Plan o f  the Maine Forest Se rv ice .  I know I t  has been a long process-, but one cannot embark on such an undertaking without an under­standing of  the e f f o r t  that Is Involved.There Is more attention being focused on the forests  of Maine than ever before. C l e a r l y ,  a l l  members of  the fore stry  community must devote more time to a consideration of what Maine's future f o r e s t  Is to be. A major portion of the S t a t e ' s  economy Is based upon the f o r e s t .  The people of this  State not only depend on the resource for t h e i r  l i v e l i h o o d ,  but also for their  personal enjoyment. Our expansive forestland makes Maine a special  place.Your plan,  with I t s  goals and object ives for your fore stry  programs, Is an Impor­tant beginning In f o r e s t  resource planning In Maine. I know I t  Is  the f i r s t  time that such a document has been produced, and I hope you and others wil l  continue to build upon this I n i t i a l  work.S in c e r e ly ,
JOSEPH E. BRENNAN (Governor
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Prologue
The Forest is the heart of the State of Maine, in some way, every citizen is 
touched by it. We constancy demand from it; sometimes the demands con­
flict. Yet, we can take from the Forest only so much before we must give 
something back in return.
The quality of the water which flows under and throughout the Forest must 
be protected and, in some cases, improved. It is essential for our existence.
Soil provides a foundation and nourishment for the Forest. It requires 
conservation.
Animals rely upon the Forest for food and shelter; but they must share these 
gifts with humans. Hence, the continuance of many animal species depends 
upon humans making wise use of the Forest.
Trees add character to the towns and villages which symbolize the Maine way 
of life. This must be preserved and enhanced.
Products which are indispensible to our quality of life begin in the Forest. 
Yet. much of the Forest suffers from neglect or overcutting. The principles of 
sound forest management must be heralded with louder trumpets and more 
musicians.
The diversity of the Forest needs to be expanded so as to improve its quality 
and strengthen the State's competitive position in the local, regional, national 
and global marketplace. As decisions are made to remove trees from the Forest, 
it is imperative that those decisions be well-planned, with an eye to the Future 
Forest.
When work is done and we look to the Forest, we need to be assured that 
we can still find leisure, solitude and an uplifting of spirit.
A resource so valuable must be protected from damages due to wildfire and 
insects and diseases.
And, most important of all. we must teach the value and essential nature of 
the Forest to every generation.
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Summary
In the early 1970's, concern over the ability of 
America's forest to meet demands for its use culminated 
with the passage of the 1974 federal Forest and Range- 
land Renewable Resources Planning Act. The Act called 
for examination of the forest resources and relationships 
between social and economic pressures placed upon it. 
Amendments to the Act brought states into the planning 
process. Thus Maine became involved in assessing its 
own forest resource and planning ahead for its manage­
ment and use.
This plan has been written by the Maine Forest 
Service, the State's forestry agency. By legislation, the 
Maine Forest Service was established to "ensure for 
present and future generations of Maine citizens the 
greatest economic and social benefits from trees and 
the forest lands of the State " (Maine State Govern­
ment Annuai Report, 1983 84)
Specifically, the Legislature requires the Maine Forest 
Service to:
* Continue its responsibilities in controlling forest 
fire, insect and disease destruction;
* Provide advice and assistance on forest manage­
ment, utilization and marketing of wood products 
to forest landowners', and
* Undertake information, education, planning, and 
research efforts.
This plan, then, is a statement of commitment to the 
Legislature's intent.
The design of the plan is the design of the Forest as 
it is in Nature, a unified whole. The trees, wildlife, recrea­
tional opportunities, soil, watershed and simple food for 
the soul cannot be separated into neatly boxed 
categories. What is done in and with the Forest must 
be accepting of this fundamental principle. The plan 
then examines these amenities as they relate one to 
another.
Four chapters comprise the plan, beginning with an 
historical focus on the human impact upon the forest. 
The plan relates past attitudes toward, and treatment 
of the forest to those of current adoption. Chapter One 
examines what has happened in the past, so a better 
perspective can be gained of today's forest and its 
problems. The most significant events or occurrences 
— the early clearing and settling of land: the rise and 
fall of the lumber industry; the emergence of the paper 
industry: the disposal of public lands; the mechaniza­
tion in the woods and the environmental movement — 
have transformed a largely virgin forest of pre-European 
settlement into a forest highly depended upon by 
Maine's citizens.
Chapter Two is a description of the forest resource 
as it exists today — the supply and demand for wood 
products, extent of wildlife habitat, use of the forest for 
recreation, condition of Maine's watershed, the 
economic dependence of Maine's people upon the forest 
and the social significance of the resource. The plan 
relates how the natural forces of geology, soil, climate, 
fire, insects and diseases all interplay and affect human 
action in the forest.
As the discussion in Chapter Two progresses, major 
needs in the forest which relate to soil and water, fire, 
insects and diseases, and harvesting and management 
become evident. The role of the Maine Forest Service 
relative to these needs is suggested throughout the 
discussion.
Chapter Three carries further the examination of the 
Maine Forest Service including its organization and 
administration.
Action
The most important feature of the plan encompasses 
several pages in the final chapter. They represent an 
Action Pian — actions the State's forestry agency, both 
singularly and in cooperation with other entities — is 
and will be taking to protect and manage the forest.
Problems and challenges revealed in Chapters Two 
and Three form the framework of the Action Pian. The 
Action Pian is designed such that recommended 
policies and program directions are grouped according 
to the Maine Forest Service's four basic organizational 
units. The mission statements and priority program 
objectives are listed below.
Mtssfon Statement;
FOREST MANAGEMENT & UTiUZATiON
In recognition of the status of Maine's important forest 
resource, conduct a statewide forest management pro­
gram which promotes and initiates those management 
practices which will insure a vigorous and productive 
forest. This program will maintain the integrity of 
Maine's unique environment while enhancing the 
economy of the State.
Prforftt/ Ob/ectiues;
* Increase the acreage of forest land under active 
forest management.
* Create recognition by the general public and the 
forestry community (landowners, loggers, 
foresters, conservation groups and forest in­
dustries) of the complexity and interrelationships 
of the natural resource community.
* Develop tools for landowners to analyze their 
specific forest land opportunities.
* Strengthen Maine's forest resource-based economy 
with emphasis on the development of primary and 
secondary manufacturing capabilities and the 
marketing of higher value wood products from 
Maine's forest resource.
-Summary
Mfsston Statement;
FOREST F!RE MANAGEMENT
Conduct an effective statewide program of wildfire 
prevention, detection, presuppression and suppression.
Prforftt/ Ob/ectmes.
* Review and revise policies of the Maine Forest 
Service, Division of Forest Fire Control.
* Improve the effectiveness of the Division of Forest 
Fire Control.
* Increase the awareness of the public and land- 
owners of the need for forest fire prevention.
* Upgrade and expand, if appropriate, training of 
municipal fire departments: local hot shot crews; 
industry, railroad, vocational school, and college 
forest firefighters.
Mtssfon Statement.
FOREST !NSECT & DfSEASE MANAGEMENT
Evaluate the real and potential impact of forest in­
sects and diseases. Conduct actions to provide pertinent 
data and/or control of the problems.
Prforftt/ Ob/ectfues.
* Sustain, improve and expand the forest insect and 
disease survey and detection role of the Ento­
mology Division.
* Develop, supervise, and conduct an integrated 
approach to minimizing the impact of forest pests 
on the forest resource of the state.
* Increase public awareness of the impact of insects 
and diseases on the forest resource.
Mfssfon Statement;
MAtNE FOREST SERVtCE ADM!N!STRAT!ON
Support, coordinate and assist the divisions of the 
Maine Forest Service in fulfilling their roles to meet the 
needs in the forest. Promote and secure the policies and 
programs of the agency. Provide leadership in educating 
the general public as to the importance of the forest.
Prforftt/ Ob/ectmes;
* Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Maine 
Forest Service Administration.
* Increase the awareness of citizens of Maine and 
their elected representatives of the role of Maine's 
forest in maintaining the economic health and en­
vironmental amenities of the State.
* Prepare recommendations to the Department of 
Conservation, Maine Legislature, and the U.S. 
Forest Service designed to stabilize funding of 
Maine Forest Service programs.
* Create a management system designed to max­
imize the capabilities and effectiveness of the 
Maine Forest Service's human resources.
* Upgrade the ability of the Maine Forest Service to 
respond to natural disasters.
* Establish a system for defining and communicating 
research needs in forestry.
The Plan's Intent
The Maine Forest: !ts Future, A Perspective and 
Pian of the Maine Forest Service is not only for the 
Maine Forest Service but for all Maine people, for in 
some way all lives are touched by the Forest. In this 
plan, the Maine Forest Service has sought to examine 
all sides of forest related issues. The language herein 
is non technical.
All of the following pages are the result of the time 
and interest of many people. The Maine Forest Service 
has coordinated the effort, but hundreds of individuals 
have contributed. Participants at public hearings, 
members of Task Groups, individuals of all forestry in­
terests who were interviewed separately, and many 
Maine Forest Service personnel have created this plan.
This document has been written not only as a course 
of action, but in a manner which will answer questions 
of why specific actions are being taken. What has 
happened in the past is recognized, accepted, and 
understood.
With a glimpse of the past, an examination of the 
present, the Maine Forest Service plan moves to the 
future.
XI
THE MAiNE FOREST. To thousands of species of 
plants and animals in Maine, it is a place called home. 
To the canoeist paddling the Allagash, it is a place of 
serenity and inspiration. To the thousands of Maine 
citizens directly employed by the woods industry, it is 
a livelihood. What is this resource we call the Forest? 
What is its future in the State of Maine?
Introduction
The forest /s a pecu/r'ar organism of un/imited 
beneuo/ence that ma/ces no demands for its sustenance 
and extends generoustg the products of its fife actiuitg; 
if affords protection to aft beings, offering shade euen to 
the axeman urho destrogs if.
— Gautama Buddha
This forest resource plan has been prepared by the 
Maine Forest Service to address these questions. By ex­
amining issues related to the forest resource, the Maine 
Forest Service has simultaneously examined the effec­
tiveness of its own programs in meeting the needs of 
the resource while operating within budgetary restraints.
The Maine Forest Service is a state agency whose 
primary responsibility is the Forest. The agency is a 
partner with four other agencies together forming the 
Department of Conservation. The Maine Geoiogicai 
Survey maps, interprets, and disseminates information 
on the geologic features of the State. The Land Use 
Reguiation Commission plans for the proper use of 
resources and guides land use in the Unorganized Ter­
ritory. Planning for and management of the State's 
public land holdings is entrusted to the Bureau of 
Pubiic Lands The Bureau of Parks and Recreation 
oversees the state's parks and historic sites.
Collectively, the mission of these agencies is to 
"preserve, protect, and enhance the land resources of 
the State of Maine; to encourage the wise use of the 
scenic, mineral and forest resources of the State of 
Maine and to ensure that the coordinated planning for 
the future allocation of lands for recreational, forest pro­
duction, mining and other public and private uses is ef­
fectively accomplished; and to provide for the effective 
management of public lands in the State of Maine" (12 
MRSA §5011).
Evolution of a Plan
The pian was initiated in response to the 1974 federal 
Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning 
Act. as amended by the 1976 National Forest Manage­
ment Act. The plan examines the effectiveness of Maine 
Forest Service programs, provides direction for vital 
traditional programs and suggests designs for new pro­
grams which address contemporary needs. The pian has 
been designed as a five-year plan; it lends itself to 
modification as new data and information become 
available.
Work on the forest resource plan began in late 1977. 
From December 1977, to February 1979, issues relating 
to various aspects of the forest resource were identified 
and studied by the Maine Forest Service Planning Divi­
sion. A series of seven public meetings were held 
throughout the State, at which the public offered infor­
mation. suggestions, and criticisms. Much public input 
is incorporated in this plan.
Subsequently in 1978, the State Forest Planning 
Committee was established to guide the planning pro­
cess. Representatives from forest industries, woods 
labor organizations, landowners, state and federal 
natural resource agencies, educational and research in­
stitutions, and environmental groups shared ideas. The 
Committee reviewed the planning process and periodic 
reports. They made recommendations to the State 
Forester on funding, planning, and policy priorities. A 
list of members is represented in Appendix A.
Thereafter, eleven Task Groups were organized, com­
prised of representatives from all facets of the forest 
community. Participants are listed in Appendix B. They 
evaluated issues and recommended actions. Meeting 
throughout 1979, and again in 1981, the Task Groups 
explored the areas of education, research, wildlife, 
recreation, watershed management, timber, inventory 
and data management, fire control, insects and 
diseases, changing forest land use, and forest 
economics. Issues and recommendations of the Task 
Groups can be found in "Planning for the Forest Re­
source: Technical Planning Document No. 2".
With support from Maine Forest Service staff, the 
Planning Division then reviewed all issues and recom­
mendations and related them to the capabilities and 
responsibilities of the Maine Forest Service. Thirteen 
modified issue areas evolved from those originally de­
fined by the Task Groups:
Education
Community Forestry
Forest Economics
Timber Management & Wildlife
Soils
Insect & Disease Management 
Fire Management 
Administration 
Recreation
Planning. Inventory & Data Management 
Research
Watershed Management 
Marketing and Utilization
Much of the work of the Task Groups is embodied in 
this resource pian. especially in Chapter Four — Action 
Pian of the Maine Forest Service. Throughout the plan­
ning process, the Planning Division interviewed many 
members of the forestry, governmental, environmental, 
and university communities. The final product reflects 
the efforts of many individuals all of whom share a com­
mon interest in the forest and a desire to ensure its 
wholesome perpetuation.
BANGOR F/ARBOR — Courtesy of 750 gears of Bangor Corporaf/on — AMdred Thager Co//ecd'on
CHAPTER ONE
History o/^ 
Marne's forest
This Chapter describes the forest of time past. What 
were significant events and occurrences? How have 
people's attitudes changed? What happened through the 
years to bring about the forest of today?
Strange that so /'em euer come to the moods to see horn 
the ptne /toes and groms and sptres, tt/h'ng tts euergreen 
arms to the ttghf.
— Henry David Thoreau 
The Marne iVoods, 1864
Almost four hundred years ago, Europeans left their 
homeland for a country which offered the hope of re­
newed spirit. They boldly sailed westward to the shores 
of a land largely unsettled. They found Americans, 
native to the land, who belonged to the Algonquin 
Nation. The two tribes of the Nation, Abenaki and 
Etchemin, had for centuries asked of the land only the 
bare necessities. Food, clothing, shelter, weapons, and 
fire were ail obtained from the forest. The tribes made 
full use of all they took from the forest. When, for ex­
ample, a deer was killed, its hide was used for clothing, 
snowshoes and moccasins; its sinew for fish nets; its 
bones for fishhooks; and its meat for sustenance.
Unlike the Algonquins who moved with the seasons, 
the adventurers from Europe founded settlements and 
asked considerably more of the land. Settlements 
spread from the original Plymouth Colony and then in 
ever broadening circles to the north, south and west. 
Explorers and trappers coming to Maine discovered 
virgin forests dense with softwoods and northern hard­
woods. Tall timber trees, especially pine and spruce, 
predominated with young shrubs and seedlings inter­
spersed. Beech, yellow birch, maples and oaks were 
probably the most prevalent hardwoods.
Following closely behind those adventurous souls 
were the colonists, whose confidence had grown from 
successes in settlements further south. Enthusiasm for 
a growing country brought these pioneers to Maine to 
tame and settle the land, opening vast opportunities for 
a new nation. But before there could be settlements, 
before there could be agricultural lands with rows of 
vegetables and grains, the trees had to be felled. "Let 
daylight into the swamp; clear the land!" resounded 
throughout the province. Clearing the land simul­
taneously provided building materials and fuel for 
homes and businesses.
Lumbering
During the early seventeenth century, settlement in­
creased in Maine generally following the river valleys. 
To these early settlers the forest appeared infinite; the 
forest would last forever and stretched to the North Pole. 
The British laid claim to the best pines: tall and straight, 
these trees were valued highly for masts for the King's 
navy. The colonists watched with dismay as the best 
pines were marked with the King's arrow for felling.
To provide for building materials for homes, boats, 
businesses and furniture, a waterpowered sawmill was 
erected in 1634 in South Berwick. As demand grew 
more sawmills were erected along the rivers, where the 
force of moving water could be harnessed to drive the 
mills and transport logs. When the local timber supply 
was depleted, the mill site was abandoned, and another 
mill constructed at the next supply of timber.
The explorers and trappers claimed parcels of land 
through squatters' rights. Some settlers secured deeds 
from Indian tribes, but the majority of land belonging 
to settlers was granted to them by charter from the King 
of England. Since measurements were often established 
according to the course of rivers or following the coast, 
boundaries were crudely delineated.
The land was cleared with a frenzy; some wood was 
used for products, some for fuel and some was just 
burned. New uses for wood — oak and pine for building 
ships, hemlock bark for tanning, and oak for barrels and 
casks — only whetted the voracious appetite for more 
wood. The British continued to look across the ocean 
for their wood products. Potash used in the thriving 
glass and textile industries was obtained by leaching 
wood ashes, evaporating the resulting lye and heating 
the residue until it became a powder. And so, not only 
was there clearing of the land, but the by-products of 
burning the chopped trees became a source of income 
to the colonists. In those days, the value of the ashes 
as fertilizer was little recognized. Furthermore, the 
colonists gave no thought to burning fine quality maple, 
birch, beech, chestnut, oak, cherry and elm.
The Revolutionary War ended British dominance in 
the States, and sparked zeal for continued growth. 
Forested land continued to hinder this growth; thus, 
forests were deemed of little value to the newly formed 
government. The public domain land, now belonging 
to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, was disposed 
of through gifts to colleges, academies, and to war 
veterans. Some deeds were awarded in lotteries, and 
some were sold for pittance. Forested land became a 
medium of exchange for the fledgling government to 
pay its war debts and operating expenses and make 
improvements.
Towns revered the men who built new sawmills, there­
by accelerating the clear-cutting of the land; many acres 
of timber were given to these sawmill owners as a token 
of appreciation. Farsighted speculators saw wealth in 
the forests and aggressively purchased available acres. 
Occasionally, huge tracts of land were purchased by 
businessmen such as William Bingham of Pennsylvania, 
who eventually invested in more than two million acres.
As interest in the land developed, more exact 
measurements were taken using magnetic (compass) 
north and later true north-south. Townships of six miles 
square were laid out with acreage within each 
designated as public lots for ministry, education and 
future governmental use. Maine gained statehood in 
1820. and continued the land policies of Massachusetts.
As the pines began to diminish, lumbermen pushed 
further and further into the unsettled territory for their 
source of timber. As the cutting moved inland along 
watersheds, dams were built to provide sufficient 
waterflow to float logs downstream to the major rivers.
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Boom Times
Lumbermen no/ on/g cu/ and ban/ /rom c/umps and com- 
mund/es, bu/ reconno/Zer /be /ores/. b:7/. ua/e and moun- 
Za/ns/de Lor sca//er/ng /rees; and mben /beg are deemed 
mor/b an e/Lor/, no /oca/Zon /n rub/cb /beg mag be found, 
borueuer m//d or dar/ng, can oppose /be s/d// and en/er- 
pr/se of our men.
— John Springer 
Fores/ F//e and Fores/ Frees, 1851.
Often clad in red flannel shirts, lumbermen felled 
trees at a furious pace. As a whole, lumbermen were a 
boisterous, rowdy group who created legends and then 
lived up to them. Axes were the tools of men whose 
competitiveness matched their strength. Horses or oxen 
pulled the logs to the nearby rivers where they were 
rolled into huge piles for the winter. When the ice left 
the rivers in the spring, the logs went in. The lumbermen 
pushed, rode and followed the logs down the rivers to 
the mills. The ride was treacherous; caution and quick 
reflexes were imperative for if the lumberman fell, the 
force of the water-driven logs could spell disaster. After 
driving the logs to their destination, many lumbermen 
returned to their homes and farms; but for others, 
having worked hard for months in the woods and spent 
evenings in lumber camps, the rewards of liquor and 
women were paramount. The mill cities, especially 
Bangor, provided both.
At the mills, logs which had arrived by river were sawn 
into lumber. Wooden ships built in Maine transported 
much of the lumber to the West Indies, where the cargo 
was exchanged for molasses and rum. Some of the 
lumber was laid as ties for railroad tracks as they blazed
westward. Some was hauled on trains which ran on 
those same tracks to be used to fence in the western 
half of a nation. The mid-1800's found Bangor to be the 
undisputed center of the world lumber trade, a city 
teeming with prosperity and wealth.
Building of the first railroads into the interior of 
Maine, beginning in the 1830's. ushered in a new era. 
No longer were the lumbermen completely dependent 
upon rivers for transporting logs. Railroad tracks were 
laid into previously inaccessible and mountainous 
regions where spruce was the principle softwood.
Cour/esg o/ Ma/ne S/a/e L/brarg — Auerg Co//ec//on
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Westward Ho!
Th/n/c hour s/ood /be ujb/Ze p/ne /ree on /be shore oL 
Chesuncoo/r, /Zs branches sough/ng ro;7b /be four ndnds, 
and euerg /nd/u/dna/ need/e /remb/Zng /n /be sun//gb/, — 
Zh/nAr bora // s/ands m//b /Z norn, — so/d. perchance, Lor 
/be /Yem Eng/and Fn'c//on-Ma/c/i Compang.
— Henry David Thoreau 
The Marne Woods, 1864
As merchantable pines diminished even further, the 
newly accessible and plentiful spruce became the pre­
ferred sawlogs. The saw accompanied the ax for cutting 
trees. But word of vast expanses of pines in the Great 
Lakes States had spread among the Maine lumbermen. 
As early as the mid-1830's, many lumbermen headed 
west. Fewer mills were needed in Maine. Those that sur­
vived grew as did the extent of their owners' land 
holdings.
Migration continued into the Pacific Northwest. The 
lumbermen took their inventiveness with them. Steam 
power, circular saws — better and faster and more effi­
cient ways to cut trees — were instituted in places other 
than Maine. Unbeknownst to woodsmen, sawmill 
owners and citizens alike, Maine's dominance of the 
lumber industry was beginning to decline.
The tremendously fast growth and unprecedented 
prosperity of the early 1800's did not fast. The Depres­
sion of 1873 hit hard; economic gloom prevailed. Farms 
were abandoned and citizens looked to southern states 
for employment. Many small woodland owners averted 
financial disaster by selling to individuals and com­
panies solvent enough to survive ruination.
Meanwhile, the end of the Civil War had marked the 
beginning of the end for wooden ships. Their destiny 
was foretold by battles in which iron ships decimated
their wooden sisters. Moreover, the large timber com­
panies which were becoming equally large landowners 
also controlled transportation of the raw material as well 
as sale of the finished product. When wood was 
transported by ship, companies used their own vessels 
rather than relying on the many private vessels which 
had previously carried their cargoes. More often than 
not, companies used the railroads. The empire of 
wooden shipbuilding drew to a close.
With the discovery of gold in California, the emigra­
tion of Maine settlers to Western territories was 
unrestrained. In a final desperate attempt to lure set­
tlers to the north, the State of Maine gave its public do­
main land, land which belonged to the State but had 
not been populated, to individuals who were willing to 
settle, and handed over thousands of acres to the Euro­
pean and North American Railroad with the hope that 
the development of rail transportation would entice 
people to Aroostook County. The railroad and the at­
tempt at settlement failed. The last remaining tracts of 
the public domain were auctioned off primarily to 
timber companies. After the land auction, the public lots 
within the townships were all that remained of the 
State's once extensive holdings. Because they were now 
surrounded by private land and were virtually inaccessi­
ble, the public lots suffered from neglect.
Paper Comes to Maine
The mid-1800's marked a profound change in the 
woods industry. Since its inception in Europe, the paper 
industry had relied on rags and straw for its raw material. 
The discovery was made in 1870 that wood fiber could 
be used as a substitute for rags. Almost overnight, the 
developing pulp and paper industry mushroomed in the 
United States where the supply of raw material was 
bountiful. Unlike sawmills which followed the timber, 
pulp and paper mills had timber brought to them and 
became a competitor of sawmills for the natural 
resource. Large investments in buildings, equipment, 
and energy needs, coupled with the need for an abun­
dant, continuous supply of timber dictated permanence 
to the paper mill locations. Railroads were crucial to this 
development. By 1880. the pulp and paper industry had 
become the largest wood-using industry in Maine: ten 
years later Maine led the nation in pulp production.
Improvements continued to be made in the paper in­
dustry. Many mills consolidated, forming such large 
companies as Great Northern Paper Company and In­
ternational Paper Company. As the nineteenth century 
came to an end. hydroelectric power provided energy 
to drive the mills' machinery. Confrontation between the 
paper companies upriver and the sawmills downriver en­
sued. Dams which provided continuous flow for hydro- 
power also hindered log drives. Bitterness raged. In the 
end, the paper companies won control of the rivers.
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The Cry for Conservation
So /ar as /he na/uraZ resources mere concerned, me mere 
s/Z/Z a na/Zon ofp/oneers. The morZd mas a// be/ore us, and 
/here mou/d aZmags he pZen/g o/*euerg/bZng /or euergbodg. 
FuhZZc op/n/on heZd /he /ores/s Zn par/ZcuZar /o he Znex- 
haus/ZhZe and Zn /he mag. Wba/ /o do mZ/h /he /Zmher? Ge/ 
rZd o/* Z/, o/ course.
— Gifford Pinchot 
Brea/c/nry ZYeu? Ground, 1947
By the end of the century, it became apparent that 
the forest would not last forever. Much of the accessi­
ble timber had been either cut or burned. The hardwood 
forest in the southern part of the State had been cleared 
or burned; one half of the hemlock in the State had been 
used in tanning; one third of the cedar had been cut for 
ties, shingles and poles; much of the spruce went for 
sawlogs and virtually all the old growth pine was gone. 
Many stands that remained contained trees of small 
diameter and poor quality. Land management and 
forest cutting practices by the woods industry came 
under attack.
As with many other reform issues of the day, the 
newspapers delved into the issue of a dwindling forest 
resource. Conservation of the resource through more 
complete use of each felled tree and replanting of 
cleared areas became a conviction. Demand for legisla­
tion to require landowners to practice good forest 
management appeared in major newspapers, especial­
ly the Bangor Daity Commercial and the Portland 
Eastern Argus. The destruction by insects and 
diseases were believed by many to be a result of poor 
management of forests. The incidence of fire, prevalent 
at the end of the century, created concern and dismay. 
In response, the legislature created the Maine Forest 
Commission in 1891. (PL 1891, C. 100 §1), with the 
mandate to evaluate conditions relating to forestry, the 
destruction of the forest by fire, and cutting practices.
Foresters Enter the Woods
During this time, the companies began to realize the 
need for a continuous supply of wood, especially from 
their own lands. Economics demonstrated that reinvest­
ment in their woodlands would achieve long term pro­
duction on a sustained yield basis, allowing a consis­
tent level of growth as well as harvest. Some companies 
saw the value in this approach and experimented with 
a startling new course to achieve their goal - they hired 
company foresters. In 1895, Berlin Mills in New Hamp­
shire employed Austin Cary as the first company 
forester in the country. He had grown up in the Maine 
woods and had an excellent rapport with those who 
worked the woods. Hired to map the company's wood­
lands, a portion of which was in the Rangeley area in 
western Z4aine, Cary convinced the company to consider 
their holdings as a long-term as well as a short-term in­
vestment. He preached his revolutionary ideas whenever
he was in contact with other landowners. He advocated 
leaving small diameter trees for further growth, cutting 
trees to low stump levels, using more of the tree up in­
to the limbs, and the most radical idea of all, pZan/Znp 
trees. Great Northern Paper Company became the first 
Maine mill to accept the methods. However, company 
foresters as a whole were resented because they were 
educated and expounded theories of forest manage­
ment which were totally alien to the lumbermen who 
had dominated the Maine woods since the 1600's. 
Lumbermen were experienced in harvesting only, and 
were not easily convinced of the value of long-term 
forest management.
A na/Zon u//erZg absorbed Zn /be presen/ bad /o be brougb/ 
/o consZder /be /u/ure...pu/ /ores/rg Zn/o ac/uaZprac/Zce Zn 
/be moods, proue /ba/ Z/ cou/d be done bg doZng Z/, proue 
Zba/ Z/ mas prac/ZcabZe bg maZrZng Z/ mo/Zr.
—Gifford Pinchot 
Break/ng /Veto Ground, 1947
Although many companies continued their controver­
sial forest practices, newspapers would not let up. The 
conservation ethic grew. Big business, typified by the 
pulp and paper companies, and its control of govern­
ment were looked at disdainfully by those who favored 
conservation. The practice of forestry had spread and 
was considered a crusade against the destruction of the 
forest. Nationally, Theodore Roosevelt consolidated ad­
ministration of the national forest reserves into the new­
ly formed Bureau of Forestry in 1905. Gifford Pinchot, 
one of the leading conservationists and a devout 
believer in the principles of forest management, was ap­
pointed head of the Bureau.
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At about the same time, in 1903. the University of 
Maine estabished its forestry program. Austin Cary 
prepared evaluative reports on the forest for the Forest 
Commission and through his efforts, the State's Forest 
Commission gained the respect of those affiliated with 
the Maine woods. In 1913, the State added a forest 
nursery to the University to encourage tree planting.
The incidence of insect and disease destruction of the 
forest became more recognized. White pine blister rust 
and spruce budworm had damaged Maine's most 
valuable species of trees, white pine and spruce respec­
tively. In 1921. the State's first forest entomologist 
began tackling the most prevalent insect and disease 
problems.
But. World War I had erupted and the country was 
turning its attention away from conservation issues to 
events across the Atlantic. Meanwhile, the pulp and 
paper companies met the additional demands of a war­
time economy. Increasingly, demand grew, production 
grew, and the companies' land holdings grew.
The lumbermen, now more commonly known as 
woodsmen or loggers, had also begun to change. Rather 
than maintaining camaraderie with fellow loggers in log­
ging camps, they chose to marry, have families and 
commute to and from work as often as possible. Mills 
located in the south enticed workers out of the woods. 
To fill the void, many Canadian workers entered the
Maine woods and the rivalry which continues decades 
later began to grow.
The Forest Commission expanded and became 
known as the Maine Forest Service. Its fire control ef­
forts improved: airplanes became vital for forest fire 
observation and detection. Telephone lines for com­
munication extended hundreds of miles. The Legislature 
delegated to the Forest Service responsibilities relating 
to the control of insects and diseases. Cooperation be­
tween the Forest Service and the landowners began to 
evolve as landowners provided personnel and finances 
for insect surveys on their lands and in turn, reported 
results to the Maine Forest Service. In addition, land- 
owners aided in construction of fire lookout towers, and 
supplied men and equipment to battle fires.
With the first presentation in 1921 and continuing for 
three decades after, Governor Percival Baxter gave 
parcels of forest land totalling over 200.000 acres to the 
citizens of the State of Maine. Baxter State Park, with 
the peak of Katahdin as its highlight, "...shall forever 
be used for public park and recreational purposes, shall 
forever be left in the natural wild state, shall forever be 
kept as a sanctuary for wild beasts and birds..." (P & SL 
1931. C. 23)
But the 1930's slowed progress as the Great Depres­
sion shattered the country. Maine was devastated. 
Already ailing from declining population, the State suf-
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fered massive unemployment. Franklin Roosevelt's New 
Deal, especially the Civilian Conservation Corps, helped 
to rescue the State. Linder the supervision of the Maine 
Forest Service, the CCC built roads, forest fire lookout 
towers, and campgrounds; helped in the control of in­
sects and diseases; removed slash (residue branches, 
limbs and tops of trees from logging operations); and 
aided in fire protection.
The Coming of the 
Machine Age
No sooner had the State begun to recover from the 
Depression than World War II enveloped the globe. What 
the woods industry lacked in reduced manpower, they 
made up for in remarkable advances in the development 
of mechanical equipment. Many trucks, tractors, bull­
dozers and power saws entered the woods. Companies 
constructed miles of roads upon which the new equip­
ment travelled. As in the earlier case of the railroads, 
companies became less and less dependent upon rivers 
to transport logs. The illustrious log drives suffered from 
lack of men to run them. Undeniably, road transport was 
cheaper, more expeditious, did not require a spring 
thaw, and did not risk sinking timber to the bottom of 
rivers.
Wartime prosperity continued after V-Day. Soldiers 
returned home. The nation soon realized, however, that 
wartime demand had resulted in severe overcutting of 
many forests. Sentiment grew for a nationwide forest 
practices act. As an alternative, the federal government 
initiated a forestry program in many states to promote 
selection cutting. In Maine, a program was begun in 
1943 known as farm forestry.
Following the war, low interest loans enabled veterans 
to build houses, pursue educational goals and venture 
into business. The farm forestry program grew. In his 
Twenty-Sixth Biennial Report, Maine Forest Commis­
sioner Raymond Rendall noted that "a great deal of time 
had been spent during the last year with veterans and 
others who are interested in going into the lumber 
business...the request for information, to look over 
timber lots with the idea of setting up a mill, etc., is a 
new phase of the work that has come in recently. ' In 
response, the Legislature in 1949 (12 MRSA. C. 346) 
established an assistance program within the Maine 
Forest Service to give technical guidance in forestry to 
small woodlot owners. The farm forestry program, 
boosted by State support, became known as the Service 
Forestry Program.
Bigger, Better, Faster
Development, growth, and progress characterized the 
era after the war. Greater demand brought greater 
pressure upon the forest.
Throughout Maine, working conditions improved. As 
employees were given more leisure time, their interest 
in recreation grew dramatically. The woods, lakes, and
rivers offered the opportunities for which they searched. 
The concept of multiple-use of the forest resource began 
to evolve.
The war had stimulated the woods industry. Demand 
was high and competition from the West and South in 
lumber, and from Canada and the South in pulp and 
paper was stiff. Companies concentrated on production, 
growth and reduced costs of operation. During the war 
years, the reduction in manpower hampered efforts to 
remove the residue left from the much expanded 
harvesting of wood. In addition, a severe hurricane in 
1938 downed hundreds of acres of trees. A large 
amount of salvage was removed, but much had to be 
left in the woods.
Inadequacies existed in the State's forest fire-fighting 
capacity; training for control of large fires was deficient; 
equipment, especially large mechanized equipment, 
was sorely lacking: and radio communication was in­
complete. Within the organized towns, "skimpy, ob­
solete, often makeshift equipment was all too com­
monplace. Although the Maine Forest Service had fire 
control responsibilities in the Unorganized Territory, 
there was no centralized network for the entire State. 
To make matters worse, the late summer of 1947 
brought severe drought. In October, blazing fires en­
gulfed thousands of acres in the worst fire disaster the 
State had ever experienced. The aftermath found six­
teen people dead, nine communities in ashes, 2500 
citizens homeless, and over 200,000 acres destroyed. 
As a consequence, the Maine Forest Service began to 
correct many of the deficiencies which the fires had 
made apparent. Many more fire towers were built; the 
radio communication network was greatly expanded 
and public relations efforts — radio messages, films, 
literature, and exhibits at fairs and other events aimed 
at fire prevention — were developed. Smokey Bear, the 
symbol of fire prevention, became established in Maine. 
The Legislature also responded by giving the Forest 
Service responsibility for forest fire suppression 
throughout the entire State (P.L. 1949 C. 355). Other 
legislation added Maine to the Northeastern Interstate 
Forest Fire Protection Compact — a cooperative of 
northeastern states which provides mutual aid to battle 
large forest fires.
Pesticides were introduced as weapons to wage war 
on insects and to discourage growth of undesirable 
species of trees and shrubs. Powerful chemicals were 
used in agriculture and forestry. Gypsy moth and spruce 
sawfly epidemics became widespread. Spruce budworm 
populations increased. The Legislature reacted to pleas 
for a combative effort by enacting emergency legisla­
tion in 1949 (12 MRSA C. 24) calling for aerial spray­
ing against insects or diseases when necessary. The 
State, under the auspices of the Maine Forest Service, 
undertook periodic spray programs.
Across the nation, new forests were planted under the 
Soil Bank program. Concerns over increased soil ero­
sion and an overabundance of some crops led the 
federal government to take acres of agricultural land 
out of production. Abandoned farmland was also re­
forested. The government aided growth of the State
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forest nursery to make the effort possible. During the 
program's existence in Maine, from 1956 to 1960. 
17,200 acres were planted with over 17.000.000 trees. 
Many are now ready for their first thinning.
The 1950's and early 1960's brought continued 
mechanization into the woods. Chainsaws and rubber- 
tired skidders, the two now almost universal pieces of 
equipment used for logging, revolutionized woods 
operations. Larger and larger pieces of equipment 
moved the trees faster from the woods to the mills. The 
accompanying network of hundreds of miles of roads 
steadily expanded into the unpopulated regions of the 
State, providing access to remote areas.
Even recreation areas felt the advance of enterprise. 
The National Park Service began exploring the possibili­
ty of creating a national park in the Aliagash Waterway. 
Word leaked out in 1960. As the park study increased 
in depth, opposition from Maine's citizens also grew. 
The State grappled with the issue for six years and then 
finally voted to quash the national park concept and en­
sure the wilderness qualities of the Waterway at the 
State level instead. One and one half million dollars 
were appropriated to protect the Aliagash Wilderness 
Waterway. Maine citizens, increasingly mobile and in­
creasingly knowledgeable, had taken a proprietary in­
terest in the forest.
The Environmental 
Movement
FcoZogg has no/ ge/ expZZcZ/Zg deue/oped /he /and oh 
cohes/ue, sZmpZZ/gZnggenera/Zza/Zon exemp///7ed bp. sag, 
/he /atus ofphgs/cs. Neuedhe/ess, /here are a number of 
genera/Zza/Zons /ha/ are a/readg eu/den/ Zn ru/ia/ rue noru 
Amour abou/ /he ecosphere /ha/ can be organZzed Zn/o a 
/and oh /n/ormed se/ oh "/arus oh ecoZogg. "
The F/rs/ Taru oh FcoZogg; Fuerg/hZng /s Connec/ed 
/o Fuerp/h/ng FZse.
The Second Taru oh EcoZogg.' Fuerp/h/ng Mus/ Go 
Someruhere.
The ThZrd Taru oh FcoZogg/ /VaZure Knorns Z3es/.
The Four/h Taru oh FcoZogg; There Zs No Such ThZng 
As A Free Tunch.
— Barry Commoner 
The Cfostng Ctrcfe, 1971
Unrestrained progress does not proceed without a 
price. The environmental movement of the 1960's and 
'70 s revealed that the post-war wave of strong economic 
activity and development had had repercussions. When 
the State's people looked beyond the bustling mills and 
factories and into their own back yard, they did not like 
what they saw. The waters were no longer pure, many 
animals were in danger, and the land was being abused.
Chemicals, organic compounds and solid matter, by­
products from the paper-making process and other in­
dustries, and municipal sewage were degrading Maine's 
waterways. Pollution was destroying fisheries, render­
ing municipal and private drinking water supplies un­
consumable, depreciating river front properties, and in­
terfering with the recreational use of Maine's rivers. In­
dustries and municipalities resisted early State efforts 
at reducing waste effluent.
Public awareness of the pollution problem turned in­
to anger which turned into action. Armed with the newly 
enacted National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. and 
Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 and its amend­
ments, environmentalists and federal and state officials 
demanded cleanup of the State's rivers.
Pulpwood drives, which had declined considerably as 
companies favored transporting wood by truck, were 
blamed for some of the pollution. Materials leached 
from the bark which the water and rocks peeled away. 
An estimated four percent of the logs sunk to river bot­
toms. The presence of bark and logs in the rivers in­
terfered with recreational use, boating and fishing. A 
report to the Legislature in 1971, recommended phas­
ing out the log drives. Legislation was enacted, and five 
years later, the last pulpwood made its way down the 
Kennebec. A renowned era came to a close.
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During this period, industries, most notably paper 
companies, began modernization of their plants, 
spurred by an unprecedented nationwide economic 
surge. Refurbishing outdated production methods 
allowed former wastes to be utilized in the production 
process rather than to be battled at the end of the pro­
cess. Thus, through modernization, industry greatly ex­
panded efficiency and reduced production costs. At the 
same time, many pollution problems were solved. In 
1976, Maine was the first state in the country to meet 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) clean 
up standards. A number of municipalities did not do as 
well, however. Even today, raw sewage still flows into 
some of Maine's waterways. Progress in cleaning up the 
rivers has been slow, and the cost has been high. The 
process is as yet incomplete, but rivers which were once 
a dumping ground now have salmon returning to them, 
are becoming suitable for recreation, and no longer 
produce putrid odors.
Insecticides posed another environmental problem. 
Rachel Carson's Siient Spring, published in 1962, 
alleged that insecticides, notably DDT, which agricul­
ture and forestry had trusted to give relief from destruc­
tive pests, had placed amphibians, reptiles, fish and 
birds on the same mortality list as the destructive in­
sect that DDT was designed to eradicate. The Universi­
ty of Maine at Orono and the Department of Inland Fish 
and Game (now Inland Fisheries and Wildlife) found 
evidence to support their allegations. DDT was banned 
in the State in 1967, two years before the federal govern­
ment's ban.
The booming economy made its impact upon the 
land as well as the water. Increasing seasonal home con­
struction and proposals for development in the Un­
organized Territory alerted Mainers to blight upon the 
landscape. Concern increased as talk spread of ski 
resorts; additional development of Bigelow Mountain, 
one of Maine's most impressive landmarks; and even 
hosting the Winter Olympics. Visions of substandard 
development and increased water pollution roused 
public action. A battle ensued in the Legislature as those 
who championed the environment contended with those 
who championed the rights of property owners.
After long debate, the Legislature established the 
Maine Land Use Regulation Commission (LURC) in 1969 
by statute (12 MRSA, C. 206-A) to act as municipal agen­
cy for the Unorganized Territory. LURC functions to 
plan, zone, and enforce land use standards on 10.3 
million acres, fifty percent of the State (Figure 1) for ap­
propriate multiple use of the resources in the wild­
lands."
As is evident, many environmental issues surfaced 
during this time. Sometimes regulation was the means 
to resolve the issues, other times compromise served 
the purpose. Throughout the debates and confrontation, 
Maine citizens realized the importance of their role in 
protecting what they had begun to consider as Z/ie/r 
enu/ronmen/.
Creation of a Natural 
Resources Department
In the early 1970's a series of letters to the editor, 
articles and editorials in the Portland Press Heraid 
sparked interest in the State's land holdings, the public 
lots which had been neglected for a century. Legisla­
tion was proposed in 1973 to entrust the State with 
governance, management, and sale of these public lots. 
That same year, the court affirmed the legality of the 
legislation and the Bureau of Public Lands was created. 
Through a series of land sales and trades, the Bureau 
began to regain, exercise control over, and consolidate 
the State's public lands into usable tracts upon which 
intensive forest management has begun to be practiced.
In the interest of better management and fiscal 
austerity, a proposal was made to reorganize State agen­
cies including the natural resource agencies. The new­
ly formed Land Use Regulation Commission and the
Figure 1
Land Use Reguiation Commission Jurisdiction
SOL/RCE. Land L/se Regu/adon Comm<ss<on
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Bureau of Public Lands were to be included in one com­
prehensive agency. Some independent agencies, how­
ever, fought hard for autonomy. Consequently, the 
resulting department, organized in 1973, encompasses 
only a portion of the natural resource agencies of the 
State. The Maine Forest Service joined with the Maine 
Geological Survey and the Bureau of Parks and Recrea­
tion as well as the Land Use Regulation Commission and 
the Bureau of Public Lands to become the Department 
of Conservation.
Today's Focus
The 1980's find the tenets popularized at the begin­
ning of the twentieth century just as pertinent at the 
close of the century. Sound forest management tech­
niques produce vigorous forests as well as wise use of 
the total resource. This fact is the premise upon which 
all of the Maine Forest Service efforts are based. It will 
also be the focus for the following sections of the Maine 
forest resource plan.
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Figure 2
Significant Events and Occurrences in Maine Forest History
THiS SECTiON OF A TREE DEPiCTS MAiNE'S FOREST HtSTORY.
SOME DATES MAY REPRESENT APPROXiMATE PERIODS OF TIME, NOT SiNGLE YEARS.
BEFORE THE TREE BEGAN TO GROW:1670 Clearing and burning of forest land for settlement1780 State land sold or given away1830 Lumber industry flourishes1860 Westward migration1880 Pulp and paper industry begins1900 Land conservation movement
AFTER THE TREE WAS CUT:1970 Environmental movement 1970 Land Use Regulation Commission and Bureau of Public Lands 1973 Maine Tree Growth Tax 1983 Repeal of Maine Foresty District
1903 University of Maineforestry program begins1909 Maine Forest Service given control of forest fires1913 Spruce budworm and gypsy moth outbreak1925 Maine Forest Service given entomology responsibilities
1930 Mechanization in the woods1947 Maine Forest Service — Service Forestry Program1949 Worst fire disaster in Maine's history
1949 Spruce budworm outbreak
Sketch adapted from The Li/e o/ ihe Foresf. " Used tniih permission o/ Champion /niernaiionai Corp.
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CHAPTER TWO
Marne's Forest 7odat/
Many facets comprise the forest of today. Knowledge 
has been gained. The economy has changed. Pressures 
and demands have increased. Sometimes conflicts have 
arisen. The adage "we can't see the forest for the trees " 
is appropriate. Many decisions regarding the forest have 
been made with a narrow field of vision. As society has 
made use of all the forest provides, there has not always 
been an understanding of the impact decisions have had 
upon the trees, soil, wildlife and watershed — the eco­
system known as the Forest. In protecting the forest 
against insects and diseases, environmental conse­
quences have not always been considered.
The reverse of the adage may also be accurate: "We 
can't see the trees for the forest." Sometimes broad deci­
sions have not taken Into consideration, for example, 
characteristics of particular stands of trees or the 
specific needs of individual landowners.
It becomes important then, in making decisions, that 
there be a better understanding of the total forest
resource and the forces affecting it. The previous 
chapter dealt with those forces of history which have 
created the forest of today. How can we know where we 
are or where we are going without first understanding 
where we have been?
This chapter examines the intricacies of the forest 
resource as they interweave to form a complex web of 
life. The natural forces of geology, soil, climate, water, 
fire, insects and diseases all interplay. To a certain ex­
tent, some of these factors can be manipulated; but, to 
a far greater extent, they place limitations on the uses 
to which the forest can be put. By understanding these 
natural forces and how human forces can intervene, the 
role of the State, especially the Maine Forest Service, 
becomes clear. Throughout all of its programs, the 
Maine Forest Service seeks to balance all of the 
pressures upon the forest for the benefit of the people 
of the State without compromising the integrity of the 
forest resource itself.
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CHAPTER TWO—Section A
P/u/sfcaf Features 
A/yectutty the Forest
Flying over the State at a height of 15,000 feet, the 
Maine landscape appears as an endless span of forest 
interrupted only by the blue of rivers, lakes, streams and 
ponds; the browns of bogs, marshes and swamps; and 
the multi-colors of scattered residential, agricultural and 
industrial activity. From a lower altitude, the 2200 
square miles of surface water become more visible. 
Distinct forest regions can be seen, but patterns change 
as the regions blend into one another. Figure 3 depicts 
the major forest vegetation regions: central hardwoods- 
hemlock-white pine: transition hardwoods-white pine- 
hemlock; northern hardwoods-hemlock-white pine; and 
spruce-fir-northern hardwoods.
Figure 3
Naturai Forest Vegetation Zones
Figure 4
Major River Basins
SOURCE. Maine Siaie Manning O/Tice
In the southern portion of the State, pines dominate 
the scene with hemlock and hardwoods, particularly 
oak. red maple and birch scattered throughout. Sandy, 
well-drained, deep soils provide good media for growth 
of these species. The climate Is moderated by the ocean 
and abundantly supplied with rainfall. Such character­
istically southern species as hickory and black walnut 
reach the northeastern limit of their range. Along the 
coast, soils tend to be shallower and less fertile; the 
climate, cooler. Spruce and fir compete better than 
other species under these conditions.
Wildlife is abundant, as food supply is plentiful and 
diverse, and the winters are milder than in other areas 
of the State. Since early settlement, people have found 
this section of Maine attractive, as Figure 4 indicates.
Many hardwoods, especially birch, beech, and maple 
are found in the western and central portion of the State. 
A combination of good soils and drainage in upland 
areas favors these species. As elevation increases in the 
mountainous area, climate becomes more severe and 
soils more fragile and thin giving rise to sparser vegeta­SOC/RCE; Soclelg o/ American Eores/ers
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tion. The composition of the forest begins to change to 
spruce-fir. As Figure 5 shows, headwaters of many of 
Maine's rivers originate in the mountains of western 
Maine. Wildlife is plentiful, but in higher altitudes 
sparser vegetation provides sustenance for fewer 
animals.
To the north, spruce and fir predominate over approx­
imately 50 percent of the 17.2 million acres classified 
by the (J.S. Forest Service as timberland. land capable
of producing wood for industrial use. The northern sum­
mers provide adequate rainfall and warm temperatures 
for the growing season. "Winters are beneficial to timber 
harvesting because the frozen ground and snowpack 
makes transport of wood easier."' Forest soils tend to 
be of poorer quality, acidic and shallow. Due to less 
diversity in vegetation and to the harsher winters, fewer 
species of wildlife are found in the north than in areas 
in the southern portion of the State.
Figure 5
Limits of Permanent Settiement, 1650-1975
SOURCE; Maine Siaie Manning OZ/ice
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Figure 6
Ciimatic Divisions
SOURCE. Maine 7echnoiogg Expen'ment Siaiion
Thus, climatic, topographic, geologic and soil con­
ditions influence species distribution. By examining 
Figures 6, 7, and 8, a pattern begins to develop, a pat­
tern which coincides with the forest vegetation zones 
in Figure 3 page 14.
Climate takes into consideration rain and snowfall, 
storms, flooding, winds and temperature. In Maine, 
climate is noted for its unpredictability. "If you don't like 
the weather now, wait a few minutes " is a popular say­
ing with some merit. Vast ranges in temperature, both 
on a daily and yearly average, differences in weather 
within given seasons over different years, and diversity 
in weather from one area to another characterize the 
State's climate.
Climate, especially precipitation, affects the amounts 
of surface and ground water. Land forms come into play. 
For example, mountainous areas generally receive more 
precipitation than do low-lying areas. In the spring, snow 
upon the mountains melts causing water runoff. Some 
is used by plants, some is retained in ponds, lakes and 
bogs, but the majority finds its way filtering through the
soil to the groundwater system and to streams. Here the 
soil becomes a factor in that particle size and density 
determine how effectively water filters through the soil 
or whether the water will be transported carrying soil 
particles with It. The size of the particles making up the 
soil range from the very small particles characteristic 
of clay to the much larger particles attributed to sand.
Geologically, Maine's landscape is still young, hav­
ing emerged from under a glacier a mere 10,000-20,000 
years ago. As the glacier melted and moved, it bull­
dozed surface materials depositing them distances away 
in the forms of "till, sand, and gravel, marine silt and 
clay, and glacial - lake sed iments.These materials 
formed the basic ingredients of the soils which are in 
existence today.
As the glacier advanced, it excavated valleys and 
scooped out lakes and ponds filling them up with its own 
melted liquid. The sheer weight of the estimated two- 
mile-thick layer of ice depressed the land under It. On 
the coast, the melting ice caused a rise in sea level in 
turn submerging coastal areas leaving 3500 miles of 
sharply indented rocky coastline.
Figure 7
Land Forms and Relative Reiief
j Less than 400 teet - Rolling 
J  400-1500 feet - Hilly 
1500 teet - Mountainous
SOC/RCE; Maine Audubon Soctetp16
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Figure 8
Soi! Associations
SOC/RCE; The So;7s o/ Maine
Throughout the State, wetlands provide the transition 
zone between terrestrial and aquatic environments. 
Wetlands "serve as food producers, spawning sites and 
sanctuaries for many forms of fish and bird life. They 
produce timber, peat moss and crops....They serve as 
storage areas for storm and flood waters, reduce ero­
sion, provide for groundwater retention, and at times, 
purify polluted waters.
Over time, streams have altered their courses, cutting 
valleys into the landscape and depositing streambed 
materials long distances from their origin. Soils were 
formed from the materials left by the glacier, combined 
with particles of vegetation found upon them, weather­
ing of bedrock underneath them, climate, and time.
Soils act to provide trees and other vegetation with 
space for root development and growth, with water and 
nutrients, and provide a medium for seed germination. 
Currently, detailed information on Maine soils is sorely 
lacking, with only about forty-seven percent of the State 
soil-mapped. Such information is useful in planning for
roads, erosion control, and other aspects of forest 
management activities. The United States Department 
of Agriculture-Soil Conservation Service (SCS) has 
begun intensive mapping of soils throughout the State: 
however, the project is not expected to be completed 
before 2005.
Tree Harvesting and 
Soi! Impacts
Human activities in the forest, especially tree 
harvesting, affect soil quality.
The type of harvest a forest landowner chooses 
generally fits into two broad categories — /ntermed/ate 
cutting and regenerat/on cutt/ng.
An intermediate cut is done when the landowner 
wishes to improve the growth of valuable trees by 
removing poorer quality competing trees. This is ac­
complished by a precommerc/a/ t/r/nn/ng in which trees 
are removed which are too small to be marketed or as 
a commerc/a/ /h/nn/ng in which the trees removed are 
of marketable value.
Harvesting of trees for regeneration allows a land- 
owner several options (Figure 9). Each method has its 
own set of advantages and disadvantages. Landowners 
should apply the method best suited to the species 
growing on the site and the stand conditions at the time 
of harvest.
Depending upon the slope of the land, other types of 
vegetation and the texture and type of soil, clear cut­
ting has the greatest potential for soil erosion. The 
larger the clear cut site, the greater the potential. 
Likewise, when most areas are clear cut today, they lose 
the natural, nutrient-rich litter provided by a continuous 
supply of needles, leaves, and branches failing from 
trees. Furthermore, increased sunlight and heat upon
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Figure 9
Tree Harvesting Methods
CLE/IRCGTTYtYG — Removai of the entire stand of trees in one cutting with 
reproduction obtained by artificiaiiy seeding or pianting by naturai reseeding from 
adjacent stands. STR/P. PATCH, OR BLOCK CGTT/tVG — Modification of ciearcut 
system.
ADVANTAGESThe cost of logging and transportation are reduced.Easier than other systems.New growth can take advantage of full sunlight.Replanting to more desirable species made easier.Natural regeneration of intolerant species such as white birch.Small clearcuts provide an edge effect and improve wildlife habitat.
DtSADVANTAGES* Total removal of forest cover.* Risk of erosion.* Danger of fire if slash is left.* No merchantable materials for many years from the area harvested.* No direct seed source; planting of desired species required.* Aesthetically unattractive.* Vegetation control of undesired species may be needed.
SEED TREE CG7T7/\G — Remova) of the mature timber in one cutting, except for 
a smaii number of seed trees ieft singiy or in smaii groups.
SHEETERtVOOD CGTT/tVG — A regeneration cutting in a more or iess mature forest 
designed to estabiish a new crop under the protection of an overstory.
/ND/V/DGAL TREE SELECTION — Removai of the mature timber, and thinning the 
intermediate-sized trees either as singie, scattered individual or in smaii groups 
at retativeiy short intervais, repeated indefiniteiy, by means of which the continuous
* Better control of desirable new species regeneration than with clearcutting.* The cost of logging and transportation are reduced.* Easier than other systems.* New growth can take advantage of full sunlight.
* Reproduction is more certain.* Residual trees should be the highest quality in the stand, thus providing a good seed source.* Best, phenologically superior trees retained for seeds.* Seedlings develop in the shelter and shade of the older stand.* Site is protected.* Less risk of erosion.* Slash disposal less necessary.
* Volume of growth is sustained or increased for the life of the stand.* Resulting stand is left with desirable trees or species.* Adequate regeneration following harvesting operations.* Reduced blowdown problem.* Advantageous for wildlife.* Danger of fire is less since fuels are shaded.* Asethetically most pleasing.
* Risk of blowdown.* Many seeds must be available to be dispersed by the wind.* Scarification of topsoil needed for desired regeneration.* Vegetation control of undesirable species may be needed.
* Markets must be available for small and low quality trees.* Greater skill in logging is necessary.* Risk of damage to residual trees during logging.* Risk of blowdown.* Not suitable to regenerate ail species, i.e., intollerants, such as white birch.* Greater inspection of logging operations needed.
* Markets must be available for small and low quality trees.* Greater skill in logging is necessary.* Risk of damage to residual trees during logging.* Cost of logging tends to be higher.* Reproduction of some valuable shade intolerant tree species may be difficult.* Highest degree of supervision required.
//lustration used tu/l/i permission o / Nal/ona/ Conference o / Slale Legislatures. Taken /rom 
teoistator's Guide to Eorest Resource Management bg Gordon Meeks, dr.. /982
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the clear cut area accelerates the breakdown of decay­
ing matter resulting in more leaching of nutrients. If the 
area is located near a body of water, the increased 
sunlight may warm the temperature of the water with 
possible detriment to fish.
Opening up of large areas simultaneously alters 
habitat for wildlife. On the one hand, the practice 
destroys food and shelter for current species. On the 
other hand, clear cutting affords an opportunity for 
"ed ge " flora to seed themselves providing berries and 
browse to other more diverse species of wildlife. In ad­
dition. ground birds use the area for nesting sites and 
small animals find shelter.
If clear cuts are in small strips, patches or blocks and 
follow the natural terrain of the land, many disadvan­
tages of clear cuts are lessened while advantages are 
maintained.
Private consulting foresters and woodland owner 
assistance foresters aid landowners in making decisions 
about harvesting their woodlands. The Maine Forest 
Service-Forest Management and Utilization program 
(formally known as the Service Forestry Program) 
discussed more fully beginning on page 79. has pro­
vided information and technical assistance to land- 
owners for forty years. Information on soils is included 
in foresters' advice to landowners. Many tree species are adapted to a particular set of 
soil and drainage conditions. Which species to plant, 
which trees to mark in a thinning operation, which soils 
better anchor tree roots to prevent blowdown, which is 
the best harvesting system for the particular site are all 
considered by the forester. Soil characteristics also af­
fect the harvesting system used and determine road 
building constraints.
Chainsaw or FeHer,
Horse or Skidder
As with methods of harvest, the types of equipment 
used in the woods are varied and have differing impacts 
on soils. Equipment can range from an operation con­
sisting of one person with a chainsaw accompanied by 
a trusty horse for dragging logs out of the woods to a 
multi-person operation with large pieces of equipment.
Large mechanical equipment, especially large skid- 
ders, if used improperly, may leave deep ruts in the 
woods, compact the soil, encourage erosion, and do 
damage to the root systems of trees left standing. 
Furthermore, if equipment continually skids across 
streams, or if much slash is left in streams, channels 
may be altered. Fish may find their migratory routes 
barricaded. When the remaining trees in a stand are 
damaged by equipment, their merchantable value is 
reduced. Wounded trees are left vulnerable to insect and 
disease attack. The quality of the stand is lowered.
Over the years woods machinery, like agricultural 
machinery, has become large and more powerful. 
Technology has advanced to such an extent that in some 
operations the following scenario can take place: A tree 
Is felled by a feller buncher and placed in a pile of other 
felled trees. The pile is picked up by a grapple skidder.
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twitched along a skid road to a haul road, put into a 
mechanical delimber where it is stripped of its limbs and 
top, cut into specified lengths, picked up by a 
mechanical loader, hoisted onto a wheeler and trucked 
to the storage yard. From there, it is hauled to the mill 
where, if pulp wood, it is ground into pulp and trans­
formed into paper! Only after it is printed is it first 
touched by human hands as they unfold the newspaper 
over a morning cup of coffee.
This highly mechanized large scale operation has 
pointed out the need for research in and development 
of smaller machinery which can be used for more in­
tensive management techniques. Among the experi­
mental ventures which are currently underway is a joint 
effort between Seven Islands Land Company, the Co­
operative Forestry Research Unit of the University of 
Maine at Orono, and an independent logging contrac­
tor to develop a cable yarding system suitable for 
woodland use in Maine. Targeted for use on high quali­
ty, smaller diameter stands and sensitive areas such as 
steep slopes and wetlands, the experimental system 
transports trees above the ground to a haul road. 
Minimal or no soil disturbance results, root systems are 
left intact, and the remaining trees are relatively un­
scathed.
Table A
Tree Harvesting Equipment
TREE-FELLING EQUIPMENT
Chainsaw
Mechanical feller — tree shears
Feller-buncher — an improvisation of the feller which clamps, shears, then lifts the felled tree and places it 
with others to be yarded.
YARDING EQUIPMENT
/Tor bringing fetfed frees out of fbe moods)
Animals
Homemade devices, or jitterbugs generally a modified four-wheel drive truck or other military equipment 
Rubber-tired tractor with winch
Crawler tractor — a tractor with steel tracks; advantages are: manueverability in heavy brush, good traction 
in mud, and with blade can act as earth mover
Skidder — four-wheeled, rubber-tired articulated tractor with integral logging arch for dragging material along 
the ground; has the advantage of better traction over rocks than a crawler tractor and can yard wood faster. 
Forwarder — has a cart or bunks (rails) to carry logs, trees or stems
Cable yarder — consists of a series of cables and winches which draw the tree, suspended from the ground, 
to the yarding site
DELIMBING EQUIPMENT
(Tor cutting //mbs and tops Mom trees/
This operation can be done either at the stump of the felled tree or at the yarding site.
Chainsaw
Mechanical delimber — has a set of semi-circular knives or similar cutting system which encircles the tree's 
stem. Limbs are cut off as the stem is pushed or pulled through the system 
Homemade delimber — usually a mesh fence through which a stem is pulled
BUCKING EQUIPMENT
(for cutting into specified tengths, genera/tg 4 or 8 foot tengtbs)
Chainsaw
Slasher
LOADING EQUIPMENT 
(for loading fogs for transporting)
Human hands — if sections are in no more than 4-foot lengths
Brows and rollways
Conveyors
Hydraulic knuckle — boom loader 
Heel boom loader
TRANSPORTING EQUIPMENT
Farm truck — single rear axle Semi trailer — 14 or more wheels
Wheeler — 10 wheels Tractor train — pulling unit plus one or more trailers
Tri-axle — 14 wheels Railroad cars
SOL/RCE: Maine Eoresl Serulce
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Whole Tree Chipping
Traditionally, wood has been taken out of the forest 
in tree lengths, or in four foot lengths for pulpwood and 
from eight to sixteen foot lengths for sawlogs. Limbs 
and tops are cut off and left as slash to nourish the re­
maining forest. Technology now allows trees to be 
brought out of the forest to a centralized delimbing - 
loading area where the limbs and tops are removed, and 
are left in piles alongside the road. A new concept — 
"whole tree chipping — allows all portions of the tree 
to be completely removed from the forest.
Since the energy "crisis" in 1973, the search for 
energy alternatives has put new pressures on the forest. 
Whole tree chipping is one result. In whole tree chip­
ping. trees are cut very close to ground level, skidded 
to an access road, and fed into one end of the equip­
ment, gobbled up, and blown out the other end as chips, 
into a waiting truck. These chips are then hauled to 
boilers which convert them to energy. Alternatively, logs 
may be delimbed and converted into uniformly-sized 
chips to be used for pulp. Some companies are even 
experimenting with converting chips into methanol. 
Thus, entire trees including stems, branches, twigs and 
leaves — the most nutrient rich portions of the tree — 
are removed from the forest. Environmental questions 
have arisen. Current study is underway at the University 
of Maine and other institutions on potential nutrient 
loss. In preliminary investigations, a study done by the 
U.S. Forest Service Southeastern Forest Experiment 
Station in North Carolina, concluded that twice as much
nutrient loss may result when trees are removed before 
debarking or delimbing than in conventional harvesting 
methods of leaving slash at the trees' stumps.
Roads in the Forest
Often haul roads and trails must be constructed to 
provide access to yarding areas where wood has been 
hauled from the cutting site. Road construction can have 
direct impacts upon the soil. "When the top soil of the 
forest floor is torn up and roads and trails are con­
structed. the natural filtering action of the soil is 
destroyed. Trucks and yarding equipment then cause 
compaction, particularly on the finer-textured soils. 
When it rains or the snow melts, surface water is not 
absorbed. Instead, the surface water flows into the roads 
and trails which act as man-made streams that increase 
in speed and volume as they flow downhill. As the water 
flows, it tears away the soil."'' Good road and trail layout, 
however, can help mitigate this water action.
To salvage spruce budworm damaged trees, land- 
owners have filed increased requests with the Land Use 
Regulation Commission (LURC) to exceed limits 
established by standards or to cut in permit-required 
areas such as in mountain areas or on steep slopes. 
LURC issued 129 such permits in the period 1972-76. 
During the next four years, 1977-80. the number of per­
mits doubled to 258. These salvage operations have in­
creased road construction. The Paper Industry Informa­
tion Office (PIIO) estimates 1000 miles of new roads 
were constructed annually during the 1970's.
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Standards have been set in Maine to govern construc­
tion of logging roads, bridges and culverts in certain 
areas of the State to prevent ground disturbance and 
possible siltation of nearby streams. The Department 
of Environmental Protection (DEP) is responsible for 
maintaining water quality in the State through such laws 
as the Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act (12 MRSA 
§4811 -4814) and the Site Location of Development Law 
(38 MRSA §481). The former "regulates land use ac­
tivities within 250 feet of Great Ponds and flowing 
waters downstream from the point at which they drain 
a land area greater than 25 square miles." The latter 
places restrictions on the accumulation of slash near 
water, limits size of openings in the forest, and regulates 
soil erosion.
The Department of Environmental Protection joins 
with the Land Use Regulation Commission in the 
Unorganized Territory in enforcing road standards. In 
1979, LURC completed a study entitled "A Survey of 
Erosion and Sedimentation" in which 405 tree harvest 
sites, upon which harvesting had been completed, were 
surveyed for possible erosion. 172 sites were in the 
Unorganized Territory and 233 in organized 
municipalities. Haul roads and skidding operations were 
the focus of the survey. The LURC analysis indicated 
that of the 405 sites surveyed. 22 percent showed 
decline in water quality, with more than half resulting 
from skidding. Much of the remaining water quality 
decline was due to poorly constructed haul roads and
yarding operations. A follow-up study written in 1983 
surveyed 56 active or recently completed harvesting 
operations: erosion problems occurred on 52 percent 
of those sites.
When soils are fragile, accelerated erosion will occur 
and considerable amounts of soil material may be 
transported by rain or snowmelt into a nearby stream. 
Too much sediment in the stream may destroy fish 
spawning areas by smothering the eggs, or cause mor­
tality of sac fry in the deeper nursery habitat. The adult 
habitat may also be threatened when silt settles out in­
to deeper pools. Increased sediment can cause an in­
crease in water temperature and a decrease in food pro­
duction due to a reduction In the amount of sunlight 
that stimulates photosynthesis. Advancing along the 
food chain, the decreased food production affects the 
number and diversity of invertebrates which. In turn, 
serve as nourishment for fish.
Water in the Woods
The fofest is essential to water quality and quantity. 
"Forest cover intercepts rainfall and cushions the im­
pact of failing rain on soil."^ The forest floor absorbs 
water like a sponge, preventing excessive runoff and 
lessening seasonal flooding. Tree roots break up the soil 
allowing water to filter through more easily.
The environmental ethic runs strong in Maine. Much 
effort and expense have been incurred in successfully 
attaining a high level of water quality by controlling 
pollutants entering Maine's lakes and ponds, rivers and 
streams. As of 1982, the Department of Environmen­
tal Protection had identified less than one percent of the 
State's lakes and ponds as GP-B or "problem" lakes. 
Nearly all of Maine's lakes are classified as GP-A, mean­
ing that their water quality is good to excellent. The 
State's more than 32,000 miles of rivers and streams 
are classified according to a water quality-based five- 
class system. Most rivers and streams in the heavily 
forested portions of Maine are classed as either A or B-l, 
the two highest classifications. Waters subject to signifi­
cant levels of pollution are generally classified as B-2 
or C. Class D is reserved for severely contaminated 
rivers and streams. Class D is now limited to relatively 
short stretches on only a very few Maine rivers. Table 
B describes Maine's classification system for rivers and 
streams.
Prevention of Soii and 
Water Degradation
The State's Soil and Water Conservation Commission 
and Districts provide advice, Information, and educa­
tion on erosion and sediment control in forested land. 
One of the goals of the Commission's Long Range Plan 
is to expand such efforts in cooperation with the Maine 
Forest Service. LURC and DEP conduct training ses­
sions to help loggers understand the regulations that 
apply to road layout and construction. Occasionally
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Table B
Department of Environmental Protection Classifications for Maine's Rivers and Streams
CLASS CHARACTERISTICS PERCENTRIVERS & STREAMS*
A Uncontaminated by sewage or agricultural runoff; no water treatment, 
other than disinfectant, is needed for drinking purposes.
20
B Low levels of contamination, with all (or most all) sewage inflow having 
received at least secondary treatment; suitable for swimming and 
fishing, but requires treatment for drinking purposes (further subdivided 
into B-l and B-2 on degree of contamination).
23 (B-l) 
23 (B-2)
C Normally subject to some pollution from untreated sewage; water 
contact sports are not recommended; meet fish habitat requirements 
and are suitable for fishing and boating.
27
D Heavily polluted by municipal and/or Industrial wastes: not suitable 
for fish habitat or water recreation of any kind.
1
SOURCE; Deparlmenl o/ Enuironmenlat Rrolecli'on * Rivers and Streams over 20 miles in iength.
funds are available, through the Agricultural Stabiliza­
tion and Conservation Service, to small landowners to 
aid them in erecting erosion control structures and con­
structing logging roads. The Soil Conservation Service 
and the Maine Forest Service often provide technical 
assistance.
Several of the vocational schools throughout the 
State offer curricula in forestry. The emphasis is upon 
wood harvesting, use of equipment, and the mechanics 
of thinning stands. More attention needs to be devoted 
to "the interrelationships between the forest and such 
intangible products as conservation and recreation.
The Maine Forest Service assists all of these organiza­
tions when requested. The agency also conducts a 
Harvesting Improvement Program, until recently fund­
ed jointly with the (J.S. Forest Service, in ail aspects of 
harvesting. From felling and bucking to chipping and 
transporting wood, the goal of the program is to achieve 
more complete and better use of each tree harvested. 
Prevention of soil erosion is also stressed. The care with 
which workers use woods equipment determines the 
condition of the forest for decades to come.
Mining: A Mixed Biessing?
Although logging operations most affect Maine's 
forest soils, other endeavors are of significance as well; 
renewed interests in mineral exploration is one exam­
ple. Thus far. only a few companies have provided 
enough encouragement for developers to submit pro­
posals to mine. As one example, mining of a copper- 
zinc deposit on Bald Mountain in T12 R8 raises serious 
environmental quesitons. They center around highly 
acidic mine wastes and their capacity to move from the 
waste site, infiltrate the soli, and enter the underlying 
ground water eventually making their way to surround­
ing bodies of water. Of even greater consequence would
be contamination of the reclaimed area by mine tail­
ings, containing sulfide and heavy metal salts, which do 
not support vegetation. The State has recognized the 
economic potential of mineral exploration and has 
established a policy of "encouraging sound and order­
ly " mineral development so long as such development 
"adheres to sound and effective land use, environmental 
safety and health regulations " (36 MRSA §2853). Review 
of the proposal is being conducted at the State level by 
the DEP. LURC. Office of Energy Resources. State Plan­
ning Office. Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 
and the Maine Geological Survey.
Mining for Peat
A second type of mining which may have impact upon 
the forest ecosystem is the harvesting of peat. Peat, 
"partially decomposed organic matter and inorganic 
materials that have accumulated in a water saturated 
environment,'"' offers promise as a substitute for con­
ventional fuels.
Wheelabrator-Frye Inc. of New Hampshire has con­
ducted peat mining feasibility studies. They are now 
discussing possibilities with agencies such as LURC, 
DEP and the Department of Inland Fisheries and 
Wildlife.
Plans to harvest peat must be assessed carefully. Peat, 
already used in horticulture, regenerates very slowly. 
Harvesting may affect ground and surface water both 
at the extraction site and beyond. The Maine Forest 
Service's role in peat development is to advise so that 
areas which are better suitable for tree growth are not 
developed for peat production.
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Gravel Mining
!n 1980, nearly seven million tons of sand and gravel 
were excavated largely from the unique network of 
eskers throughout the State. Although the products of 
this mining are essential in construction and road 
building, improper mining techniques can result in 
threats to water quality, human health and safety and 
forest productivity. Recent legislation requires the 
restoration of some gravel pits. But many older aban­
doned pits have not been reclaimed.
Hazardous Wastes
Although the issue of hazardous wastes has gained 
nationwide significance, very little is known as to the 
extent of the situation in Maine. Nationally, the poten­
tial for great damage to soil and water has been 
recognized and in some cases already witnessed.
The State Department of Environmental Protection 
and Board of Pesticides Control (in cases of pesticides) 
have primary responsibility for investigating reports of 
hazardous waste sites. Much more is needed in both 
research and assessment to determine future action.
Acid Rain
The relatively recent phenomenon known as acid 
precipitation or acid rain is another threat to the in­
timate forest-soil-water relationship. The condition "is 
produced when airborne sulfur and nitrogen oxides 
combine chemically with moisture in the air to produce 
dilute concentrations of sulfuric and nitric acids. Sulfur 
dioxide, produced primarily by coal-fired power plants, 
is responsible for approximately 70 percent of the acid 
precipitation problem. Prevailing winds are carrying 
sulfur oxides to Maine and to other New England States 
from coal-burning plants as far away as the midwest. 
Nitrogen oxide, the second largest source of acid 
precipitation, is primarily emitted by transportation- 
related sources."s
The problem has become pronounced since, in at­
tempting to reduce concentrated air pollution in local 
areas, industries have sent the problem downwind. The 
tall industrial smokestacks which environmental laws 
have promoted, send the particulates into the upper at­
mosphere. Winds pick up the particulates and transport 
them hundreds or thousands of miles away. They then 
combine with precipitation or just settle out of the 
atmosphere and fall to earth. Maine is one of the north­
eastern states affected.
There is speculation that the productivity of forests 
may be declining due to acid rain. In a recently pub­
lished study done by Siccama. Bliss & Vogelman on 
Camel's Hump, a peak in the Green Mountains of Ver­
mont. preliminary indications show that as many as 50 
percent of the red spruce have died or show slowed 
growth. Tests are still being conducted, but acid rain 
has been implicated. By altering the basic nutrient con­
tent of the soil, by freeing heavy metals in the soil so 
they can be absorbed throughout the root system, by 
reducing photosynthetic capacity of leaves of trees, and 
even by damaging the protective covering on the leaves 
which wards off insect attack, indications are that acid 
rain may have already begun to have an impact. Par­
ticularly sensitive are Eastern white pine, long revered 
for its quality; red spruce: and species of ash and birch.
The scenario is particularly discouraging when, within 
a few years, a once productive lake becomes a deathtrap 
for its Inhabitants as the increase in acidity dooms 
everything from microscopic phytoplankton to species 
of fish. Actual problems have been documented in lakes 
in the Scandinavian countries and northern New York 
State. Monitoring efforts are underway by DEP and the 
University of Maine, but there is already documented 
evidence that water quality degradation linked to acid 
rain has occurred in all of the New England states. Much 
more research is needed to evaluate effects on forest 
soils, on growth and foliage of trees, combined effects 
of acid rain and pesticides as well as contamination of 
ground and surface water. A specific course of action 
for dealing with acid deposition is needed. In 1982 and 
1984, during conferences of the New England Gover­
nors and Eastern Canadian Premiers, acid rain was the 
principal topic. The conferences called for the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency to enforce air quality 
standards and control interstate pollution through the 
Clean Air Act. The governors and premiers also strongly 
recommended that legislation be introduced.
Ten to twenty percent of the precipitation which falls 
to earth "infiltrates soil and rock and recharges the 
groundwater reservoir."" The danger to water quality 
from mineral mining: acid rain; and, as we shall see in 
a subsequent section, the use of pesticides becomes 
more awesome when it is realized that "45 percent of 
Maine's people use groundwater for their domestic 
water supply"'" either from wells or springs, or as their 
municipal water system.
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Identified Needs for Action Related to Soii and Water
Soil types and conditions influence the species and growth rates of trees found in Maine. Many areas of the State 
have poor quality soils — soils that are infertile and often highly erosive. The forest helps protect soils and prevent 
erosion, but poor logging practices can cause problems.
Water in Maine is an abundant, high quality resource. It is essential for maintaining animal and plant life. It is vital 
to Maine's recreation industry.
The following represents needs which have been identified In Chapter Two, Section A. These needs are translated 
into Actions to be Taken in the Action Pian beginning on page 108. The Action Pian contains detailed work of 
the Divisions of the Maine Forest Service. The Actions found in the Action Pian may address more than one need 
as expressed in this section or in other sections of this chapter.
Needs for Action:
Education
* Include erosion and sediment control techniques in 
tree harvesting and road building activities as an in­
tegral part of the curriculum in forestry courses in 
vocational schools.
Education and Timber 
Management & Wiidiife
* Provide technical information and assistance on pre­
vention of soii and water degradation to landowners, 
loggers and foresters. Coordinate efforts with 
regulatory agencies such as the Department of En­
vironmental Protection and the Land Use Regulation 
Commission.
Timber Management & Wiidiife
* Provide loggers, landowners, and foresters with 
specialized assistance on soil and water problems 
associated with road construction, harvesting 
systems, pesticides, and forest hydrology.
* Examine and evaluate the environmental and 
economic issues in whole tree chipping.
Planning
* Complete a statewide soil survey to benefit agencies 
in determining what Maine's soil conditions are and 
what needs to be done to maintain soil and water 
quality.
Research
* Promote research on the effects of whole tree harvest­
ing. soil compaction, use of fertilizers and pesticides, 
tree defoliation and mortality, acid precipitation, and 
fire upon soil and water quality. The results of such 
research would be beneficial in making decisions 
related to forest management and to fire, insect and 
disease control.
* Promote research on the effects upon wildlife of the 
various tree harvesting methods.
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CHAPTER TWO—Section B
Ftres 7n 77te Forest
Wildfire can be the most feared natural element in 
the forest. An uncontrolled forest fire has the potential 
to destroy human lives, wildlife, wiidiife habitat, proper­
ty, timber, and soil and water quality. It knows no 
boundary lines and it sometimes acts in unpredictable 
ways. It can be terrifying when forests are dry, and winds 
are strong. Over the years, the loss in Maine has been 
as shown in Table C.
The loss of human life to fire obviously cannot be 
measured in financial terms. Wildlife suffer losses from 
fire either directly, or indirectly when their food supply 
and cover are destroyed. The survivors must move into 
new habitat areas with risk of overcrowding and 
heightened competition. Fragile habitats, such as wet­
lands, fish spawning areas and deer wintering areas may 
be particularly damaged.
Trees can be partially or completely destroyed by fire. 
In some instances, fire-killed trees can be salvaged for 
wood products, but timeliness of harvest is necessary 
if insects, diseases, and decay are to be avoided. Unless 
a burned site is managed, or a desirable species reseeds
the site, often a once productive, high quality stand of 
trees can be reduced to an inferior mass of brush and 
woody shrubs when the area begins regeneration.
The forest floor can also suffer from fire. Intense fire 
burns the spongy mat of litter and humus leaving sterile 
mineral soil. Runoff and erosion often follow and 
flooding may result. Intense fire consumes most of the 
trees, opens the forest canopy and allows the tempera­
ture of the soil to rise. The humus layer then decom­
poses more rapidly, diminishing the productivity of the 
site. Little is known and more research is needed on the 
long-term impacts of fire upon soil.
Water quality is also affected when roaring flames 
send heat into nearby streams and burned debris falls 
into the water. Lye leaching from ashes can be fatal to 
fish populations. Sedimentation, resulting from erosion 
at the burned site, can affect fish and aquatic in­
vertebrates. Later, because the forest canopy is open, 
sunlight continues to keep the temperature of the water 
higher and reduces the amount of dissolved oxygen the 
water can carry.
Wildfire can affect recreational opportunities. At 
worst, it may completely destroy the recreational value 
of the area. Aesthetically, viewing a favorite recreational 
area in charred ruins can be devastating. Generations 
will need to pass before the site will have the same ap­
peal as before the fire.
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Table C
Number of Fires in Maine, Acres Damaged and Cost, 1803-1983
Year
Number
of
Fires
Acreage
Damage
in
Doiiars*
Year
Number
of
Fires
Acreage
Damage
in
Doiiars*
Year
Number
of
Fires
Acreage
Damage
in
Doiiars*
1903 345 267.587 $947,588 1930 263 33,309 $143,861 1957 726 30.967 $316,277
1904 31 6.958 12.655 1931 226 4.807 52,997 1958 221 1.562 11.676
1905 142 20.316 63.623 1932 321 42.827 69.807 1959 485 6.572 57.234
1906 67 7,621 21,028 1933 281 15,294 48.927 1960 472 2.810 128.302
1907 33 4.524 14.567 1934 266 136.370 421.664 1961 402 3.438 27.265
1908 237 142,130 618.816 1935 301 18,828 37.558 1962 463 1.808 99.543
1909 157 39.028 96.699 1936 136 1.640 20.295 1963 544 3.582 58.000
1910 30 848 2.841 1937 262 5.713 30.214 1964 695 3.582 20.603
1911 202 111,077 337.355 1938 173 16.139 35.521 1965 972 16.480 24.010
1912 99 20.240 71.548 1939 287 7.433 36.710 1966 580 1.361 11,611
1913 194 30.214 176.842 1940 240 4.111 22.936 1967 347 1.619 7.045
1914 157 15.716 29.307 1941 481 40.350 511.340 1968 516 6.248 45.533
1915 156 25.657 78,116 1942 225 4.993 11,633 1969 300 2.399 10.270
1916 72 11,616 19.765 1943 131 7.168 39.910 1970 430 1,011 56.439
1917 28 458 2.134 1944 408 24.203 278.864 1971 476 767 68.546
1918 79 8.938 77.891 1945 214 4.950 64.583 1972 430 1.652 57.616
1919 104 5.020 8.930 1946 576 10.327 95.932 1973 374 1.508 28.492
1920 165 39,803 185,908 1947 700 213.547 11.990.855 1974 684 2.266 76,395
1921 362 68.830 517,115 1948 814 7,241 135,433 1975 911 1,973 144.186
1922 216 21.388 114,776 1949 763 21.052 65.841 1976 727 6,360 122.192
1923 181 70.339 341.366 1950 951 18.051 164.791 1977 975 10.075 233.740
1924 220 40.357 113.788 1951 421 3.685 30.981 1978 1.024 3.170 67.435
1925 115 6.053 43.118 1952 948 24.695 625.951 1979 851 3.829 177.720
1926 144 12.212 52.181 1953 877 14.558 120.055 1980 1.029 2.255 175.076
1927 109 11.620 129.354 1954 341 3.180 22.522 1981 1.027 3.905 48.856
1928 64 2.814 6.035 1955 490 1.782 29.477 1982 840 1.529 42.622
1929 168 2.465 44.757 1956 443 2.580 13.076 1983 650 1.185 151.342
SOURCE- Ma;7ie Forest Serotce
Economically, timber and property losses are sus­
tained. Obviously the loss in timber value is relative to 
acreage burned, tree species, age, diameter and quali­
ty of the timber. Likewise, the loss in property value is 
a product of location, structures, market value, and use 
to which the property was put.
Fire Fighting Gets Organized
The Bureau (o ( Forestry) sha//: Faue /he respons/M/Zg (or 
/he con/ro/ o ( (ores/ (/res /n a// areas o ( /he S/a/e.
— 12 MRSA §8002 Sub §1
The Maine woods has experienced only a few major 
forest fires in recent times, but in pioneer days, the 
losses were much higher. Cutting practices and clear­
ing of land, both of which left piles of brush in the 
woods, created fire hazards. Railroads presented risks, 
both from sparks from locomotives and from slash and 
other inflammable material left in the railroads' rights- 
of-way. A number of early laws were enacted aimed at 
fire hazards.
The origin of the present Maine Forest Service was 
due largely to citizens' concerns regarding fires. The 
following discussion centers predominantly upon the 
development, structure, organization and programs of 
the Maine Forest Service. (Figure 10 depicts the regions 
and districts of the present Maine Forest Service Divi­
sion of Forest Fire Control.)
*Dollars not adjusted for current value
Although the Maine Forest Service was instituted in 
1891, no funds were appropriated to nurture the fire pro­
tection effort. In 1903, a year in which large fires oc­
curred, emergency funding was made available (P.L. 
1903. C. 168). By 1909, landowners were incurring in­
creasing expenses for patrols, lookout towers, and 
actual firefighting — the latter a cost they shared with 
the State. Although the organized towns could handle 
firefighting within their boundaries, the need for a 
central unit responsible for fire protection in the Un­
organized Territory was clear. Thus, the Maine Forestry 
District (MFD) was created (P.L. 1909. C. 193) whereby 
landowners within the Unorganized Territory were 
assessed a self-imposed tax based on the value of their 
acreage. The Forest Commissioner (now the Maine 
Forest Service Director) was given responsibility for the 
forest fire-fighting organization. The Legislature re­
quested a ruling by the Maine Supreme Court as to the 
constitutionality of the new tax. The Court determined 
that "taxation for local purposes by assessments upon 
property benefitted, and in proportion to the benefits 
conferred upon it. are valid. The forestry tax was not 
a tax for public purposes, but for the special benefit of 
the forest lands within the district." Furthermore, the 
funds were "to be used to protect from fire the forests 
situated upon and within the district...and to pay ex­
penses incidental thereto and for no other purpose " [109 
ME 476 (1912)].
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Figure 10
Regions and Districts, Division of Forest Fire 
Controt, Maine Forest Service
SOURCE; Ma/ne Forest Service
In 1911, the federal government entered the scene 
through the Weeks Law's provision for grants-in-aid 
allotments to towns which provided some form of fire 
protection (36 Statute, 691, §2). However, the law ap­
plied only to watersheds of navigable waters. The 
Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 strengthened the federal 
government's presence in the Maine Forest Service 
budget by eliminating the navigable waters provision, 
increasing funding, and matching state funds, thus help­
ing those states which helped themselves.
Forest Fire Suppression 
And Detection
In its infancy, the Maine Forest Service's fire control 
equipment was rudimentary — hand fire tools and the 
legendary bucket brigade were part of valiant attempts 
at battling fires. Later, portable, lightweight equipment 
— pumps, hoses, relay tanks, power saws — added 
sophistication.
Early detection rested with a watchman alone in the 
fire tower scanning the landscape for signs of smoke.
By the early 1950's, there were 103 towers throughout 
the State linked by 3500 miles of telephone lines.
In more recent times, large bulldozers, tank trucks, 
and plows have brought modern technology and effi­
ciency into the firefighting effort. The use of airplanes 
and helicopters, equipped for water dropping has ad­
vanced fire fighting capabilities even further. Now, with 
the State's goal of assessing a fire within one half hour 
of its detection, aircraft enable fire control personnel 
to expedite the first call for equipment and manpower. 
Aircraft are also used for transporting personnel and 
equipment, for mapping, and for search and rescue. Air­
craft have gained increasing prominence in fire detec­
tion. resulting in the abandonment of 46 towers between 
1966 to 1973. Today only 28 towers remain, some more 
crucial for radio relay than for fire detection. Towers 
may be reactivated as conditions demand, however.
"Use of aircraft has been the second most important 
development in forest fire control. Only the advent of 
a radio communication network has had greater impact 
on virtually all aspects of the forest fire control pro­
gram."' Maintainence of and improvements in radio 
communication are vital to the entire forest fire control 
operation.
The Maine Forest Service maintains a current inven­
tory of equipment which contractors, industries and 
towns can provide in the event of a fire, plus an inven­
tory of skills possessed by their respective firefighters. 
More elaborate computer equipment would greatly 
simplify maintaining the inventories. Likewise, more 
sophisticated computer programs could be beneficial
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in helping to make crucial, timely decisions based on 
such factors as fuel type, weather, road network, terrain, 
and resources available.
Research into more advanced and efficient equipment 
is being undertaken by the U.S. Forest Service 
laboratories and Maine Forest Service field personnel. 
Field testing of equipment assesses its practicality and 
usefulness.
As equipment has increased in efficiency, so has it 
increased in cost. The Maine Forest Service has 
therefore been examining equipment needs and pro­
curement. In the past, federal excess property, such as 
four-wheel drive vehicles, fire trucks, bulldozers, and 
helicopters, has constituted a major portion of the Maine 
Forest Service's inventory of heavy equipment. If federal 
surplus equipment becomes no longer available, replac­
ing such items as a $1.5 to $2.0 million helicopter would 
create a tremendous burden on Maine Forest Service's 
budgets.
Assistance in Forest Firefighting
A critical element of forest fire suppression is train­
ing of personnel. Maine Forest Service fire control per­
sonnel receive training, sharpened by field exercises 
each year. Specialized training is available in such areas 
as fire behavior, personnel management and law en­
forcement. Furthermore, forest industry personnel, 
railroad employees, municipal firefighters, town fire 
wardens, local fire departments, vocational school 
students and volunteers receive training from the Maine 
Forest Service in forest fire suppression. The Maine 
Forest Service has also organized and trained forest fire 
overhead teams, composed of personnel from the 
Department of Conservation and private industry. The 
teams can be mobilized "on short notice (to fight) any 
fire anywhere in Maine.
The Cooperative Forest Assistance Act of 1978 (P.L. 
95-313) provides federal assistance to state fire agen­
cies "in organizing, training and equipping local forces 
for fighting fires in rural communities under 10,000 
population." This effort needs to be expanded to include 
more technical assistance and equipment so that towns, 
especially in the Organized Territory, can more readily 
respond to forest fires within their own boundaries.
As a result of the 1947 fires, the Maine Forest Service 
learned that it could not stand alone against a disaster 
of such magnitude. For mutual assistance, Maine 
entered into the Northeastern Interstate Forest Fire Pro­
tection Compact In 1949 (P and S.L. 1949. C.75). Maine, 
Massachusettss, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, 
Connecticut, and Rhode Island and the provinces of 
Quebec and New Brunswick make up the Compact. The 
Compact provides for mutual aid in the suppression of 
any large forest fire, and provides a framework for in­
tegrating forest fire plans and fire control training. As 
the cost of equipment and personnel has increased and 
budgets become tighter, the philosophy underlying the 
Compact takes on added significance. Maine will con­
tinue participation and work to assure the Compact's 
value and success.
Always Looking for a Better Way
After each forest fire which "results In loss of life, ex­
hibits extreme behavior, exceeds 100 acres, or presents 
any peculiar problems regardless of size, a Maine 
Forest Service board of review is held. The board "sum­
marizes major suppression events, critiques adequacy 
of fire organization, analyzes any safety problems, 
studies unusual fire or fuel behavior, and, if appropriate, 
makes recommendations from lessons learned from the 
review. " For example, the Baxter Park fire of 1977 
burned 3500 acres. Controversy arose over the use of 
heavy equipment in Baxter State Park, an area which 
had been entrusted to the State to "forever be left in 
the natural state " (P and S.L. 1933 C. 3). Even the State 
Forest Fire Plan acknowledges the risk: "Current Maine 
Forest Service policy is to suppress all forest fires as 
soon as possible and to minimize the cost of suppres­
sion, the number of acres burned, and disruption of the 
environment. This often calls for the use of heavy equip­
ment which may result in substantial modification or 
degradation of the immediate environment."'"' After the 
fire, major landowners were surveyed as to any areas 
upon which they would prefer modified suppression ef­
forts. The response indicated they wanted all forest fires 
extinguished using current methods. The State's goal 
for fire suppression is in keeping with this response from 
landowners.
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Both Friend and Foe
Since 1891, much has been learned about fire 
behavior and the effects of fire. Attitudes have also 
changed: no longer is forest fire considered only 
deleterious. For example, the benefits of forest fires to 
enhance wildlife habitat and as a forest management 
tool have been recognized. As a natural condition in the 
forest, such as when lightning strikes, fire consumes 
older stands of trees promoting younger growth and a 
rejuvenated forest. Many mammals and birds are at­
tracted by the woody and herbaceous new growth, some 
of which provide browse for big game species of moose 
and deer. Upland game birds such as ruffed grouse and 
woodcock find the grassy openings attractive for 
nesting.
For some landowners, fire is useful as a forest land 
management technique. A prescribed burn, the 
deliberate setting of fire on a parcel of land under 
predetermined specified conditions of temperature, 
wind, humidity; fuel conditions; safety; and general 
preparedness, can be beneficial to burning forest litter 
thereby exposing the minerals in the soii. In Maine, 
prescribed burns are used infrequently. One of their 
most common uses is in site preparation prior to plant­
ing. In a deliberately set. controlled burn, forest litter 
and humus, both of low pH, are converted to ash of
higher pH. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria function better in the 
more alkaline environment, and thus the soil becomes 
nitrogen-enriched. Planting Is thus made easier and 
cheaper without the need for fertilizer. The increased 
temperature of soii. brought about by the now direct 
sunlight, promotes seedling growth. Controlled fire also 
destroys competing vegetation enabling young seed­
lings to grow faster. Because some harvesting opera­
tions leave large amounts of slash, prescribed burns 
may also be used to reduce the hazard of a large intense 
forest fire fueled by the slash.
Forest Fire Control 
Funding
Keeping abreast of new methods and technology is 
a crucial element in the Maine Forest Service's Division 
of Fire Control. Expanded knowledge increases the ef­
ficiency of the organization. Through experience, the 
Maine Forest Service has learned that if fires can be kept 
small by early detection and early response, then losses 
and costs can usually be kept small also. For the most 
part, the level of efficiency in manpower and equipment 
which the Maine Forest Service has built up is respon­
sible for the low forest fire damage record of recent 
years (Figure 1 1). At present, the Fire Control Division 
has a goal of having personnel and equipment at a forest 
fire within one hour of its detection. This goal is being 
examined. Citizens of the State, through their legislators 
and administrators, must decide the level of protection 
the State should provide. The cost of Maine Forest 
Service readiness in equipment and personnel must be 
balanced against the volume of potential losses given 
certain response times.
Nothing Comes Cheap
Funding for forest fire protection is an issue with 
which the Legislature continues to wrestle. Prior to 
1983. most of the funding for forest fire protection came 
from the Maine Forestry District (MFD) tax. The only 
legislative change had been in 1979 from assessment 
based on acre valuation to a cost per acre. The bound 
aries of the MFD covered 57 percent of the State's 
timberland.
The disastrous fires of 1947 made apparent the need 
for a centralized organization. Thus, the Maine Forest 
Service gained ultimate responsibility for forest fire pro­
tection throughout the entire State in 1947. Previous­
ly, organized towns were dependent upon their own 
municipal or rural fire departments or that of a 
neighboring town to battle all forest fires. Today, 
organized towns still retain prime responsibility for fires 
within their boundaries, but the Maine Forest Service 
has authority to step in when conditions warrant.
Although Maine Forest Service responsibilities for 
forest fire protection changed in 1947, funding did not. 
Towns within the MFD continued to pay the annual tax.
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Figure 11
Number of Fires in Maine, Acres Burned, and 
Average Acres Burned Per Fire, By Decade, 
1910 1979
SOURCE; 71'mEer Resources o f Ma/ne
while towns outside the MFD paid only a portion of the 
cost of suppression in the event of a forest fire within 
their boundaries. Each year, the Legislature found itself 
presented with bills regarding towns' requests for 
withdrawal from the MFD. Furthermore despite rising 
equipment and personnel costs, the contribution of 
federal funds declined (Figure 12). As the number of re­
maining towns funding the MFD decreased, the cost to 
those towns became too burdensome. In 1982. the 
110th Legislature established the Maine Forest Fire
Control Study Commission to examine the "organiza­
tion, administration, funding and delivery of services by 
the Maine Forest Service's Division of Fire Control" (12 
MRSA §3). The Commission's report recognized the in­
equities of the MFD tax and recommended "that the 
Maine Forestry District as now constituted be abol­
ished."^
The 111th Legislature accepted the Commission's 
recommendation, abolished the MFD, and placed a two- 
tier tax upon forest landowners for 1983. In organized 
towns which have primary responsibility for forest fires 
within their jurisdictions, an excise tax was levied upon 
owners of at least one hundred acres of protected land. 
In unorganized towns which rely upon the Maine Forest 
Service for first and full response, an additional tax was 
levied.
The 111th Legislature also established the Forest Fire 
Advisory Council (which replaced the Forest Fire Con­
trol Study Commission) to oversee all aspects of ad­
ministration and conduct of the State's forest fire con­
trol program. In 1984, the Council and Legislature ad­
dressed proposed adjustments in the excise tax system. 
Among other changes, the acreage threshold for taxa­
tion purposes was raised to 500 acres, with the first 500 
acres being exempt. The additional tax representing the 
cost of first response by the Maine Forest Service in un­
organized towns was abolished and replaced with a 
system of reimbursement to the State for forest fire sup­
pression services.
It is especially crucial that funding decisions be made. 
At present the Maine Forest Service is facing a fire 
hazard possibility as great as at any other time in this 
century. The spruce budworm epidemic of recent years 
has caused the death of many spruce and fir trees. 
Because so much of the forest is relatively even-aged
Figure 12
Federal Funds Received by Maine Forest Service for Forest Fire Controi, 1976-1983
spruce and fir, the fire hazard has increased. The threat 
is particuiarily prevalent in buffer zones", those areas 
in which no insecticide spraying to protect trees from 
the spruce budworm takes place. Areas of human 
habitation are buffered as are areas around rivers, 
streams, lakes and ponds. These are also the areas most 
likely to be victims of human carelessness.
The Fire Control Division has begun to develop 
strategies to combat the fire threat. They are improv­
ing mapping, working closely with the Maine Forest 
Service Division of Entomology and. together with in­
dustry personnel, are identifying high mortality areas. 
To date, over 700,000 acres of extremely high hazard 
area have been mapped. The Fire Control Division is 
moving first line equipment to be closer to such areas. 
The Division is also consulting with Ontario, New 
Brunswick and Newfoundland, ail of which face the 
same spruce budworm problems.
As landowners have increased salvage of budworm 
damaged or killed trees, they have had to build roads 
into previously inaccessible areas. This road construc­
tion has opened the area, making it easier to bring in 
personnel and equipment should a forest fire occur. But, 
greater access in turn opens new areas for recreation 
which in turn creates more opportunities for human 
carelessness with fire.
Forest Fire Prevention
Far/g empbas/s ruas p/aced upon de/ec/Zon and ac/ua/ 
suppression, but /odag /be /rend /s Zomard a broader 
endeauor tub/cb Znc/udes a grea/er e((or/ /n (ores/ (/re 
preuenZ/on /brougb educaZ/on.
Austin Wilkins 
Ten MMron Acres o ( Umber, 1979
The fact that the three leading causes of forest fires 
are debris burning, incendiary (arson), and children 
makes education and law enforcement even more 
essential. Figure 13 relates the causes of fires in 1983; 
over the years percentages change but the ratios are fair­
ly representative. The fundamental truth remains: As 
long as there are trees and people, the need for forest 
fire control will continue.
Figure 13
Maine Forest Fire Record by Cause, 1983
SOURCE; Mat'ne Forest Service
Hardly a person starts a campfire without the words 
of Smokey Bear "Remember — Only You can prevent 
Forest Fires" ringing in his/her ears. Every school child 
recognizes the furry figure clad in blue overalls and 
ranger hat, spade in hand (or rather paw). Truly, one of 
the most successful public relations campaigns, 
Smokey the Bear has visited classrooms, exhibits and 
fairs, spoken on radio shows, appeared on television, 
and autographed countless pamphlets and brochures.
Education and law enforcement in forest fire preven­
tion is absolutely vital. Landowners and woods workers 
need education in recognizing conditions which lead to 
greater incidence and magnitude of fire. Harvesting 
practices that have less accumulation of slash do not 
build up fuels for fires. Sound forest management 
techniques which result in diversity of species and ages 
of trees reduce the threat of forest fires.
Fire prevention laws have been enacted to address 
human carelessness. These laws require the public's 
understanding as to the importance and value of fire 
prevention measures.
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Identified Needs for Action 
Reiated to Forest Fire Management
Uncontrolled forest fires have the potential for vast destruction of human lives, wildlife, timber and other property. 
When wildfires occur on a large scale they require a well-coordinated effort with specialized equipment and human 
resources to effect control.
The following represents needs which have been identified in Chapter Two. Section B. These needs have been 
translated ito Actions to be Taken in the Action Plan beginning on page 108. The Action Pian contains detailed 
work of the Divisions of the Maine Forest Service. The Actions found in the Action Pian may address more than 
one need as expressed in this Section or in other Sections of this Chapter.
Needs For Action:
Education
* Increase the visibility to the general public of the 
Maine Forest Service's Fire Control Division through 
such programs as Smokey Bear and Woodsy Owl.
* Increase educational efforts to alert the public to the 
fire hazard created by spruce budworm.
* Continue and improve programs designed for land- 
owners and loggers which emphasize hazard reduc­
tion, proper slash disposal, proper spark arrester 
maintenance, and firebreak construction.
Administration
* Inventory ail available equipment and personnel re­
sources for a more effective fire control effort. 
Establish guidelines which detail use of Department 
of Conservation equipment and personnel for fire 
control.
* Encourage the Legislature to establish an equipment 
fund for the purchase and scheduled replacement of 
major equipment.
Fire Management
* Continue and improve training for industry, local fire 
departments, railroad companies, vocational schools 
and volunteers.
* Conduct and improve overhead team and Ranger 
Academy training.
* Continue to participate in the Northeastern Interstate 
Forest Fire Protection Compact.
* Maintain equipment and human resource capability 
for an effective fire control effort.
* Enforce laws created to prevent forest fires.
Timber Management & Wiidiife
* Develop techniques for prescribed burns as a useful 
fire prevention and forest management tool.
Forest insects & Diseases
* Evaluate how forest pest problems affect forest fire 
control.
Pianning
* Computerize fire control information to improve ef­
ficiency and decisionmaking.
* Improve mapping, especially standardization of pre­
sentation and scale.
* Review the policies as to cost/benefit of responding 
to a fire within one hour of its detection and suppres­
sion of at) forest fires at any cost.
* Revise the State Fire Plan every five years.
Recreation
* Revitalize the Maine Forest Service Campsite Pro­
gram and other fire prevention activities which are 
aimed at recreational use of the forest.
Research
* Promote development of forest management strate­
gies, new technology, and equipment for forest fire 
control purposes.
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CHAPTER TWO—Section C
/nsects and Diseases 
/n The forest
The success of a// fores/ /nsec/ ruor/r depends /arge/g on 
a /borough Arnoru/edge of /be //fe b/s/org and bab//s of/be 
par//cu/ar /nsec/ /nuo/ued, and a Arnoru/edge of /be fores/ 
cond/Z/ons under tuh/ch ser/ous damage /s ///ce/g /o resu/Z.
— Nei! Vioiette 
FY/teenth Bfennfat Report of the 
Forest Commtsstoner, 1923-24
Thousands of species of insects and agents of disease 
inhabit the forest. Many are beneficial, indeed vital, to 
its existence. Some occur in cycles, some flourish when 
the forest is weakened, some are ever present. Many in­
sects serve as food for other organisms: many act to 
nourish the soil. Only a handful are destructive, and then 
only because they are in conflict with human endeavors. 
Often populations are kept in check by unfavorable 
weather, predators, parasites, diseases, viruses, bacteria 
and/or fungi. When conditions are ripe and food sup­
ply is plentiful, populations break out of natural con­
trols. These are the leaf-eating, sap-sucking, wood­
boring or heartwood tissue-consuming pests of the 
forest. We have spent millions of dollars and much 
human effort in attempting to control them, sometimes 
with success, more often without it.
Tbe Bureau (of Fores/rg) sba//.- Conduct programs /o pro­
tect /be fores/, shade and ornamen/a/ trees of /be State 
aga/ns/ /nsec/s and d/seases.
12 MRSA §8802 sub. §1.
As early as the beginning of the twentieth century, 
human interest in the forest began to conflict with the 
natural existence of insects and diseases. The gypsy 
moth, accidentally introduced into this country in 1869, 
was one of the first serious forest insect problems of this 
century in Maine. It feeds on the leaves of many hard­
woods, particularly oak, and sometimes softwoods. 
Legislative appropriations were made to combat the 
pest in 1905 and 1907 and again in 1917.
By this time, white pine blister rust was severely 
damaging highly valued white pine stands. This disease 
assaults the needles, spreading into the branches, and 
finally reaches the trunk such that the entire tree 
becomes affected and eventually dies. The fungus had 
been inadvertently brought into this country from 
France during a nationwide reforestation effort. Legisla­
tion was enacted in 1917 to fund initial control efforts.
At about the same time, between 1910 and 1919, a 
severe outbreak of spruce budworm, which feeds on 
needles of spruce and balsam fir, occurred destroying 
over 27 million cords of spruce and fir pulpwood. 
Although the outbreak was costly, landowners did not 
appreciate the full impact. Surviving trees were plen­
tiful and supply could easily meet demand. Landowners 
cut these two species heavily ignoring less desirable 
species. Fir in particular reseeds itself vigorously. Thir­
ty years later, a new generation of spruce and fir trees 
began to mature. These mature and overmature spruce- 
fir forests became a direct target for the next budworm 
attack.
The impact of gypsy moth, white pine blister rust, 
spruce budworm. and other less notable insects created 
a need for professional help. In 1921, funded by land- 
owners, the first State entomologist assessed insect and 
disease damage and recommended or initiated control 
measures. The State started funding some entomologi­
cal work in 1925. By 1927 white pine weevil had become 
a severe problem especially in pure white pine stands. 
White pine weevil larvae feed in the terminal shoots or 
leaders of the tree deforming it into a knotted, crooked 
specimen with a forked top and multiple stems. The 
tree s merchantable value is greatly reduced.
During the 1930's chestnut blight obliterated most 
of the State s American chestnuts, and beech scale/Nec- 
tria complex destroyed a large part of the beech 
resource. Eastern spruce bark beetle killed many 
already weakened spruce trees. Birch casebearer and 
bronze birch borer caused serious losses of yellow and 
white birch.
Subsequently, the activities and responsibilities of the 
Maine Forest Service's Entomology Division increased. 
The State began rearing and releasing parasitoids to at­
tack birch leaf miner, bronze birch borer, European 
spruce sawfiy, balsam wooly aphid, spruce budworm. 
gypsy moth, elm bark beetle, larch sawfiy. and forest 
tent caterpillar. The program met with success against
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some insects such as European spruce sawfiy. In other 
programs, for example balsam wooly aphid and gypsy 
moth, biological control efforts failed.
Spruce Budworm Epidemic
The upsetting o f /he natura/ ba/ance /n our fores/s due /o 
cuZZ/ng, f/re and /nsec/s has brought about /arge areas o f 
re/aZ/ue/g pure stands o f Z/mber, con/a/n/ng on/g a feu; 
spec/es o f trees, ruh/ch are uerg suscep//b/e /o /nsec/ 
attach.
Atbert Nutting 
Ttuen/g FRyhth B/enn/a/ Report of 
the Forest Commtssfoner, 1949 50
In the late 1940's, spruce budworm again invaded the 
northern spruce-fir forest. The outbreak began in 
Canada, in the vast forests of Quebec and Ontario and 
spread into Maine as budworm moths in flight did not 
respect international borders. Gypsy moth also re­
appeared shortly thereafter. The federal government, 
through the Forest Pest Control Act of 1949. declared 
its intent to "prevent, retard, control, suppress or 
eradicate incipient, potential, or emergency outbreaks 
of destructive insects and diseases on, or threatening, 
all forest lands" (16 (JSCA §591-1 et seq). All parties 
involved in the budworm problem, though, were not in 
general agreement on which strategies to employ 
against outbreaks. Some saw long-term silvicultural 
techniques as the answer; others advocated insecticide 
use.
Modelling the offensive against spruce budworm after 
its successful fire control effort, the State set out to 
reduce the enemy population. For control efforts, a 
hypothesis evolved: if left unchecked, spruce budworm 
would destroy an entire industry, an industry which had
changed dramatically since the previous budworm out­
break. This time the demand, especially for pulp and 
paper, was much greater, thereby placing far more value 
upon the supply. Furthermore, fir which had been little 
utilized before, was now valued highly because of its 
shorter fiber and consequent improved inking qualities. 
Because budworms would not honor boundary lines, 
every landowner's property was in jeopardy. An 
emergency existed and the State needed to respond...
DDT Comes and Goes
Landowners and the State now had powerful weapons 
in the form of insecticides which were quick, efficient, 
and very successful. Technology had advanced during 
World War II. Surplus military aircraft were easily 
adapted to carrying insecticides enabling the battle 
against insects to be waged from the air. The State con­
sulted with Quebec and New Brunswick, which were 
already conducting aerial spray programs of their own, 
on the refined techniques of spray application. A spruce 
budworm spray program was conducted in Maine in 
1954; gypsy moth was sprayed in 1954 and 1955. The 
chemical used was a chlorinated hydrocarbon, 
Dichlorodiphenyltrichioroethane — DDT. Over the next 
13 years, DDT was sprayed to control spruce budworm 
during six spray projects.
Meanwhile, during the 1950's, Dutch elm disease left 
many tree-lined city streets denuded and numerous 
lawns without their beloved shade trees. But spruce bud­
worm continued to gain notoriety. Increasingly, efforts 
of the Maine Forest Service's Entomology Division 
centered largely on this pest.
The federal government also began to play a more 
significant role in insect suppression as Table D 
demonstrates. Prior to 1954. the federal government did 
not assist financially in spruce budworm suppression 
but, as the problem worsened, the federal government 
contributed increasingly to the aerial spray effort.
Through the 1960's, the goal was to control the bud­
worm population. DDT was successful, but scientific 
research revealed that it was too successful. DDT ac­
cumulated in the fatty tissues of many other organisms 
higher in the food chain; it was extremely toxic to fish, 
particularly fingerling salmon and trout, and interfered 
with the reproductive capacity of birds, especially birds 
of prey such as eagles, ospreys, and hawks. Evidence 
amassed on DDT's presence in all organisms tested. 
Citizens strongly protested the continued use of the 
chemical: the product was voluntarily banned in Maine 
in 1967 by the Forest Commissioner. After the ban, and 
with financial help from the federal government, the 
search began for similarly effective insecticides which 
were not harmful to the environment. Sumithion^ , 
Dyiox^ , Orthene^ , Zectran^ , Matacil^ , and 
Sevin-4-Oi!^ became common lingo. The first three in­
secticides are classified chemically as organo- 
phosphates, the latter three are carbamates. All of these 
Insecticides act in the same way — they inhibit acetyl­
cholinesterase, an enzyme which prevents continuous
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Table D
Maine Spruce Budworm Financiai History 1965 1983
YEAR PRIVATEDOLLARS
STATE
DOLLARS
FEDERAL
DOLLARS
TOTAL
DOLLARS
1954 10,045 (44) 5.482 (24) 7.314 (32) 22.841
1958 88.054 (37) 88.270 (37) 58.612 (26) 234.936
I960 71.834 (37) 71.750 (37) 47,750 (26) 191,334
1961 23,189 (37) 23,308 (37) 15.459 (26) 61.956
1963 179.805 (37) 183.552 (38) 125.777 (25) 489.134
1964 28.018 (36) 28,017 (36) 21.667 (28) 77,702
1967 35.953 (30) 35.953 (30) 45.955 (40) 117.861
1970 84.263 (31) 80,926 (30) 105.119 (29) 270.308
1972 385.943 (29) 385.943 (29) 538.001 (42) 1.309.887
1973 360.000 (30) 228.748 (20) 588.745 (50) 1.177.493
1974 360.000 (36) 143.078 (14) 503.078 (50) 1.006.156
1975 2.361.372 (38) 745.696 (12) 3.107.068 (50) 6.214.136
1976 3,964,590 (46.5) 298.410 (3.5) 4.263.000-(50) 8.526,000
1977 1.865.055 (61.5) 77,286 (2.5) 1.092.000 (36) 3.034.341*
1978 2.21 1.120 (59.2) 179.280 (4.2) 1.344.600 (36) 3.735.000
1979 6,600,000 (60) 400.000 (3.6) 4,000.000 (36.4) 11.000,000
1980 6.424.000 (77.6) 398.600*(4.8) 1.460.700 (17.6) 8.823.200
1981 5.469.472 (68) 348.000*(4.3) 2.232.940 (27.7) 8.050.412
1982 6.934.056 (85) 36.199*(1) 1.171.750 (14) 8.141.005
1983 5.656.395 108.596 *(1.8) 98.000** (1.7) 5.862.991
TOTAL 42.503,767 6.720.494 17.151.078 66.374.339
( ) Indicates Percent of Total Project Costs
* General Fund dollars used for the Spruce Budworm Woodlot Management Program and the Forest Management Research Silvicultural Programs 
** Federal funds used tor Spruce Budworm Woodlot Management Program only
SOURCE. Mafne Forest Serufce
transmission of nerve impulses. Simply stated, these 
chemical insecticides are nerve poisons which kill 
organisms on contact or through ingestion by interfer­
ing with the working of the central nervous system.
Although their killing mechanism is the same, the 
crucial difference between DDT and the other insecti­
cides was DDT s tendency to accumulate in fatty tissues. 
In addition. DDT persisted in the environment for a long 
time, whereas the other insecticides break down 
relatively quickly. Furthermore, DDT was applied at 
significantly higher dosages than later insecticides, and 
evidence suggested that some insects were developing 
resistance.
The Worsening Budworm Problem
By the 1970's, the budworm problem had worsened. 
Landowners relied heavily on the State aerial insecticide 
spray program. Since the State and federal government 
subsidized the spray projects, little incentive developed 
for landowners to devise other techniques to control the 
budworm. Moreover, because the State had always been 
responsible for budworm, "the landowners had never 
developed their own capability for budworm manage­
ment."' Many landowners, however, felt the State, in its 
responsibilities, had not demonstrated long-range plan­
ning to protect the forest. State officials responding to 
public criticism, began to question the practice of sub­
sidizing spraying of private land using public funds. The 
question became: What should the State's role be? 
Some believed that "the forests belong to everyone and 
thus the cost of their protection should be shared be­
tween private and public interests, while others felt 
that if the state continued to give subsidies to large com­
panies, then the State should also have a voice in how 
private land was managed. The controversy was 
augmented by the actions of the federal government. 
The U.S. Forest Service had become disgruntled with 
contributing more than it felt its financial share should 
be and began to decrease funds. But the spray projects 
were getting no smaller, nor were the costs.
Seeing little progress being made in the dispute, two 
individuals and the Natural Resources Council, one of 
Maine's most prominent environmental groups, filed a
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lawsuit in June 1975, in an attempt to block that year's 
spray project. The (J.S. District Court denied the law 
suit.
Realizing that spraying was not solving the budworm 
problem and faced with growing public opposition to 
the now annual projects, the Legislature took a hard 
look. They directed the Natural Resources Committee 
to study the problem. Its report to the Legislature in 
1975, stated that: "No progress has been made to bring 
the spruce budworm under control. Short of natural con­
trol of the budworm population, i.e. unfavorable weather 
or loss of food source, reasonably anticipated costs of 
protection and State financed participation will increase 
in the foreseeable future.""
The Natural Resources Council and Maine Audubon 
Society, another of Maine's influential environmental 
groups, testified before the committee, emphasizing 
"the need for long-range planning, formal cooperation 
with Canadian officials, greatly extended research ef­
forts and financial support for the programs by the 
primary beneficiaries, the landowners.
As a result the Spruce Budworm Suppression Act (12 
MRSA C. 803 sub-C. IV) was enacted in 1976. The new 
Act recognized budworm as a long-term problem, 
recognized that landowners should assume a greater 
burden of the cost of insecticide application and 
recognized the need for environmental monitoring and 
human health research. A separate unit within the Maine 
Forest Service was mandated to plan for budworm sup­
pression and to implement environmental monitoring 
and human health research. The strategy of population 
control was abandoned and replaced by a strategy to 
save the trees so that there could be orderly, timely 
harvest. A biological insecticide, /3ac///us Zhur/ng/ens/s 
(Bt), which is specific to moth and butterfly larvae, came 
into use for a portion of each spray project.
Maine began to participate in the U.S. Forest Service/ 
Canadian Department of the Environment joint venture 
known as CANUSA (Canada-United States Spruce Bud­
worm Program) in 1977. Funded for six years, CANUSA 
stressed research on techniques to reduce damage to 
budworm susceptible stands, improvement of methods 
to evaluate the impact of budworm, and information 
exchange.
But controversy and concern about spray projects 
continued. Health issues arose as Matacil was implicated 
in the incidence of Reyes Syndrome, a rare disease 
whose symptoms include brain and liver damage. Later, 
the claim was shown to be unfounded. Lawsuits, pro­
tests and petitions by groups such as PEST (Protect our 
Environment against Spray Toxins) attempted to bring 
the spray projects to their demise.
Annual wearisome battles with the U.S. Forest Service 
over funding ensued, with the Maine Forest Service 
planning spray operations without being certain of 
federal contributions or of federal insect and disease 
control policies.
New Courses of Action
In 1979, the Department of Conservation requested 
study on spray alternatives. The resultant report Study 
of Alternatives to State Management of Spruce 
Budworm Spraying concluded that a private entity 
could assume the operational aspects of the suppres­
sion program "without reducing the effectiveness of 
regulatory control over the program .Further, it 
recommended that the State might retain responsibili­
ty for population surveys, damage assessment, and 
determination of areas in need of spraying.
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Also in 1979. a Budworm Policy Review Committee 
comprised of representatives from forest industry, en­
vironmental groups, the University. State and federal 
agencies and the State Legislature recommended 
changes in the law, leading to the Spruce Budworm 
Management Act (12 MRSA C. 803 sub-C 1VA) "State 
contributions to spray project costs were eliminated and 
replaced by commitments to research, insect survey and 
detection, and assistance to small woodlot owners. State 
funds were also committed to a thorough analysis of 
future spruce-fir supply and demand and to determine 
how much protection was required to insure further 
spruce-fir supply. Landowners' participation in spray 
projects became voluntary; no longer was there an area 
designated to always receive spray treatment, with cer­
tain exceptions, as there had been in the past.
The Maine Forest Service and landowners began to 
refine each spray program. Areas of infestation and 
areas to receive treatment were mapped in greater 
detail. Recognizing public concern for risks to human 
health and to the environment, the Maine Forest Service 
established its own operating guidelines for spray appli­
cation. exceeding those of the U.S. Environmental Pro­
tection Agency (EPA). Spraying became more targeted.
Environmental impact statements had been written 
for Maine spray programs since the National Environ­
mental Policy Act was passed in 1969; none of the 
documents had had a sufficiently long-range focus. In 
1981. the U.S. Forest Service and the Maine Forest 
Service cooperatively prepared a Programmatic En­
vironmental Impact Statement as a five-year joint course 
of action. The commitment to an "increase in silvi­
culture and utilization-marketing, while the use of 
chemicals is reduced and the use of bioiogicals is 
Increased"*' continues to serve as a declaration of the 
Maine Forest Service's position on spruce budworm 
suppression.
Pesticide Controi and Monitoring
The Maine Board of Pesticides Control (BPC) began 
to assert its regulatory role in the conduct of spray pro­
jects. They adopted many of the Maine Forest Service's 
guidelines, and became responsible for certifying pesti­
cide applicators, registering pesticides, monitoring use 
of pesticides and assessing their environmental impact.
Monitoring of lakes and ponds is a responsibility of 
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). As 
is noted in the Department's Water Quality Pian. "the 
contamination of surface waters...by aerially-applied in­
secticides (is one of the) most significant types of non­
point water pollution associated with the forest industry 
in Maine."s
Research and environmental monitoring supported 
by the Maine Forest Service have concentrated on the 
effects of insecticides on aquatic invertebrates, insect 
pollinators, birds, fish, and amphibians. Other studies 
have focused on the biology and life cycle of the bud­
worm itself, field tests of various insecticides, alternate
methods of control, and markets for budworm-damaged 
timber.
Questions still unanswered include: What are the 
effects of insecticides on soil organic matter? on lake 
and river bottom sediments? in combination with other 
pesticides and/or acid rain? What are the insecticide 
breakdown products? Are new compounds formed with 
soil components when insecticides break down? To 
what extent are insecticides absorbed into plant tissues? 
What are the effects of repeated spraying on the environ­
ment? What would be the effects of no spray applica­
tion?
The Budworm is Here to Stay
Landowners have become resigned to using other 
methods to deal with the seemingly never-ending bud­
worm problem. Presently, the emphasis is upon in­
tegrated pest management, an approach promoted by 
the Maine Forest Service and the U.S. Forest Service. 
Faced with minimal State and declining federal finan­
cial assistance, little public support, and a projected 
shortage of spruce and fir trees in 20-30 years, land- 
owners have few choices. In 1983 they were confronted 
with over 300,000 acres of dead fir (Figure 14); 5.5
Figure 14
Damage by Spruce Budworm, 1983
SOURCE: Ma/nc Eores; Senj/ce
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million acres of trees at severe to heavy risk (Figure 15); 
and more than 42 million dollars of private money 
already invested (Table D). Landowners have begun to 
concentrate on salvaging dead and dying trees and to 
cut susceptible spruce and fir species more heavily. 
They are also turning to other species such as hemlock 
and poplar and are replanting less vulnerable species 
such as larch. However, budworm-resistant species may
Figure 15
Defoiiation of Spruce and Fir 
Due to Spruce Budworm, 1983
SOURCE: Ma/ne Eores/ Seru/ce
be susceptible to other destructive insects or diseases, 
as in the case of larch by European larch canker, eastern 
larch beetle, larch case-bearer and larch sawfiy.
Compounding the problem further are secondary in­
sects and diseases. The Eastern spruce beetle, the 
shoestring root rot fungus, and species of heart and sap 
rot fungi are all opportunistic and invade trees already 
weakened due to environmental conditions or previous
insect or disease damage. Being particularily vuiernable 
to discoloration and decay which renders them un­
marketable, dead trees generally must be salvaged 
within two or three years. Landowners have accelerated 
budworm salvaging, but the requisite road construction 
and harvesting operations can lead to increased soil ero­
sion, stream sedimentation, and soil compaction. 
Furthermore, acres of dead and dying trees have created 
a tremendous fire hazard (See page 33-34).
Presently, markets for damaged trees are the same 
as for healthy spruce and fir — sawlogs, pulp, and wood 
chips for energy production. Research in and explora­
tion for markets for salvaged wood must be expanded. 
As one approach, the Maine Forest Service has designed 
a study in cooperation with the U.S. Forest Service to 
determine the feasibility of pelletizing such trees for use 
as an energy source.
Economically, spruce and fir are vital to the State. In 
1981, three-fifths of all wood cut in Maine was used for 
pulpwood. Of that amount, 53 percent was spruce and 
fir. More than three-fifths (62 percent) of all timber cut 
in 1981 was spruce and fir. Yet a spruce-fir wood sup- 
ply/demand analysis by James W. Sewall Company of 
Old Town indicates that with current levels of 
harvesting, even if lands continue to be protected by 
spraying, a future shortfall of supply is likely.
To assure a continuous supply of trees, today's deci­
sions must be in the best interest of future generations. 
Improvements in mapping, computer data storage and 
dissemination, survey and assessment techniques and 
research in genetically superior trees are aiding the 
process. Still to be determined is whether in the long 
term, capital invested in protection measures might 
better be invested in other measures to deal with the 
budworm problem. Investments in the use of alternative 
species, in improved utilization strategies, and in inten­
sive forest management might prove to be more effec­
tive strategies in the long run.
As is obvious during the course of the present out­
break. spruce budworm has commanded an inordinate 
amount of time, effort and expense for the Maine Forest 
Service. The next logical step in the evolutionary pro­
cess of managing the budworm is to incorporate pest 
management techniques with total forest management 
strategies, with foresters and land managers working 
cooperatively with forest entomologists and patholo­
gists. Furthermore, a definitive insect suppression 
policy must be developed. And a cooperatively agreed 
upon definition of integrated pest management must 
be fundamental to all of the Maine Forest Service's 
forest insect and disease programs.
The picture here /s o f a bto/og/ca/ sgs/em, /nc/ud/ng /he 
budruorm and /Zs hos/ /ores/ /uncZ/on/ng /n a manner 
un/que/g su/Zed to /he perpe/uaZ/on o f bo/h /nsec/ and 
fores/. Outbrea/cs and /ree mor/a/t/p are perfecZ/p na/ura/ 
and norma/ phenomena and haue occurred perZod/ca//p 
ouer a /ong per/od o f //me cer/a/n/g predat/np European 
man. Thep are no/ nem.
"Report of the Task Force for Evaiuation of 
Budworm Controi Aiternatives", 1976.
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Pests of the ' 8 0  s
The 1980's find the most prominent disease to be the 
white pine blister rust which continues to plague white 
pine (Figure 16). About 916.000 acres of commercial 
white pine growth were kept under surveillance in 1984. 
Susceptible pine stands are scouted in search of currant 
and gooseberry bushes, commonly termed F/bes, which 
serve as alternate hosts with white pine for the disease. 
When found, concentrations of F/bes are mapped to
Figure 16
White Pine mister Rust Controi Area
SOURCE. Matne Forest Sero/ce
provide information for landowners or town officials 
who are responsible for the cost of control projects. 
Scattered individual plants are destroyed by blister rust 
surveyors of the Maine Forest Service Division of 
Entomology.
In 1983 European larch canker was found in coastal 
larch stands. National concern led to establishment of 
a quarantine area while evaluation of this exotic disease 
continues.
Although the spruce budworm is still the major in­
sect problem with two million acres moderately to
severely defoliated in 1984, other insects also harm the 
forest. White pine weevil continues to severely impact 
the white pine resource of the State.
Gypsy moth populations rebounded in the 1970's and 
peaked in 1981, defoliating 655,800 acres of hardwoods 
and occasionally pines and hemlock in southern Maine. 
An aerial spray program was conducted by the Maine 
Forest Service in 1982 on 2000 acres using B/. The pro­
ject was funded on the local level by those receiving the 
spray, with the federal government aiding in cost 
sharing. Preliminary 1984 fall surveys show the out­
break to have subsided from virus and starvation.
Don't Panic
It is distressing to watch thousands of caterpillars 
marching up the side of one's home, to listen to cater­
pillars chomping an entire forest, or to see, in the spring, 
every leaf missing from a favorite backyard oak. The 
pest problem becomes more enraging as chemical in­
secticide company commercials transform the pests in­
to horrid monsters which must be obliterated. Neverthe­
less, the situation must be put into perspective.
Hardwood trees generally survive defoliation. Be­
cause they produce more food than they actuaiiy need 
for sustenance and growth, they establish a reserve of 
food energy. However, when the tree must tap its reserve 
to produce a second set of ieaves, a deficiency is created 
in the tree's ability to "maintain itself during the 
dormant winter months and to produce buds and twigs 
in early spring. Although the tree may suffer growth 
loss, it can recover. Generally, only if defoliation occurs 
for three or more years does a real problem arise. The 
tree becomes stressed, and is thus vulnerable to secon­
dary insect and disease attack. So far. the full signifi­
cance of tree damage and mortality caused by such in­
sects as gypsy moth or forest tent caterpillar has not 
been determined.
Often there are simple means to rid trees of unwanted 
pests. Through personal visits, group presentations, and 
printed literature, the Maine Forest Service's Entomolo­
gy Division seeks to provide citizens with an understand­
ing of the pest, the methods of control, and the possi­
ble consequences of those methods. In addition, the Co­
operative Extension Service of the G.S. Department of 
Agriculture provides information and education similar 
to the Maine Forest Service.
The emergence of many pests, such as gypsy moth 
larvae, coincides with the beginning of the summer 
recreation season. Their presence can be most unpieas- 
ant. But. according to the Maine Publicity Bureau, "the 
effect upon tourism is minimal." Although some insects 
pose no clear economic or long term danger to the hard­
wood forest of Maine, when their numbers increase 
dramatically, citizens react. They want someone to "do 
something." In times of fiscal constraint, however, it is 
necessary for government, whether federai, state, or 
iocai to carefuliy weigh the cost of controi measures, 
such as aerial insecticide spraying, against benefits, with 
attention given to potential environmental and human
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health concerns. Furthermore, the distinction must be 
made as to whether the insect poses a serious economic 
threat to the forest or is merely a nuisance.
Learning More About Pests
Z. Poruers and dudes. The Director o f the Bureau o/ 
Foreslrg shall maZnlaln su/flcZenl resources, hold person­
nel and Zechnlcal tn/brmatton, rutthtn Zhe ZZmZZ o/ bunds 
auaZZable. so as to;
A. MaZnlaln a sZaZerulde surue/ZZance sgslem Zo delecl Zn- 
secls and diseases poZenlZaZZg Injurious Zo Zhe /ores! 
resources o/* Zhe Stale.
B. Proutde InformaZZon and Zechnlcal adu/ce and 
asslslance Zo ZndZuZduals and older slale and federal 
agencies on Zhe tdentt/l'catton and conlrol o f fores! Zn- 
secls and diseases.
C. Conduct and supervise conlrol programs for foresZ 
diseases and ZnsecZs ruhere authorized.
12 MRSA §8101 Forest Insect and 
Disease Controi Program
Charged with primary controi of forest insects and 
diseases, the Maine Forest Service responds to out­
breaks as they occur, with control measures dependent 
on the specific entomological or pathological problems. 
Predicting outbreaks then, has become an essential 
component of the service provided by the Maine Forest 
Service entomological staff. Whether by examining the 
catch from a light trap designed to attract moths: or 
meticulously inspecting substrate traps, such as logs for 
beetles, or representative branches for species of in­
sects; or carrying out aerial or ground observations for 
mapping of damage to host trees, entomologists
routineiy conduct surveys to keep apprised of insect and 
disease population fluctuations. The results are com­
pared with past years, and with what is happening in sur­
rounding areas to determine trends and make pre­
dictions.
When the general trend shows that increases in 
population or other problems may be arising, more 
specific surveys and assessments are conducted. Survey 
techniques will continue to improve as knowledge is 
added about the life cycle of particular insects.
Presently, there is a lack of detailed economic impact 
information. Just how much loss is the State sustain­
ing? Improved economic information would aid in the 
choice of the best pest management techniques.
To aid in the programs of the Maine Forest Service, 
the U.S. Forest Service, through Section 5 of the Co­
operative Forestry Assistance Act of 1978 (16 USC 
2101) provides financial-technical assistance in preven­
tion, detection, evaluation and suppression of forest 
pests. Of the total federal money the Maine Forest 
Servicereceived in 1984, 13.7 percent was designated 
for insect and disease control.
The U.S. Forest Service also conducts research in 
entomology, as does the University of Maine, but again 
spruce budworm has commanded center stage. 
Research has examined possible alternatives to 
chemical inecticides such as use of moth sex attractants 
(pheromones), chemicals to prevent maturity of and 
sterilize members of the insect pest populations, rear­
ing of parasites and predators, and development of 
insect-resistant tree species. Biological insecticides have 
also been examined.
As more nurseries, plantations and seed orchards are 
developed, the need for monitoring insect and disease 
populations becomes greater. When a species of trees 
is concentrated in an area rather than individuals be­
ing scattered throughout mixed growth, insects and 
diseases have fuil banquets laid out before them. Their 
populations, thriving on an overabundance of food, can 
increase rapidly. Christmas tree plantations are one ex­
ample. Balsam gall midge, balsam twig aphid and 
spruce gall all infest Christmas tree plantations but are 
not considered serious problems in the forest. By 
recognizing potential outbreaks before they become 
actualities, we may be able to act to prevent or at least 
minimize their occurrences.
What needs to be emphasized, however, is that most 
insects and diseases are natural elements of the forest. 
When the forest is managed to ensure its health and 
vigor, insect and disease damage is minimized.
Ontg bg ZaZrlng account ofsuch life forces /ttutng popula­
tions and all Z/ielr pressures and counlerpressures, their 
surges and recessions) and bg cauZZouslg seetdng Zo guide 
them Into channels /auorabte Zo oursetues can rue hope 
Zo acbleue a reasonable accommodation belrueen Zbe In­
sect hordes and ourse/ues.
— Rachel Carson 
Silent Spring, 1962
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Identified Needs for Action Related 
To Forest Insect and Disease Management
Certain forest insects and diseases have the potential for significantly damaging the forest. Understanding the iife 
cycle, niche, and potential impact of the particular forest insect or disease is of extreme importance in making deci­
sions on control measures. The diverse vaiues and demands placed upon the forest must also be recognized.
The following represents needs which have been identified in Chapter Two, Section C. These needs are translated 
into Actions to be Taken in the Action Plan beginning on page 108. The Action Plan contains detailed work of 
the Divisions of the Maine Forest Service. The Actions found in the Action Pian may address more than one need 
as expressed in this section and other sections of this Chapter.
Needs For Action:
Education
* Provide the general public with information on identi­
fication and potential destructiveness of certain forest 
insects and diseases as well as controi measures 
which are available and their effects.
Education and Fire Management
* Provide the general public with information on the 
fire hazard created by spruce budworm-damaged and 
killed trees.
Entomoiogy
* Define "integrated pest management " and develop 
specific land management strategies accordingly.
* Conduct spray programs and impose quarantines as 
necessary that prevent or restrict the spread of insects 
and diseases.
* Provide survey data on the impact of insect and 
disease popuiations. Determine which surveys will 
provide the most valuable information. Expand 
surveys to include economic impacts.
Administration
* Develop policies on management of the spruce bud­
worm outbreak to reflect the spruce-fir supply and 
demand situation.
* Provide assistance to landowners on major insect and 
disease management strategies.
Research
* Encourage research on effects of insect and disease 
suppression programs on water quaiity and quanti­
ty. soii. recreation and wiidiife.
* Promote the development of forest insect and disease 
resistant strains of tree species to help lessen future 
insect and disease outbreaks.
Timber Management & Wiidiife
* Provide technical assistance to landowners in salvag­
ing spruce budworm damaged and destroyed timber.
Pianning
* Computerize forest insect and disease information to 
help provide a more complete picture of the en­
tomological and pathological problems in Maine's 
forest. Expand use of the computer mapping system 
to provide more accuracy and efficiency in determin­
ing population trends.
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CHAPTER TWO—Section D
H u m a n s  m  th e  
Forest
ll be the pollcg goal of Ibe Slale of Maine lo make use 
of 11s forests bg assigning high prlorllg lo ibe besl manage - 
meni of ils Tores! resources.
— Commission on Maine's Future 
December, 1977
It takes years for a tree to grow and only minutes to 
cut it down. Undeniably, the greatest impact upon the 
forest is human. Whether the choice is to plant trees, 
nurture them, or use them for personal benefit, the im­
pact is felt. Whether the forest is wisely tended or con­
sumed with reckiess abandon, generations to come will 
reap the harvest of those actions. Decisions made now 
will determine if the harvest is bountiful or if it is scant.
Trees are the elan uilai of the State of Maine — its 
recreation, its home for wildlife, its harbor for water, the 
very essence of its economy. Forty-five percent of 
Maine's communities have some form of forest industry. 
The way in which the forest is treated is a reflection of 
the value placed upon it, the pride bestowed on it.
Forest Land Ownership
Who Owns the Land?
The Great Chief in Washington sends ruord that he udshes 
lo bug our land. Norn can gou bug or sell the slrg — the 
ruarmth of Ibe land? The idea is strange lo us. Tel, rue 
do no! orun the freshness of the air or the sparide of the 
mater. b/orn can gou bug them from us? Euerg pari of this 
earth is sacred lo mg people.
Chief Seaith of the 
Duwanish Tribe, 1855
In Maine, forests cover a greater percentage of land 
than in any other state. Overal), nine out of every ten 
acres is covered with trees. Eighty-seven percent of the 
total land base, 17.2 miiiion acres, is llmbedand, land 
capable of producinq wood for industrial use.
Approximately 94 percent (Figure 17) of the timber- 
land in Maine is privately owned with 67 acres being the 
average ownership parcel size. For the most part, 
human activities upon that land are private decisions. 
The remaining 6 percent, 1,037,000 acres, of the 
timberland is owned publicly by municipal, state and 
federal governments. A portion of the productive forest­
land is held in public reserve in such tracts as Acadia 
National Park and Baxter State Park. There are also 
scattered parcels of forestland owned by private, non­
profit organizations such as the National Audubon 
Society. Maine Audubon Society and the Nature 
Conservancy.
Included in the classification of publicly owned lands 
are 230,000 acres beionging to the Passamaquoddy 
Tribe, the Houlton Band of Maliseet indians and the 
Penobscot Nation. These tribes were all members of the 
Etchemin Tribe dating back to pre-European settle­
ment. In 1975, Joint Tribal Council of Ibe Passamaquod- 
dg Tribe, el al u. Rogers C. 8. Morion, el al, was filed in 
federal court contending that the "State of Maine ac­
quired or caused or permitted to be acquired, iand from 
the Passamaquoddies and Penobscots without the ap­
proval of the United States as required by 25 U S C § 177 
(the "Non-Intercourse Act j."
Five years later, the tribes were granted $54 million 
as part of the Maine indian Land Claims Settlement Act 
of 1980 (25 U.S.C. 1724). Part of the grant has been 
used for iand acquisition, part for other investments, and 
the remainder placed in a trust fund. It is yet to be deter­
mined just how much autonomy the tribes have in deci­
sions regarding management of their lands.
Industrial North —
Non Industrial South
Although ownership patterns change, basically the 
private forest of the State is divided equally between in­
dustrial (iandowners with mills) and non-industrial (land- 
owners with no mills) ownership. Even geographically, 
the distinction exists between the two. The land south 
and west of Bangor is held in title mostly by many non­
industrial landowners. Being the more populated area,
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Figure 17
Percent Ownership of 
Forest Land in Maine, 1982
a Includes national forest, other federal. State. Indian (trust 
and fee tribal lands), county and municipal 
b Includes unincorporated forest industry
c Includes farmers; individuals, corporations and other private 
interests
d Includes productive reserved land (e.g. Acadia National Park 
and Baxter State Park—Scientific Forest Management Unit) 
and unproductive reserved forest land (e g. Baxter State 
Park)
SOURCE: EoresfSfabsbcs/or Maine /97/ and /982
the southern half of Maine consists of many incor­
porated, self-governing, autonomous towns and cities 
— the Organized Territory.
North and east of Bangor, the so-called "wildlands" 
are owned for the most part by large pulp and paper 
companies or controlled by land management com­
panies. With the exception of pockets of urbanization, 
this area, the Unorganized Territory, is sparseiy settled 
and possesses few of the features of self-government. 
For much of the planning and zoning aspects of govern­
ment, the Land Use Regulation Commission functions 
as the "Town Hall."
Plantations are enigmas in between organized and 
unorganized. They have sparse populations and limited 
self-government. Plantations are scattered throughout 
the State, but they commonly form the "border be­
tween the organized and unorganized territories.
Industrial Forest Ownership
IVe Ihlnlc it a settled principle, growing out o/ the nature 
o f a melt-ordered soctetp, that euerg holder o/* property, 
homeuer absolute and unqualified map be his title, holds 
11 under the Implied llabllllq that his use o f 11 shall be so 
regulated that 11 shall not be Injurious lo the rights o f the 
communllg.
Maine Supreme Court - 1908
Of the total acreage of 17.2 million acres, forest in­
dustries own 8 million acres — 47 percent — of Maine's 
(timberland). "Pulp and paper companies own about 93 
percent of the industrial land, lumber companies own 
about 7 percent, and various other wood-using firms 
own less than 1 percent."'
Generally, forest industry owns iarge parcels of 
forestland and are often referred to as "major land- 
owners." Table E lists the major private forest land- 
owners. Included among the major landownerships are 
lands entrusted to iand management companies which, 
although not allied with industry, manage lands so as 
to give the best return on investment.
Three million two hundred thousand acres of com­
mercial forestland are represented by an ownership pat­
tern unique in the world. As was discussed on page 2, 
much publicly owned land was deeded to private owner­
ship during the early 1800 s. At that time, iand specuta- 
tion and thus risk of ownership was high. To extend the 
risk, several individuals would jointly "purchase an 
unorganized township and hold it in common owner­
ship and undivided interest. With this form of owner­
ship. no division lines were drawn, and each of the 
owners heid his personal undivided share of the total. 
Gains and losses from the ownership of the land were 
also shared according to each owner's interest in the 
total. Thus, if some of the timber on the township was 
harvested, each owner would receive his proportionate 
share of the proceeds even if all the timber were 
harvested from one part of the township. Conversely, 
if a fire, insect outbreak, or other natural catastrophe 
struck the township, each owner would share in the loss 
according to his proportional share.
Table E
Maine's Largest Landowners/Land Managers 
1984
Great Northern Paper Company 
Internationai Paper Company 
Prentiss & Carlisle Company 
Scott Paper Company 
Seven Islands Land Company 
Diamond International Corp.
Champion International Corp.
*State of Maine 
Boise Cascade Corp.
Georgia-Pacific Corp.
Acreage in Unorganized Territority only
SOURCE: Paper /ndustrp /n/ormador: Ol/l'ce:
Depardnenr o/* E/nance and AdmZnrsdad'on. 
Bureau oj Paxa/ion
2.113.000
1.095.000
975.000
900.000
883.000
801.000
760.000
670.000 
605.100
520.000
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Over generations, the land has passed to heirs in com­
pounded ratios reflecting the original ownership ratio. 
Thus, it is not uncommon today to find an individual 
owning 155/1728th of a township. Decisions regarding 
the land are made by the land management company. 
Owners delegate this authority with the owners' interests 
weighted by the ratios. For the most part, the situation 
works well. Occasionally, probiems arise. For example, 
because the "majority rules' in decisions, landowners 
are included in spruce budworm spray programs who 
may not have chosen to be. Another area of difficulty 
lies in iand trades with the Bureau of Public Lands. As 
the Bureau strives to consolidate the State's land­
holdings. negotiations can be hindered by the complex 
ownership fractions.
Wood Products
Pulp and Paper
On much of the timberland. and certainly on the ma­
jority of the industrial portion, the forest is used for 
wood products (Figure 18). Of the products which in­
dustry creates from the forest, pulp and paper rank far 
ahead of ail others. Eighteen companies in Maine make 
pulp, paper or both. Coilectively, these companies own 
over seven million acres of timberland.
In 1981.65 percent of timber cut was pulpwood. This 
wood translated into newsprint, magazine and catalog 
paper, envelopes, paper towels, business forms, egg car 
tons, at least fifty other paper products and even the 
boxes in which they are sometimes transported.
Thousands of tons of wood enter these mills every 
day. The actual number of course, depends on the de­
mand at the time. Spruce and fir are the predominant 
species used. Aithough the exact process of making 
pulp and paper differs from miil to mill, basically the 
steps are similar (Figure 19).
As pulpwood enters a mill, its bark is removed. The 
debarked pieces are then chipped or ground and their 
fibers separated either chemically (by cooking in a huge 
pressure cooker known as a digester) or mechanically. 
Next the fibers are screened. If unbleached pulp is the 
desired outcome, the process can stop here. Or the pulp 
can be washed, bieached. rewashed, refined, drained, 
squeezed, pressed and baled as market pulp. Or it can 
continue and be heated, dried, and finaiiy rolled into 
long sheets of paper. The process can be halted in 
places along the way as the particuiar product requires. 
For example, brown carbonizing tissue is an end prod­
uct after unbleached wood puip has been screened and 
processed.
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Figure 19
A Paper Making Process
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Used tedh perm/ss/ofi of Scod Paper Company
in 1981. 2.8 million tons of puip were produced in 
Maine mills. This puip contributed to the making of 
paper products worth $2.7 biilion. These products left 
Maine's mills destined to points within Maine, to other 
states and to many foreign countries.
More than 20,000 people in Maine look to the pulp 
and paper companies for jobs. Average salaries are 
higher here than any other manufacturing industry in 
the State. Levels in 1982 of $25,348 were $9,000 above 
the State manufacturing average of $16.334..
Over the years, the paper industry economy has 
followed the nation s economy, slumping when the na­
tional economy slumps and accelerating as the nation's 
economy prospers. But a "lag" time exists. Slumps in 
the paper industry trail the nation's slumps: likewise, 
so do recoveries.
Predictions are for the pulp and paper economy to 
continue to reflect the national economic trends. 
Decline in the production of pulp and paper in Maine
couid possibly resuit if plastics continue to substitute 
for packaging; if electronics, such as the use of com­
puters reduce the demand for paper and if technology 
develops to convert Southern pine into high quality 
paper. On the other hand, it must be noted that national­
ly about 50 percent more pulp products are imported 
than are exported.
Sawn, Turned, and Peeled
Wood Is untuersattg heaullful to man. ll ts the most 
humanlg Intimate o f all materials.
Frank Lloyd Wright 
The Architectural Record, May 1928
Five Maine pulp and paper companies, Georgia- 
Pacific Corporation, Great Northern Paper Company, 
Scott Paper Company, James River Corporation and
Champion International Corporation, have diversified 
into the second largest tnood industry and the fourth 
iargest manufacturing industry in Maine (Table F). These 
five and 389 other primary wood processors produce 
such items as iumber (boards, dimension sizes, timbers, 
beams, and posts), dowel flitches, turning squares,
Used redd perm<sston o f Champion /n/ernahona/ Corporation
veneer, shingles, clapboards, and fencing material. 
Sawlogs, the raw material for lumber, are commonly 
worth two to five times their value as pulpwood.
Again, spruce and fir predominate, representing 52 
percent of sawtimber cut in i981. White pine, valued 
for finish work, comprised 20 percent. Demand for soft­
woods recognizes characteristics of strength, light 
weight, and ease of machining.
Hardwoods are less commonly used for wood pro­
ducts. Of ail sawlogs cut in 1981. less than 151 miilion 
board feet or 16 percent of the totai was hardwood. 
White birch, sugar maple and oak were the most com­
mon species utilized.
This industry directly responds to fluctuations in the 
home construction market. For example, when interest 
rates are high, building construction declines and the 
lumber industry slumps as well.
Trees cut in the woods and destined for sawmills 
become sawlogs for lumber, veneer logs and boltwood 
for a variety of specialty uses (Figure 20). Boltwood can 
be cut in the forest from crooked trees or large suitable 
branches, it may be resold to one of 38 wood-turning 
plants, or go to other secondary wood processors who 
manufacture such items as lobster traps, pailet stock 
and furniture squares.
Most superior logs cut from the forest are sent to 
veneer mills. Veneer iogs command the highest prices 
of aii raw wood material. There are two types of veneer­
ing. The most valuable veneer comes from clear butt 
logs of almost ail hardwood species. In veneer mills, the 
steamed logs are turned in a huge lathe where a full 
width strip of wood is peeled from the log. Defective sec­
tions are removed. Once dried, the best pieces are used 
as face layers with the defective sections used beneath.
In flatware miiis. veneer quality birch is used for such 
items as toothpicks and tongue depressors. Short sec­
tions of logs, called bolts, are steamed and then short 
knives peei a wide ribbon of wood from the bolt. The 
ribbon is rewound and fed through "choppers " which 
stamp out the desired product. In Maine, eleven mills 
produce veneer for stamped products. The best quality 
veneer is prized by the furniture industry. Yet. there is 
only one mill in the State which produces veneer of such 
high quality.
Table F
Major Manufacturing industries in Maine 
and Vaiue of Products, 1982
IND U STRY Ya/ue o f Product % Change % Change
$ /n AhV/tons from /98/ /rom /977
Paper 2.714.2 -  1.4 67.0
Leather 961.5 15.5 75.3
Food 743.5 0.6 53.7
Lumber & Wood 641.5 -7 .9 3 U
T ransportation
Equipment 697.6 24.8 234.7
Electric & 
Electronic
Equipment 465.4 - 0 . ! 139.2
SOURCE; Census of Ma/ne Manufactures. /982
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Figure 20
Output of Roundwood Products in Maine, Hardwoods and Softwoods, 1982
Puipwood 
sw.= Softwood 1970
Hw.= Hardwood 1981 ) I
Sawlogs Fuel wood Misc.
Industrial
Products
Veneer Logs 
and Bolts
SOURCE. EorestStahsh'cs/brMaEie /97/ and /982
From Logs to Lumber
The process of converting round sawlogs into rec­
tangular pieces of lumber begins with debarking: clean 
iogs increase the period between saw sharpenings and 
also make the leftover chips suitable for paper making. 
In mills with the highest technology, a iight beam scans 
the incoming log and determines within seconds how 
it should be cut to attain the most valuable products. 
"The debarked log is sawn at the headsaw into slabs 
(with one flat face) and flitches (live edge boards or cants 
with two parailel flat f a c e s ) .T h e  first cut is the most 
crucial cut of all; the value of aii products coming from 
each log is determined here. "The slabs go to the chip­
per, where slabs, edgings, and trim ends may....be con­
verted into pulp chips. The flitches (cants) proceed 
either through a resaw, or directly to an edger, which 
produces rectangular lumber by sawing off the round­
ed. tapered edges. Edgers use a fixed saw and a number 
of movable saws mounted on an arbor or shaft. The 
distance between the saws is adjusted for each flitch to 
obtain the width that provides the highest value. The 
rectangular boards are then fed past trim saws, which 
cut the pieces to (specified) lengths (including a small 
overlength allowance). The trim saws may also cut out 
major defects, producing two short boards.""' The 
lumber is then antistain-treated, dried, retrimmed to
length, planed, graded and finally packaged. In the most 
efficient mills, all of the log is used — bark, lumber, 
sawdust, slabs, edgings and trim ends (See Table G).
The Maine Forest Service conducts a Sawmill Im­
provement Program. Technical expertise is avaiiable to 
sawmill owners on all aspects of mill operations to 
achieve the best production through greatest efficien­
cy. The program is designed to alert sawmill owners to 
specific problems in their individual mills. Prior to 1983 
this program received financial assistance from the U.S. 
Forest Service: the assistance is now terminated.
Primary to Secondary Processing
Primary products leave processing mills headed as 
is to wholesale or retail markets. Primary wood products 
may also travel to secondary wood-processing mills 
located at a distance from or at the site of primary 
facilities. Here they may be converted to one of over 
1400 different Maine-made items as diverse as 
toothpicks and schooners. Cabinets, doors, stairs, 
ladders, picture frames, and toys are but a few of the 
other products.
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The wood-turning industry is inciuded in this cate­
gory. Even though many different products are created, 
wood-turning products have their method of manufac­
ture in common: "all are turned on a iathe, which rotates 
the wood against a cutting blade.Items such as napkin 
rings, clothespins, chair arms and legs, baseball bats 
and thread spoois are all examptes of products created 
by the wood-turning industry.
Veneer, from veneer logs, is another example of a 
wood product converted to secondary items. Layers of 
clear veneer are used as cover sheets between which less 
valuable wood is sandwiched for items such as kitchen 
cabinets, tabies and desk tops.
Every county in the State has at ieast three secondary 
wood-using industries; Oxford County has over thirty. 
Sometimes the items are finished, as with clothespins; 
other items such as chair iegs are oniy parts of more 
vaiuable products.
Together the wood/iumber and puip/paper industries 
accounted for 43 percent of Maine's totai manufactur­
ing saies in 1982 (Figure 21). Wood products worth $3.3 
billion left Maine's mills. One in every three workers 
employed in the manufacturing sector received a 
paycheck from one of Maine's wood products mills.
The Paper industry Information Office located in 
Augusta provides information to the public, conducts 
public relations activities and serves as the spokes­
person for the major pulp and paper industries.
The Maine Forest Products Council represents the 
forest products industry. Its efforts in legislative iobby- 
ing; organizing workshops, demonstrations, and fieid 
trips; and informing its members focus on promoting 
Maine forest products. The Council strives to improve 
public awareness of the economic and social value of 
forest products industries to the State.
Burning Wood Again
To the greatest extent possible, the State o/* Maine should 
come lo relg on Indigenous and renewable resources.
Office of Energy Resources 
Comprehensive Energy Resources Plan, 1981
In recent years, cutting, sale and use of wood for fuei 
has regained prominence. Where once wood provided 
heating needs for all residences and businesses, by the 
1870's, coal began to take over. Sixty years later, oil, 
the cheap, easy, ciean-burning fuel, replaced coal. By 
the late 1970's the cycie began to complete its fuil circle. 
Between 1978 and 1980, the price of a gallon of home 
heating oil went from 51 cents to more than $1.00. 
Since the average home burns 1100 gallons of oii a year, 
obviousiy homeowners rebelled against the high prices.
Tabte G 
MiH Residue
SAWMILLS
bark sawmilt trim
sawdust planer trim
edgings planer shavings
siabs
PLYWOOD
log trim veneer clippings
bark roundup & spur trim
cores dry trim & lay up loss
sander dust
SHAKE AND SHiNGLE
bark shingle hair
bolt trim 
siabs
edgings
SOURCE. Maine Eoresf Seru/ce
As of 1982, half of ali families in Maine used wood as 
either their sote heating source or as a supplement. Pro­
jections of the Office of Energy Resources (OER) show 
that by 1990, "75 percent of all Maine households wit) 
be heating totaiiy or partially with solid fuei... Firewood, 
wood chips, and wood pellets will make up a substantia) 
portion of this totai.
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Figure 21
Percent Distribution of 
Maine Production Vaiue, by industry, 1982
Nondurable Goods
SOURCE; Census o f Maine Manufactures. / 982
The Office of Energy Resources and the Maine Forest 
Service monitor firewood sale and use and provide in­
formation to businesses and homeowners on firewood 
and on wood burning systems. The Cooperative Exten­
sion Service provides educational materials on wood- 
burning and has conducted projects on the safety 
aspects of using wood for fuei. Ali of these entities 
recognize that wood burning has its disadvantages. 
Wood smoke can contain air pollutants some of which 
may be carcinogenic. Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, 
and nitrogen oxides are among the chemicals posing 
the most danger, in communities with high rates of 
wood burning and where air inversion occurs, the 
situation may be especially severe for the elderly, the 
very young and people with respiratory problems.
The Best Must Not Be Burned
In 1983. approximately 1.2 million cords of wood 
were cut for firewood. But little is known as to whether 
firewood is taken as part of a thinning operation or 
whether the best oaks and maples closest to the road 
are taken. In some cases, the remaining stand of trees 
is left in good shape. In other cases, the stand may be 
robbed of some of its most valuable trees, trees which 
could possibly have commanded a much higher price
if taken to a sawmill. Thus, education as to the highest 
and best use of each tree is sorely needed. The market 
for firewood can be a reai incentive to thin and weed 
a forest by removing low quality trees. The firewood 
market can also be the poorest use of the best trees.
To rubai extent gtuen demand /or lumber and ueneer and 
particleboard and paper, /brpun'tg o/ watershed and dtuer- 
sllg o f ru!!d!!/e, for public recreation and prtuate amenttg- 
gtuen these, lo rubai extent can people haue their /orest 
and burn 11 loo?
John Mitchell 
"Whither the Yankee Forest", 1981
Forest industry, too, has seen the value of fuelwood. 
Whole tree chippers have enabled industries to use 
insect- and disease-killed trees, slash from logging 
operations, and trees removed in thinning operations 
— alt materials once considered useless — for fuel. 
Species such as pin cherry and grey birch, viewed 
previously as weeds, now command a price. The need 
for fuel has made thinning forest stands economical, 
and truly a commercial operation.
As long as whole tree chipping operations are carried 
out with consideration given the remaining stand of 
trees, then the concept allows for continued yield of the 
forest. But when large tracts of forested land are cleared 
and chipped (and not regenerated with desired species) 
and/or when high quality trees are reduced to chips, 
then more has been lost than gained.
Sawmills and pulp and paper companies now view 
their own sawdust piles, leftover bark and shavings as 
fuei rather than wastes (Table C).
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Individual industries are each saving as much as 
750,000 barrels of oii a year. Some companies burn 
wood waste only; other companies combine wood and 
coal, a mixture which burns cleaner than oii. Wood 
waste also heats kilns which dry iumber and other wood 
products. Steam from wood waste-fired boiiers drives 
some miils' machinery. Some companies generate elec­
tricity from the steam and use it in their mills or sell 
it to utility companies. Great Northern Paper Company, 
S.D. Warren. Robbins Lumber Company, Inc., Sprowl 
Brothers Inc.. P. H. Chadbourne and Company, Aibert 
R. LaValley, Inc., Champion international Corporation 
and Georgia-Pacific Corporation are among the com 
panies which now cogenerate. "The Office of Energy 
Resources estimates that there is a potential for a signifi­
cant increase in cogeneration in Maine. Much of this 
potential is within the forest products industry.
Paper miils, in addition, use spent puiping liquors, 
known as black liquor (a by-product when celiuiose is 
extracted from wood) for fuei. Black liquor supplies pulp 
and paper industries with their greatest source of fuel. 
In 1981, biack iiquors supplied 38 percent of the in­
dustries tota) energy needs.
The Office of Energy Resources expects the use of 
wood to increase. Optimistic projections predict a 
doubling of wood use by the turn of the miilenium 
(Tabie H). Even non-forest industries have begun to turn 
to wood. Brunswick Naval Air Station, for exampie. ex­
pects to use 40,000-60,000 tons of chips a year in its 
boiler. Jackson Laboratories in Bar Harbor is also con­
verting to wood chips.
Tabie H
Energy Use Requirements in Maine by Fue) Type in Triiiion BTU's
1978 1985 1990 2000
Mgh Lotu T/t'gb Lotu Lotu
Gasoline 71.79 66.39 64.78 62.83 59.60 50.60 44.12
Distillate 68.65 66.16 53.91 61.35 51.11 56.38 44.69
Residual 61.77 71.90 53.80 70.78 49.64 79.99 40.23
Nuclear 57.66 57.66 57.66 57.66 57.66 57.66 57.66
Hydro
Miscellaneous
29.44 30.09 30.59 30.59 31.09 31.09 31.69
Petroleum 22.04 26.54 22.90 28.66 23.34 35.52 23.93
Wood 19.25 23.70 33.50 27.10 37.70 33.50 46.80
Aviation Fuel 14.25 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Imported Electricity 9.23 14.02 13.00 18.45 16.46 29.27 24.56
LPG 8.1 1 9.40 9.32 10.33 10.26 10.49 10.41
Kerosene 4.74 1.74 1.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Natural Gas 2.15 4.53 2.84 7.67 3.50 13.02 5.29
Coal 0.50 1.96 1.44 4.47 2.90 14.20 1 1.79
TOTAL 369.58 379.09 350.44 384.89 348.26 416.52 346.17*
ncludes electrical generation losses
SOURCE. Comprehensiue Energg Resources Plan. / 98 /.
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Wood Products Markets
Harvesting trees from Maine's forests for use as 
diverse wood products tells only haif the story. 
Marketing forest products brings the story to a ciimax 
— the reai value of a product is determined at the 
marketplace.
Many firms, such as paper companies, compete in the 
global marketplace, others compete only locally.
Increase the Value at Home
Rrou/de adu/ce and ass/s/ance on uU'//z/ng and markebng 
/be ruood produc/s ob /be SZa/e.
— 12 MRSA §8002
Many products which leave Maine do not benefit from 
the value-added concept. Value-added is "the difference 
between the cost of goods and services purchased by 
a manufacturer and the value of the products sold, it 
is value-added that provides the money for salaries, 
profits, taxes, and the like. Aithough wood products 
leave Maine, value is added to these products in other 
states. For example. 1000 board feet of red oak cut as 
chair parts valued at $2,500 arrives in Massachusetts 
where they are assembied and finished. The value of the 
chairs paid by a furniture dealer can be quadruple that 
of the unassembled parts. Not only does this represent 
a toss of dollars to a potential Maine manufacturer, it 
aiso denotes a loss of tax dollars to the State.
in 1977, the U.S. Forest Service ranked states accord­
ing to the volume of timber removed versus value-added 
to lumber and wood products. Maine ranked ZbZrZeenZb 
(13th) in the amount of timber removed from the forest. 
But the State ranked only Zruen/g-/burZb (24th) in value- 
added to lumber and wood products. These figures con­
trast with such states as Indiana which ranked thirty- 
third (33rd) and thirteenth (13th) respectively. Even in 
paper and allied products. Maine ranked only /Z/ZeenZb 
(15th). A more balanced forest economy is illustrated 
by North Carolina which ranked seventh (7th) in volume 
of timber removed, fifth (5th) in vaiue-added for lumber 
and wood products and thirteenth (13th) in value-added 
for paper and allied products.
A study conducted by the Maine Development Foun­
dation for the State Development Office, the State Plan­
ning Office, and the Maine Forest Service concluded 
that there is potential for growth in paper converting, 
printing, and wood products industries. Existing com­
panies represent the greatest likelihood of expansion 
into new products.
Plans for an extended utilization and marketing pro­
gram within the Maine Forest Service may encourage 
new or expanded wood products industries in Maine, 
especially those in Table I. A major thrust of the pro­
grams will be to promote value-added products.
Table I
Targetted Maine Wood Using 
industries with Potentiai Growth
industry
Projected 
Maine Potential
PAPER CONVERTING
& PRINTING
Business Forms Medium-High
Commercial Printing. Litho-
graphic (includes magazine
printing) Medium-High
Envelopes Medium
Book Printing Medium
Stationery, Tablets &
Related Products Low-Medium
Greeting Cards Low-Medium
Pressed & Molded Puip Goods Low-Medium
Misc. Converted Products Low-Medium
WOOD PRODUCTS
Particleboard (includes
waferboard High
Pallets & Skids Medium-High
Household Furniture Medium
Mobile Homes; Prefabricated
Wood Buildings & Components Medium
Office Furniture Medium
Sporting & Athletic Goods Medium
Miscellaneous Wood Products Medium
Millwork Medium
SOURCE; /980and /98/ /ndusm'a/ Oudook. U.S. Depadmerd 
o/ Commerce
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An example of a new wood product from Maine is the 
reconstituted wood panel (See Figure 22). Composition 
board, made of sawdust particles; particleboard, con­
structed of small chips; waferboard. composed of larger 
wafers: and oriented strandboard, formed from narrow 
strips positioned lengthwise and crosswise for greater 
strength, ail compete with plywood. These new products 
offer a good opportunity to use small diameter, poor 
quality trees ali too commonly found in Maine. The 
sound portions of spruce budworm-kilied or-damaged 
wood and underutilized species are potential raw 
materials as well.
Research into other products, especially those made 
from less desirable wood, is being done by the Univer­
sity of Maine, the U.S. Forest Service and the forest in­
dustry. Animai feed supplements, oils, pharmaceuticals, 
glue extenders, wood ash fertilizer and adhesives from 
bark are ail products which have potential for using less 
desirable species of wood. The list needs to be expand­
ed so that renewable raw materials substitute for costly 
non-renewable resources, such as petroieum and 
metals.
use wood and helping producers through all phases of 
the marketing process.
Maine's economy, for the last i 00 years, has dragged 
behind the nation's as a whole. Its work force typically 
earns 80-85 percent of the average for the rest of the 
U.S. "Eighty percent of Maine families...cannot afford 
a new home and will probably not be able to in the near 
future,"9 according to the 1982 "Governor's Economic 
Report." Economically, in a word. Maine is poor. An ag­
gressive, weli-informed approach to production and 
marketing may help improve that situation.
One means of marketing round wood products is co­
operatives. In a number of European countries, especial 
ly Scandinavian countries, cooperatives operate suc­
cessfully. Providing services for their members, they 
may design forest management pians, arrange logging 
and timber sale agreements, and even operate wood 
product manufacturing faciiities. In Maine, however, co­
operatives have not thus far fared as well but may be 
slowly gaining acceptance.
The Forest Products Marketing and Management Co- 
perative in Dover-Foxcroft organized in 1979 to provide 
assistance to members in marketing of forest products.
Figure 22
Structural Pane! Demand in the U.S., 
1982 and 1987, as Forecast by the 
American Puipwood Association
YEAR
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Maine citizens possess many skills in creating wood 
products. The Maine Forest Service, as part of its utiliza­
tion and marketing program, helps artisans to make 
their production more efficient. Information is also given 
on moving products from the mill or shop to the con­
sumer. Pians call for expanding the program to include 
business information, identification of new markets, 
matching suppliers of species of wood with those who
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Members receive information on legislation, timber 
markets, and forest taxation. Approximately 200 
members are currently on their roster.
The Portland Wood Fuel Cooperative also began in 
1979. The organization buys seasoned firewood from 
suppiiers for resale to members and to others, including 
low income families and the elderly.
Because their economic conditions tend to be worse 
than the State as a whole, rural areas are targeted for 
greater assistance in marketing their products. In the 
State's cooperative agreement with federal agencies on 
rural Maine, emphasis is upon promoting the value- 
added concept. The Maine Forest Service participates 
in the federally sponsored Resource Conservation and 
Development Project (RC&D). The Project's goal is to 
expand the economic opportunities in locaiities "for 
orderly conservation, improvement, development and 
wise use of the natural resources. Currently four 
RC&D forestry projects are in place.
A report to the Downeast RC&D Council, advisors to 
the project, revealed that numerous opportunities exist 
for new and expanded wood product businesses to 
operate in the Downeast area (Washington and Hancock 
Counties). Operation of a dry kiln, white pine sawmill, 
wholesale lumber yard, cedar clapboard and shingle mill 
ail represent potential successes in the area. Further­
more. local suppliers of raw wood material are present­
ly crowded out of the marketplace by large scale out­
side suppliers. "Local suppliers will need to incorporate 
competitive business practices into their operations to 
gain business now lost to outsiders."" Correcting 
sporadic deliveries could be a first step toward improv­
ing the business opportunities of local wood suppliers.
Concentrating even closer on the poorest economies, 
the administration created a Task Force on the 
Economy of Washington County in 1982. Its highest 
recommendation was for port facilities in Eastport. Ex­
ports of wood products would easily find destinations 
in Europe. Closely related to this was a second recom­
mendation for improved highway networks to facilitate 
exportation.
Future Demand & Supply
Wood for the World
The future is always hazy, but certain facts cannot be 
disputed. The world's forest reserves are dwindiing as 
massive numbers of people, especially in the lesser 
developed countries, struggle for the bare essentials of 
life. Three-fourths of the world's people rely on wood 
for heating and/or cooking fuel. With the world's popula­
tion expected to increase by more than fifty percent over 
the last quarter of this century, is it any wonder that the 
demand for wood and consequently its price will rise?
Already the forests of Asia, Africa, and Latin America 
are declining. Agriculture has spread and the need for 
firewood for heating and cooking has expanded — both 
in response to the growing numbers of people. Although
its findings are the subject of recent controversy, the 
Globa) 2000 Report predicts that by the year 2000 
"some 40 percent of the remaining forest cover in less 
developed countries will be gone...
"In many tropicai forests, the soiis, landforms, 
temperatures, patterns of rainfall, and distribution of 
nutrients are in precarious balance. When these forests 
are disturbed by extensive cutting, neither trees nor pro­
ductive grasses will grow again.
Europe, the Middie East and Japan are already look­
ing to this country to meet their wood demand. Expor­
tation of wood products to other countries presents a 
whole array of unique but fundamental problems such 
as import tariffs, trade restrictions, quotas, and even 
lumber dimension size differences. Figure 23 shows the 
1982 level of foreign trade by manufacturing industries. 
The opportunity for considerable expansion into world 
markets is at its infancy in the State.
Demand in the U.S.
On the national horizon, future expectations for de­
mand are somewhat cloudier than for world demand. 
In An Analysis of the Timber Situation in the 
United States, 1952-2030. the U.S. Forest Service 
predicts that, between 1976 and 2030. the demand for 
wood and paper products will double.
Between 1965-1975 the economy grew significantly. 
The housing industry flourished and production of 
Maine spruce and fir sawlogs doubled from 240 million
Figure 23
Foreign Trade by Maine Manufacturers, 1982
wood products
$39 ,037,968
$375,927,741 $ 298 ,464,084
SOCRCfj Census ofMazneManu/ac^ures, /982
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to 521 miHion board feet. The paper industry grew and 
spent millions of dollars on plant modernization.
After 1975, the economy slid downward. Oil prices 
soared, interest rates climbed, inflation grew steadily, 
and the housing industry plummeted. For at least the 
short term, the "forecast for the wood products industry 
anticipates an absence of strong demand growth."'" 
Moreover. Maine must compete with the South and the 
Northwest.
In spite of strong Canadian competition, especialty 
in pulp and paper. Maine may be in a favorable posi­
tion. A supply of raw wood materials is availabte. Closer 
than most other states to European markets, somewhat 
close to mid-Atlantic and mid-western markets and cer­
tainly close to New England markets, Maine has the 
potential to enjoy a transportation advantage. Other 
factors may play to Maine's advantage as well. For some 
time, steel and clay products have competed with wood 
in construction. But both steel and clay products are 
costly to produce. Steel requires about three times the 
energy to process as wood. And piastics, which repiaced 
paper for some products, especially packaging and 
disposables, are dependent on costly petroleum.
Furthermore, cutting in the Northwest on industry- 
owned lands has exceeded growth by 113 percent. Most 
of the extensive cutting has been of oid-growth Dougias 
fir and most of the remaining forest has at least 25 years 
before maturity. Maine needs to more aggressively 
capitalize on these advantages.
The South offers heavier competition; forest industry 
there is expanding. Projections are for continued expan­
sion for decades into the twenty-first century.
Demographics and Demand
The nation will continue to demand from Maine 
forests but the demand will change because the nation 
itself is changing. Maine is reflective of this trend.
Since 1947, the year of the highest birth rate, the 
number of babies born per thousand population has 
declined by one half. In 1976, the rate of population 
growth in Maine hit zero — 2.1 births per woman — the 
replacement rate.
In 1960. the average household size was 3.29 persons: 
twenty years later, it was 2.75, a deciine of 16 percent. 
Today, there are many more families headed by a single 
parent than there were twenty years ago.
As population is changing in numbers, so is it chang­
ing in age structure. In 1960. 11.2 percent of the popula­
tion wasn't old enough to attend public school (i.e. 
younger than age 5). Twenty years later, that percen­
tage has shrunk to 7 percent.
The age structure of the population has shifted. In 
years to come, the older sector will comprise a greater 
proportion of the entire popuiation than it ever has. Yet, 
the most notable change in demographics will occur as 
the largest percentage of the population moves into the 
middle age ciass. This middie-age segment traditional­
ly has the highest incomes and demands the most goods 
and services. The attitudes and lifestyles of these peo­
ple will significantly affect market demand, and thus the 
quality and quantity of products from the forest.
Unique more to Maine than to many other states is 
migration. For the first time in three decades, signifi­
cantly greater numbers of people migrated into the 
State than migrated out. Between 1960-1970. 70.000 
people left Maine. Over the next ten years, the trend 
reversed itseif with 75.000 entering Maine. The distribu­
tion was not state-wide though: York County added 
19.000 in-migrants to its popuiation whiie Aroostook 
County lost 12.000 of its residents. Housing starts 
changed accordingly. In York County, new housing in­
creased by 37 percent. The areas of permanent settie- 
ments have changed very little since a century ago 
Figure 5. page 17). The inflow of new residents into the 
State is not expected to continue and. therefore, should 
not be viewed as a trend upon which to make suppiy- 
demand projections.
All of this translates into changes in the types and 
amounts of goods and services peopie will be demand­
ing. Fewer schools, smaiier homes, multi-family homes, 
mobile homes all fit into Maine's future mold.
Examination of the mobiie home industry alone 
reveals significant trends. Between 1960-70. 8.500 
mobile homes became new residences. Over the next 
ten years, that figure more than doubled to 18.000. And 
of the years 1975-80. almost one-half of the new single 
family homes were represented by mobiie homes.
The outlook for jobs in Maine in the forest industry 
is expected to remain reiativeiy stable and perhaps grow 
slightly by 1990 (Figure 24). As the forest industry pians 
for the future, demographic changes promise changes 
in the work force. The percentage of the population 
underage25 is decreasing. Traditionally, this age group
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Figure 24
Forest Industry Employment in Maine, 
1970 and 1980, with Projections to 1990
YEAR
SOURCE; U.S. Deparlmenl ot Commerce. Bureau o f Economic 
/Analysis and Maine Slate Planning O/tlce forecasts.
has caused the most job-related problems. The future 
promises more skilled workers less prone to jobless­
ness. This factor offers many opportunities for the wood 
products industry. As the industry relies more upon in­
creased technology in machinery, for example, skiiied 
operators wiil be even more essentiai.
Forest Surveys — Counting Trees
Fuerp /tee that is to he harvested al Ihe beginning o/ Ihe 
next centurg has lo he grotui'ng note.
"State of the Environment " 
Conservation Foundation, 1982
As efforts increase to diversify and improve Maine's 
marketing potential, the supply of the raw material must 
be carefulty examined. The most vaiuable information 
on the condition of Maine's forest is found in the decen- 
niai surveys conducted by the U.S. Forest Service.
Nearly a century ago, citizens fear of dwindling forest 
resources prompted the U.S. Bureau of Forestry (now 
the U.S. Forest Service) to survey Maine's forest. Austin 
Cary, the nation's first company forester, trekked 
throughout the State taking inventory of spruce trees 
suitable for sawlogs and pulpwood.
As interest in and dependence upon the forest grew, 
the federal government recognized the need for an over­
view of the timber resource. In 1928. Congress enacted 
the McSweeney-McNary Forest Research Act. The Act 
and subsequent amendments require the U.S. Forest 
Service to conduct a series of continuing forest surveys 
in all states. Together, the surveys provide up-to-date 
pictures of the forest resources of the nation.
Three surveys have been conducted in Maine. The 
first, carried out between i 954-58. concentrated on 
timber. Some 2,267 ground piots were established 
throughout the State; they were permanently located 
so that selected plots could be remeasured in subse­
quent surveys.
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The second survey, conducted between 1968-70. 
remeasured 902 of the previously established plots and 
estabiished i.587 new plots. Again, to fuifiil require­
ments of the McSweeney-McNary Forest Research Act, 
the survey was timber oriented.
Planning for the third survey revealed needs for addi­
tional information of interest to the individual states. 
Because trees are only one facet of an intimate 
ecologica) relationship, the 1982 resurvey, known as the 
Maine Forest Resources Evaluation, will examine the en­
tire forest resource including wiidiife, recreation, soiis, 
water, and ownership patterns, as well as timber. The 
Federa) Resources Planning Act and the Forest Manage­
ment Act require this expansion in scope. Thus, for the 
first time, the U.S Forest Service collected significant 
soils information, evaluated recreation potential and 
watershed conditions, and measured wiidiife habitat for 
the survey.
In planning Maine's 1982 resurvey, the Maine Forest 
Service requested State financial participation for a 
more intensive survey. The Legislature responded with 
sufficient funding to establish additionai ground plots 
and increase the amount of aerial photography. Over 
3.600 plots were examined — 902 had been measured 
in both previous surveys, 1,300 had been established 
and measured for the 1971 survey, and 2,400 were new. 
As of this writing, ail measurements have been taken. 
When completely analyzed, the data will provide an in­
tensive look at the present condition in Maine's forest 
as well as trends and changes of the past thirty years.
The resurvey information will be invaluable in pro­
moting more comprehensive forest resource and iand 
use planning, and in serving as a foundation for the revi­
sion of this document. The resurvey results will be readi­
ly availabie to other state agencies, planning agencies, 
municipal officials, landowners, industries, and in­
dividuals seeking forest resource information.
The discussion which follows uses 1982 preliminary 
resurvey data where possible.
Present and Future Forest
According to the 1971 survey, four of Maine's most 
popular and valuable species — white pine, northern 
white cedar, yellow birch and sugar maple — were be­
ing overcut. The 1982 resurvey shows that, statewide, 
these species have recovered although marginally. In 
some areas of the State, however, overcutting is still 
occurring.
Where species are being overcut. the situation can be 
likened to a savings account with volume being the prin­
cipal and annual growth the interest. It is best to use 
the interest for expenses and keep the principal intact. 
Although occasions sometime necessitate drawing on 
the principal, this portion of the account should be 
restored as quickly as possibie.
Overcutting, however, may not necessarily indicate 
ioss of valuable wood. Maine has many trees, 94.4 
billion, and, in some cases, too many trees. Almost all 
of Maine's forestland is densely stocked, if not over
stocked. Enough trees occupy the iand so that ideal­
istically. the land could realize its full growth potential. 
Across the nation, the forest is averaging only about six­
ty percent of its potential growth. "With more intensive 
management, . . . timberlands can grow more than twice 
the volume of timber they are growing t o d a y .M a in e  
is no exception. As of 1982. Maine's forestland, on the 
average, was producing 28 cubic feet of timber per acre 
peryear. idealiy, at least half of the land could produce 
80 cubic feet per year.
Careful examination reveals that the forest contains 
many low-vaiue trees in both quality and species. Rough 
(possessing severe defects due to roughness or poor 
form) and rotten (rotting of more than 50 percent of the 
merchantable portion) and dead trees make up 27 per­
cent of the timberland (Figure 25).
Figure 25
Percent of Number of Trees on Maine's 
Commerciai Forest Land by Tree Ciasses, 
Hardwoods and Softwoods, 1982
SOURCE; EoresiSiai/si/cs/o; Maine, /97/ and /982
Furthermore, the total volume of growing stock, that 
is all commercial trees 5.0 inches dbh (diameter at 
breast height) and larger, is composed of far more small 
diameter trees than large (Figure 26).
The different commercial uses of trees teii different 
stories also. Large diameter sawtimber is on the decline. 
Hardwood sawlogs of grade one (highest) quality make 
up only ten percent of the totai sawlog volume, a reduc­
tion from 12 percent in 1971 and 17 percent in 1959.
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Between 1959 and 1972, demand for quality hardwood 
sawlogs was high, particuiariy accounting for the 
decline.
High quality specimens of species preferred by the 
wood-turning industry, particularly sugar maple, yellow 
birch, white birch, and beech, are also dwindling. This 
wood must be as free as possible of knots and contain 
no rot. The future points to the turnery industry ex­
periencing increased difficuity in obtaining suitable 
wood.
Thus, the over-all quality of the forest is poor. For 
pulpwood, this situation is acceptable. And. in fact, the 
totai volume of trees which can be used for pulpwood 
increased since 1959 by 33 percent. The guantZfg of 
trees of desired species keeps pulpwood mills produc­
tive. But. for lumber and many other wood products. 
gua/Zfg is required to maintain a vigorous industry.
Twelve years ago, the U.S. Forest Service, in its report 
on the 1971 resurvey declared that "if Maine's timber- 
based industries are to continue to grow at a rate com­
parable with recent years, these areas must be man­
aged.""" This statement applied to both industrial and 
non-industrial lands. It is expected that the U.S. Forest 
Service will draw the same conclusion in the 1982 
resurvey.
Why Own Forestland
The Zola/ acreage o/Maine /oresZ/and /s genera/Zg sZabZZZzed 
and cannoZ he expected Zo Increase slgnl/ZcanZlg /n Zhe 
/uture. The onZg poss/h/e mag Zo Increase Zhe mood suppZg, 
/here/ore, Zs Zo Increase producZZuZZg o f  Zhe exZsZZng /oresZ 
Z/voug/i Zmproued managemenZ pracZZces.
"Report of the Joint Select Committee 
on Forest Resources ", 1977
Regardless of sizes of parcels of land or who owns the 
land, treatment of the forest ranges from abuse to 
apathy to nurture. Some owners cut their forest indis­
criminately with little consideration given to the residual 
stands or to the future of the stands. Often this results 
in "high grading whereby the largest, most vigorous 
trees are cut leaving inferior forest stands for the future. 
Other owners leave their forest unattended, allowing 
poor quality trees to crowd the more valuable ones. The 
stands grow slowly. Still other owners have their forests 
cut as part of long-term management plans. Some 
owners cut their own forest, primarily for firewood. 
There are also owners who value the forest for non­
economic reasons — the chance to use the forest for 
recreation, for wiidiife habitat and/or aesthetics. And 
there are many other owners whose choices lie some­
where in between.
To those who practice sound forest management, the 
rewards can be great.
A well-managed forest can increase quality growth by 
up to 200 percent. Trees of poor quality are removed 
allowing remaining trees to grow more vigorously in size 
(both height and diameter) and value in a shorter period 
of time. The forest can be considered a crop, with the 
major difference between it and an agricultural crop 
being the length of time to grow.
A well-managed forest can provide wood for industry 
or firewood for winter use. If poorer quality trees are 
used for fuel or pulpwood, leaving the better quality 
trees to mature for sawlogs, then the forest can provide 
more dollars as well as warmth and energy. A vigorous, 
multi-age. multi-species forest attracts a variety of wild- 
iife. Recreation can occur easily in a healthy forest. And 
a well-managed forest will provide for generations to 
come.
What then is meant by management of forestland? 
How is it achieved? And who is responsible? The follow­
ing discussions explore these questions.
Figure 26
Number of Growing Stock Trees on Maine's Commerciai Forest Land by Diameter Ciasses,
Hardwoods and Softwoods, 1982
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Forest Management
Old Is New
The hesZ regulated /oresZs...(are treated bg) Zhe German 
meZhod, tuhZch embraces noZ onZg Zbe securing o f Zhe 
ZargesZ ZmmedlaZe pro/Z'Z, bul Zhe repZanZZng o f Zhe foresZ 
and Zhe care o f Zhe goung grorutti. This Is effecZed Zn Zhe 
case o f a foresZ, mheZher natural or arZZfZcZal, ruhlch Is Zo 
be sulg'ecZed Zo regular managemenl, bg Zbree operaZZons.
The flrsZ o f Zhese conslsZs Zn felling abouZ one-Zhlrd o f 
Zhe mood. Zn such a mag as Zo Zeaue conuenlenl space for 
Zhe gromZh o f goung Zrees. The remaining Zmo-ZhZrds are 
relied upon Zo replanZ Zhe uacancles, bg naZural somlng, 
mhlch Zheg seldom or neuer fall Zo do.
The seedlings are maZched, are Zhlnned ouZ mhen Zoo 
dense, Zhe Z/Z-formed and sZc/dg. as me!/ as Zhose o f In­
ferior role and Zhe shrubs and Zborns mhlch mlghl ottier- 
mlse choke or Zoo closeZg shade Zhem are pulled up. When 
Zheg haue aZZalned suffZclenZ sZrengZh and deuelopmenZ o f 
foliage Zo bear or Zo require more ZZgbZ and Zhe second sZep 
Is taken, bg remoulng a suZZable proporZZon o f Zbe old Zrees 
mhlch had been spared al Zhe flrsZ culling; and mhen. /t'nat- 
Zg Zheg are hardened enough Zo bear frosZ and sun mZZhouZ 
oZher proZecZZon Zhan ZbaZ mhlch Zheg muZuaZZg glue Zo 
each oZher, Zhe remainder o f Zhe original foresZ Is felled, 
and Zhe mood nom conslsZs mhol/g o f goung and ulgorous 
Zrees.
The resulZ Is obZalned afZer abouZ ZmenZg gears. At con- 
uenlenZ periods aflermard. Zhe unheallhg slocks and Zhose 
Injured bg mind or oZher accldenZs are remoued and Zn 
some ZnsZances Zhe gromZh o f Zhe remainder Is promoled 
bg ZrrlgaZZon or bg /erZZZZzlng app/ZcaZZons. When Zhe foresZ 
Is approaching Zo maZurZZg, Zhe original processes alreadg 
described are repealed,* and Is, Zn dl/ferenl parls o f an ex- 
Zenslue foresZ, Zbeg mould lake place Zn dlfferenl zones, 
ZZ mould afford ZndefZnZZelg an annual crop of flremood and 
limber.
— George Marsh 
Man and Mature or Phgslcat Geography 
as Modt/Yed bg Human Action, 1864
Management Techniques
For the purpose of this plan, "management" includes 
silvicultural techniques — planting, pruning, thinning, 
harvesting — as weli as use of prescribed burns, 
chemical and biological pesticides.
Planting can ensure that the right number of desired 
species of trees begin growth on a site, especially if 
genetically superior seedlings are planted after areas are 
heavily cut or clear cut or converted from another use. 
In addition, a stand may be converted from one com­
position to another by planting desired species.
Pruning is the removal of lower branches to specific 
heights from vigorously growing trees. This silvicultural 
technique allows growth of knot-free wood in the layers 
of wood added after pruning, thus increasing the quali­
ty of the stem. Pruning can also help control disease 
infections and spread such as for white pine blister rust 
cankers on branches of white pine.
Thinning and harvesting techniques have been 
discussed in detaii beginning on page 17.
A discussion of prescribed burns can be found on 
page 32.
Both insecticides and herbicides are classified as 
pesticides. Insecticide usage has been explained on 
pages 39-42. Herbicides are chemical pesticides which 
destroy targeted groups and species of plants; their use 
is on the increase. Landowners, especially in the spruce- 
fir region, are relying on herbicides to promote softwood 
growth by reducing competition from less desired hard­
wood growth.
Because use of chemical herbicides is controversial, 
the Society of American Foresters issued a statement 
of position. "The Society of American Foresters sup­
ports the use of herbicides registered by the LtS-EPA 
in the forest environment when the chemicals are ap­
plied according to the label directions, environmental­
ly safe, cost-effective and necessary to control unwanted 
vegetation."'9
Many of the concerns on use of insecticides are also 
applicable to the use of herbicides (pages 39-42). Que- 
tions continue on their effects upon soil, water, wildlife 
and human health.
Still further controversy surrounds individual 
chemicals. For example, 2,4,5,-T was a widely used her­
bicide but during manufacture it often became con­
taminated with TCDD (2,3.7.8,-tetrachlorodibenzo-p- 
dioxin). Dioxin is one of the most toxic substances know 
to humankind. The herbicide is now prohibited from 
use.
Because of these concerns, research must continue. 
Meanwhile, landowners, in determining management 
strategies, must examine ali options with both short- and 
long-term views.
For some landowners, such as utility and railroad 
companies, and the Maine Department of Transporta­
tion, whose holdings are mainly rights-of-way, the piant- 
ing of desired vegetation may be more effective than 
using herbicides or relying on crews to cut undesired 
vegetation.
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Forest management, then, involves many techniques. 
The particular practices chosen depend on many fac­
tors. Overall, the three major commercial timber types 
in Maine — eastern white pine, northern hardwoods and 
spruce-fir — illustrate the need for varying schemes of 
management designed to reap the desired potential of 
each species.
White Pine Management
Eastern white pine has always been exceedingly 
valuable. Much white pine is used by the housing in­
dustry, especially for finish, exposed beams and 
cabinetry. Markets, therefore, fluctuate along with hous­
ing construction in response to the national economy.
White pine grows weli in Maine but seldom does it 
attain quality without cuituring. Three features of white 
pine growth must be considered in a management 
prescription: its vuinerability to both white pine weevil 
and white pine blister rust (discussed on page 38) and 
its tendency to retain dead branches.
To minimize damage by weevil, chemical sprays 
and/or siivicultural controls can be used. Chemicals re­
quire more precise timing of application. Silvicuitural 
techniques must be designed to either maintain an 
overstory or to allow the stand to be overstocked until 
the trees reach a height of about twenty feet.
The only effective means of controliing blister rust 
is to eliminate its aiternate host, 8/bes plants, up to 900 
feet from the edge of the stand.
Pruning is a management technique which increases 
the quality of individuai trees. Landowners can thus in­
crease the percentage of trees of select grade lumber.
White pine grows best and is thus much easier to 
manage in the southern portion of the State. Due to the 
sandy soiis of that region, white pine reproduces better 
there than in other regions. Because of population in­
creases and developmentai pressures, however, the 
amount of land available for optimal white pine growth 
is diminishing.
The planting or regenerating of white pine on good 
sites should be encouraged. In fact. 17,000 acres of 
white pine plantations, planted since 1949. are reaching 
merchantability. When harvested, they could be con­
verted to as much as 1.5 billion board feet of lumber 
worth up to $341 miilion at today's prices. While some 
are being intensively managed, many of these planta­
tions are being neglected.
intensive management is called for in both of these 
circumstances. Without it, the full value of the resource 
will not be realized.
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Northern Hardwood
Maine's northern hardwoods are in a grim situation. 
They are overstocked: poor quality is commonplace. 
Growth is abnormally low. As much as one third are 
rough or rotten, indeed for all practical purposes 
"...generally in Maine hardwoods are not managed. 
The problem will become more severe as industries 
which rely on quality hardwoods find it increasingly dif­
ficult to locate raw material. Furthermore, if Maine is 
to diversify its woods products and stress more value- 
added products, quaiity raw material must be avaiiabie.
In Maine, northern hardwoods can be classified broad­
ly as old growth stands and second growth stands. The 
former are those which typically were part of the fami­
ly farm or were heavily cut for firewood and wood pro­
ducts around the turn of the century. Since then most 
have either been neglected or highgraded ( "cut the best 
and leave the rest"). These stands are for the most part 
uneven-aged, slow growing and heavily occupied with 
rough and rotten trees. Often they still retain signs of 
their use as pasture for livestock. Temporary fencing 
strung from tree to tree, soil compaction and tree 
damage resulting from the presence of livestock have 
contributed to the stands' poor quality.
Second growth stands are generally even-aged, hav­
ing been clear cut. heavily high graded or are in stages 
of regeneration foiiowing forest fires. Most of these 
stands are overstocked and have lower than adequate 
growth rates.
Because "there is likely to be a continuing demand 
for high-quality timber regardless of species,"'*" manage­
ment practices for northern hardwoods should stress 
quality and diversity.
Commercial thinning and salvage of poor quality 
trees are the most productive management techniques. 
"Thinning is clearly one of the most profitable ventures 
in which a woodland owner can engage. Thinnings that 
not only reduce stand density to hasten the develop­
ment of crop trees but atso allow the removal of low 
quality tops and limbs for pulpwood or commercial 
fuelwood are all the more profitable "9° (Tabie J). Re­
moving diseased, dying, poor vigor, multiple stem and 
short iived merchantable trees (such as grey birch and 
pin cherry), plus trees of less desirable species en­
courages production of large trees of the most valuable 
species.
Optimum nurturing of northern hardwoods requires 
interim harvests of low value trees approximately every 
ten to twenty years. Short lived trees, in particular birch 
and aspen, respond weil to this treatment, as do shade 
tolerant species such as sugar maple and beech.
Ash and birch, because they require more sunlight 
than other species, can be treated with small ciear cuts 
especially if an adequate seed source is avaiiabie.
A key factor in optimum management of northern 
hardwoods is consultation with forest entomologists 
and/or pathologists on insects and diseases which target 
specific species. Among these pests are beech scale/ 
Nectria complex, birch casebearer. gypsy moth, and 
forest tent caterpillar, variously discussed on pages 38 
and 39.
The wood products industry can compensate for over­
cutting of the most valuable species, by substituting 
other species. For instance, red maple can substitute 
for sugar maple in the majority of appiications where 
the wood is stained.
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Table J.
Percentage Rates Of Vaiue increase For Seven Hardwood Species.
S P E C I E S
tnitia) Sugar Yellow Paper Northern White Red
DBH Mapte^ Birch^ Birch< Red Oak^ Ash' Mapte^ Beech?
R A T E  O E  /ZYCREASE D O E  TO  GROWTT/ A T O N E
i2
14 5-8
3 + 
3 + 5-10 19 6-8 6-10
t6 3-8 3 + 4-9 5-19 4-7 4-10 l - i 2
18 3-5 2.6 3 5 4-8 3-7 4-9 0-5
20 2-4 2.3 2 5 3-5 3-6 3-9 1-3
22 2-3 2.0 2-4 2-4 3-5 3-5 1-2
24 [-3 1.8 — 2 3 2-4 2-4 1
26 1 1.8 — 2 2 3 2 4 1
28 1 1.6 — 1 2 2 0-1
30 1 — — 1 2 2 0-1
R A T E  O R  Z/YCREASE DLZE TO  GROWTTZ A N D  /NCREASE /N Q G A T/TY
12 28-57 — 13-30 — — — —
14 1 1-24 — 5-26 37-40 4-23 7-18 —
16 8-18 8.8 4-15 18-35 2-53 6-15 23-34
18 7-13 8.7 4-10 13-19 3-27 5-13 9-43
20 6-12 8.5 3-8 1 1-14 3-21 4-12 6-13
22 5-10 8.3 3-7 9-43 3-15 4-8 4-10
24 4-8 8.1 — 9 3-13 3-6 3-8
26 4-6 — — 8 3-12 3-5 3-8
28 — — — 8 — — 3-8
30 — — — 7 — — 2-7
' High rates of value increase in the lower initial diameter classes are due to butt log grade ncreases. Market prices and conver-
sion costs are assumed to be consistent over the intervals.
? Mendel. Grisez. and Trimble ( 973). (Pa. and W. Va. data) Vigor class II (Growth rate of 1.8 in. d.b.h. in 10 years for 12 in.
tree, declining i/10 inch for every 2 in. larger nitiai diameter.
' Leak. Filip and Solomon (1968). (White Mt. National Forest data) Vigor class II (1.5 in growth in 10 years) Values are for
sawlog qua ity trees only. Veneer log tree values ranged from 1.3-2.1 for growth only. 2.1 3.7 for growth and quality increase.
Merchantabie height changes increased "growth only " values about 75%. Quality increase values are based on an increase
in the butt-log grade of two-log. vigor III (1 in. n 10 years) tree from grade 2 to grade . Quality increase from grade 1 to
veneer can yield much higher rates (16-18%).
** Mendel ( i 969). Vigor class II (2.2 in. growth in 10 years for a 12 in. tree, declining 1/ 0 inch for every 2 in. larger initial diameter.)
Values are for sawlog trees only. Boitwood trees (beginning d.b.h. of 6 in.) increase at 4-5% on the basis of growth alone.
up to i 4% when quality increase is included.
 ^Trimble and Mendel (1969). (W Va. data) Average of vigor classes i and III and site indices 50 and 80, except no value increase
for SI 50 fc r trees 24 in. and larger.
6 Grisez and Mendel (1972). (ht.Y and Pa. data) Vigor class li ( i .9-2.0 in. growth in 10 years lor red maple, 1.7 n. for white ash).
? Mendel and Trimble (1969). (W . Va. data) Vigor class ii ( i in. in ! 0 years for a 12 in. tree . deciining 1/10 inch for every 2 in.
larger initial diameter.
SOURCE. Proceedings o/ 1/ie Uardtcood Eoresl Managemenl 6  Ullllzallon Sgmposlnm. /98J.
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Spruce-Fir Management
In discussing the management of the spruce-fir 
resource, certain differences between fir and spruce 
shouid be noted.
Fir is a proiific seeder and fir seedlings are aggressive. 
They establish root systems which readily penetrate duff 
and iitter on the forest fioor enabling the young 
seedlings to become established in great numbers.
Young fir grows rapidly in its juvenile stage: it grows 
best when released from shade and competition. To 
maintain its growth rate and prevent stagnation, early 
precommercial thinning (10-20 years) is required. Stag­
nant stands are susceptible to disease and insect attack.
Spruce is quite different. It is not as prolific a seeder. 
Young spruce seedlings are not as aggressive and need 
mineral soil to become adequately established. Spruce 
is much more shade tolerant and can stand suppression 
for many years. Spruce five feet tall and fifty years old 
will respond with juvenile-like growth upon release. 
Early release of smaii spruce may be important in 
meeting future needs.
Supply/Demand Analysis and 
Management
As has been described on page 15. the northern por­
tion of the State is dominated by the spruce-fir forest. 
This component of the Maine forest largely supports the 
pulp and paper industry. Yet a substantial amount of 
spruce and fir has been devastated by an extended 
spruce budworm epidemic.
Recently in response to growing concern "about 
whether the State's spruce-fir inventory would be able 
to continue to supply wood at the harvesting levels of
the 1970's,'' '^ the Legislature mandated an analysis of 
the situation. The resulting "Spruce-Fir Wood Sup­
ply/Demand Analysis," carried out by the James W. 
Sewall Company for the Maine Forest Service, drew the 
same conclusion as the 1971 forest resurvey conducted 
by the LI. S. Forest Service: "meeting current levels of 
demand in the future requires significant increases in 
the intensity of forest management in Maine.
Whereas the resurveys give a picture of the spruce- 
firforest at three points in time(1958, 1971 and 1982), 
the Suppiy/Demand Analysis represents a moving pic­
ture of trends, beginning with the 1980 spruce-fir age 
class distribution. (Figure 27). The Analysis is strong 
evidence that the spruce-fir forest is in troubie. Assum­
ing current levels of harvest, management and utiliza­
tion efficiency, sometime after the turn of the century 
the forest wilt not be able to meet current levels of de­
mand (Figure 28).
To address this problem the Analysis examined 
spruce-fir supply and demand from two view points. 
First, the biologicai view compared various levels of 
harvest and protection (spruce budworm spraying): 
many scenarios involving those two variables point to 
a shortfall of timber (Table K).
The second view assessed different management 
techniques for the present spruce-fir forest. Both in­
creased alternative silvicultural management tech­
niques and utilization of wood were examined.
More products can be obtained from the forest when 
trees are utilized better. The report found that by tak­
ing more of each tree (discussed on page 21) rather than 
leaving considerable slash in the woods, using parts of 
the tree previously considered wastes (see page 55). and 
substituting other species such as hemiock and certain 
hardwoods for scarcer species (refer to page 43) will help 
to alleviate the declining supply of spruce and fir. In pulp
Figure 27
Estimated Maine Spruce-Fir Forest Age Ciass Distribution, 1980
SOURCE. Spruce-E/r Wood Supp/g/Demand Ana/psts, 7 983
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Figure 28
Maine's Estimated Spruce-Fir inventory 
as Reiated to Harvest and Protection
SOURCE; Sprace-E1rM/oodStrpp/g/Demand/\naE/s1s, /983
and paper mills, varying the cooking period in the pulp­
making process and reducing the thickness of the end 
product (paper) may help to stretch the wood suppiy. 
Likewise, in sawmills, more efficient equipment and 
sawing methods can reduce wastes.
improved utiiization is just one dimension. The 
silvicultural techniques examined in the Suppiy/De- 
mand Analysis include planting, salvage of dead and
dying trees, use of chemical and biological pesticides, 
and thinning and control of growing stock.
The economic view looked at forest management 
regimes, along with their costs and yields. "With further 
increases in management intensity, the spruce-fir forest 
in Maine couid produce substantially more timber."^ 
However, to reach this level of [production would require 
a significant increase in the level of investment in forest 
management.
According to the report, commercial thinning may of­
fer the most promise (Table L). Moreover, protection in 
the form of insecticide spraying is necessary to extend 
the old forest so that the new forest has time to grow. 
But "if costs continue to increase at historical rates, pro­
tection costs wili represent the single greatest expen­
diture on the forest."2"
The findings and recommendations of the Supply/De- 
mand Analysis offer alternatives to landowners to aid 
them in regulating the spruce-fir forest for a future forest 
diverse in volume and age structure. The benefits are 
the potential for increased growth and reduced vulner­
ability to damage by the spruce budworm.
Need for Analysis
Although the spruce-fir analysis has been thorough 
and helpful, further analysis is needed on other species 
in the forest — on species which can partially substitute 
for spruce and fir, such as hemlock, larch, and poplar; 
the hardwood situation, with particular emphasis on 
such valuabie species as ash and maple; and the sup­
piy of white pine.
Intense discussions, considerations of data and prob­
ably heated debates must occur on "what should 
Maine's Forest be and how will we assure that vision is 
attained. "
Table K
Spruce Fir Wood Suppiy/Demand Analysis Wood Suppiy Simuiations
S/MULATZON
ZNYLNTORY 
START END
TOTAL 
EAR LEST 
("70-20)
OLD-AGE
MORTALITY
BtV
MORTALITY
5ALYAGL LAST LULL 
EAR YEST
No Outbreak 9.358 5.866 ]2.289 i.727 —
No Protection 8.905 3.386 9.941 776 3.680 329 2008
Current Harvest & Protection 8.905 2.850 1 i . 194 909 2.707 ]40 2014
i25%  Harvest 8.905 2.941 11.005 817 2.641 171 2006
90% Harvest 8.905 2.887 11.332 969 2.733 128 —
70% Harvest after 2000 8.905 3.305 1 i.OOi 936 2.707 140 —
150% Protection 8.905 2.437 12433 ]. !3 3 1.897 126 2019
200% Protection 8.905 2.496 [2.290 1.378 i.255 107 —
Improved Utilization 8.905 3.497 12.290 969 2.708 136 —
+ 10% Survival 8.948 2.620 i 1.895 974 2.164 140 2017
-  10% Survival 8.863 3.080 i0 .5 i8 857 3.245 142 2011
SOURCE; Spruce-E/rtVoodSupp/g/Demand Analysts. /983
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Table L
Projected Maine Spruce-Fir Timber Suppiy 
as Reiated to Management Practices
Price Optimal Manaqement Practices Supply
($/cd) (Mcas/yr)
U) O)c c
K3 -X 33 -g
E O) 0 o E u) o oo c
EE
E.EO
uo "o
E^ E 
E <= 
5 ii
(/) o
U h- Li) (J (Jt- Li] U Ci.
None Softwood /kcres Mixedwood Acres
5 X 0
10 X 0
15 X 492
20 X 492
25 X X X 3803
30 X X X X 4251
35 X X X 6403
40 X X X 6403
45 X X X 6403
50 X X X 6403
55 X X X 6403
60 X X X 7642
65 X X X 7642
70 X X 7910
SOC/RCF. Spruce-Fir Wood Supp/r/ZDeniandAna/r/s/s. /983
Given the management problems identified, State 
government, private landowners, and industry must 
work together. Whether by incentives, regulations, more 
education, or a combination, sound State policy must 
guide Maine's old forest from a poor quality, over­
stocked. insect-infested, haphazardly managed forest to 
a blew Forest of unparalled quality and vigor. Policies 
must be established on many issues, including:
* What must be done
* When will actions be taken
* What will be the cost
* Who is responsible
In a critique of the Suppiy/Demand Analysis, Dr. Gor­
don Baskerville of the University of blew Brunswick 
noted that "the problem faced in the spruce-fir forest 
of Maine is a transitional one and needs State policies, 
owner management strategies, utilization practices and 
silvicultural tactics specifically designed to the transi­
tion (between the old spruce-fir forest and the blew 
Forest).
Therefore, achieving the blew Forest requires the 
commitment of those who own. those who use, and 
those who protect the Forest.
SmaH Wood!ot Management
The Nation is looking more and more to the private, 
non-industrial landowner to meet the demand for abun­
dant and diversified products. Without question, sound 
forest management is no less important on small parcels 
of land than on large.
Whatever may be the motives, problems, techniques 
in management of the forest on the industrial scale, 
those same issues, and perhaps additional ones, are in­
volved in the management of the non-industrial, small 
(less than 5000 acres) woodland ownerships. This 
focuses attention on a unique situation: characteristics 
of private non-industrial landowners fit into no single 
category. Their reasons for owning iand are varied. 
Generally speaking, people look to the forest for present 
benefit or future investment: for monetary gain or per­
sonal pride, for recreational use or to keep the family 
warm: to encourage wildlife or for a host of other 
reasons. Usually no one reason for owning forest land 
precludes another reason or a multitude of reasons.
In Maine, small woodlot owners represent every pro­
fession and background. They own 49 percent of the 
timberland in the State: their numbers are in excess of 
100,000. Some have had their land bequeathed to them: 
others have searched diligently for just the right piece 
of property. Many consider timberland to be a good in­
vestment because:
* the inventory continues to grow
* as the inventory grows, it appreciates in value
* the inventory is renewable
* some of the inventory may always be avaiiabie 
for sale (harvesting)
* in poor economic times, the inventory can be 
left to grow
Some landowners have knowledge of the principles 
of sound forest management; many others do not. For
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many landowners, the only real attention that is paid 
to their land is at time of cutting. According to findings 
from the 1982 forest survey, 48 percent of the net an­
nual growth of Maine's forest was on private non- 
industrial land, yet these same lands accounted for 45 
percent of the total timber removed from Maine's forest.
Why then do landowners not maximize their land's 
potential? Why for example of approximately 135.000 
acres of private, non-industrial forest harvested in 1983 
did professional foresters assist on only 17.6 percent?
There are no definite answers to these questions. In 
some cases, landowners simply do not recognize their 
land's possible high value. Some landowners feel their 
acreage is too small to manage as a viable economic 
unit: other landowners do not have the capital to invest 
in forestry consultation: still others find the traditional­
ly low stumpage (trees on the stump) prices to be finan­
cially unattractive.
For the non economic amenities the forest offers — 
wiidiife habitat, recreation, watershed, aesthetics — 
many landowners are not aware of techniques which 
they could employ to enhance each of these amenities.
Thus when a professional forester's advice is sought, 
the landowner may gain far more than just advice on 
how to cut his/her trees. When working with a landowner 
the forester ascertains the goals of the landowner — 
reasons for owning and interest in benefitting from the 
land. The forester walking with a landowner upon 
his/her forested land assesses the land's potentials and 
liabilities. Species, size and quality of trees, soil 
characteristics, insect and disease damage, proximity 
to water bodies, topography of the land are all con­
sidered. The forester points out which trees have little, 
if any. value, which are weak or diseased, which are 
valuable only as fuelwood, which have immediate 
market value, and which are the outstanding trees in 
the woodlot.
In a survey funded by the (J.S. Forest Service on "At­
titudes. Preferences and Opinions of the Owners of 
Forestland in the Saco River Basin. Maine and New 
Flampshire. " landowners ranked aesthetic enjoyment 
and timber sales as the most important benefits they 
derived from owning forestland. They consulted 
foresters much more often if timber were cut to be sold 
to industry than if it were cut for personal use.
If the interest of the landowner centers on aesthetics 
or future production, the forester can recommend 
timber stand improvement (TSI) and/or planting prac­
tices. Timber stand improvement techniques stimulate 
growth of the residual stand. With old. weakened, 
diseased, or poorly formed trees removed, the more 
valuable trees are free to grow. They take advantage of 
increased sunlight and space to absorb nutrients. The 
total yield of the stand increases. The time to attain 
harvestable dimensions shortens. For future timber 
sales and production, the forester gives advice on costs 
of labor, taxation, markets, stumpage prices, and 
distances from roads, information on the individual 
landowner's property and the cost of holding onto the 
growing stands. Advice is also provided on road layout, 
construction and maintenance (refer to page 21). The
forester may provide supervision on all aspects of wood- 
lot management including harvesting. If the landowner 
is primarily or secondarily interested in improving wild­
life habitat or recreation areas, the forester can recom­
mend measures for each (see pages 74-75).
The Logger — A Key !n 
Forest Management
One of the key decisions in creating a forest manage­
ment plan is to envision the composition and appear- 
nce of the stand after cutting. Therefore, the utmost at­
tention must be given to who will do the actual cutting 
and how it will be done. The pride of and financial return 
to the owner can either be heightened or diminished by 
the quality of the logger's labor.
Over 1.800 loggers and logging contractors cut wood 
in Maine. Some factors regarding logging responsibili­
ties have been discussed in Chapter Two, Section A. 
The condition of the stand a/ter cutting is determined 
by the logger's knowledge of good harvesting practices 
and. more importantly, his/her regard for the stand dur­
ing cutting. The quality of and pride in the logger's work 
is reflected in whether or not there is presence of dam­
aged residual trees and roots or usable wood left on the
ground; rutted, eroded and/or compacted soil; slash left 
in streams; and high stumps.
The manner in which trees are cut into products also 
reflects the ability, concern and profits of the logger. 
Measurement of log lengths can be done hurriedly and 
inaccuracies can occur, resulting in avoidable waste and 
profit loss to landowners, loggers and sawmill operators. 
For example, an original straight seventeen-foot length 
of oak may be further cut so short that a good sixteen- 
foot sawlog or two eight-foot sawlogs are unobtainable; 
with poor cutting, maximum doiiars are not generated.
The Maine Forest Service's Harvesting Improvement 
Program offers assistance to loggers. The program 
stresses proper log bucking (cutting logs into specific 
lengths), better use of equipment, safety and proper 
road construction. More information needs to be pro­
vided loggers on business management so that their 
operations can become more efficient.
Two significant issues surround woods labor. Both in­
volve the Maine Forest Service in a circuitous manner. 
One — the presence of non-immigrant Canadian 
workers in the woods — began decades ago. Controver­
sy centers on whether the industry's use of foreign 
workers results in displacement of Maine workers and 
results in lower wages. Immigration laws now allow non­
immigrant Canadian workers to work in Maine only if 
they are bonded. That is, they may work in the U.S. pro­
vided "no domestic labor is available to perform the type 
of work for which they are being sought. Maine is 
looking to the U.S. Immigration Service to continue to 
examine the issue.
The second issue centers on work injuries. The wood 
products industry "has the highest incidence of work 
injuries of any industry in the nation."^ Currently, an 
employer pays $32.28 on every $ 100 his/her employee 
earns. This situation has led to ambiguity in determin­
ing which workers must receive worker's compensation 
insurance coverage. Independent contractors working 
alone do not, whereas workers classified as employees 
do. But definitions of the two are unclear. The Maine 
Forest Service will be following legislation in hopes that 
the dilemma will be solved.
Although the Maine Forest Service can take no direct 
action in these issues, it should be cognizant of present 
situations. Resolution of both issues would improve the 
work environment of the wood products industry.
A suggestion, supported by the Maine Forest Service, 
is for loggers to form an association to promote sound 
logging practices in general, outstanding loggers, and 
the place of loggers in forest management.
Other Uses of The Forest
Residents of the Forest
As plans for the forest are formulated, factors in addi­
tion to timber value must be considered. Forested land 
is shelter for wildlife therein. "Changes in the amount 
and type of forestland due to fire, clearing of forestland 
for other uses, abandonment of agricultural land, timber 
harvesting and the defoliation of forests by insects... 
have had and will continue to have a dramatic impact 
on the amount and type of wildlife habitat."^ Roads, 
housing, dams and general development may perma­
nently destroy habitat. In previous sections, there has 
already been discussion of the effects upon wildlife 
timber harvesting (pages 19 and 22), fire (pages 28 and 
32) and defoliation due to insects (page 73).
The various species of wiidiife found in Maine require 
different types of habitat. Generally speaking, a diver­
sity of vegetation "varying from brush and seedlings to 
mature trees, from northern hardwoods to spruce and 
fir, from young thrifty stands to those which contain 
dead and dying trees''^ supports the greatest diversity 
of wildlife. This habitat also includes wetlands and sur­
face water. The Department of Inland Fisheries and 
Wildlife (IF&W) is responsible for managing and protect­
ing the fish and wildlife species of the State, according 
to the characteristics of each wildlife management unit. 
Figure 29 delineates Inland Fisheries and Wildlife's 
management units. In addition, the Department 
manages wildlife refuges and 17,000 acres of waterfowl
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Figure 29
Wildlife Management Units of the Maine 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wiidiife
SOURCE. Department ot Inland Fisheries and Wlldllle
habitat including 25 nesting islands. Altogether, the 
Department is directly responsible for almost 30.000 
acres of refuge.
It is especially important to assure that the habitats 
of species considered rare in Maine are identified and 
left undisturbed. Peregrine falcon. Cooper's hawk, bald 
eagle, northern bog lemming, yellow-nosed vole, long­
tailed shrew, and Canada lynx are among the species 
which deserve special attention. Although the Depart­
ment of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife has concentrated 
most of its efforts on game species (Tabie M), one of 
its goals is to focus more heavily upon non-game 
species as well.
Some wildlife species represent economic contribu­
tions to the State. The sale of hunting and fishing 
licenses alone supports numerous programs within the 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife; in 1983. 
these sales collected over $6 million.
Conflicts with Wiidiife
Harmony does not always exist between timber 
harvesting and the maintenance of wildlife habitat. 
Regulations such as the Mandatory Shoreland Zoning
law (12 MRSA §4811) have been enacted to protect land 
and water wildlife habitat.
Competing pressures are occurring in the southern 
portion of the State. The area is one of the most popular 
for hunting and trapping: it is also the most rapidly 
growing in population and development. Problems will 
arise if wildlife habitat continues to decrease.
Deeryards have been the focus of land conflicts. Areas 
have been identified by Inland Fisheries and Wildlife in 
which deer tend to congregate to survive harsh winter 
conditions. Within the Unorganized Territory, timber 
cutting is limited by the Land Use Regulation Commis­
sion in these designated areas. Landowners have ques­
tioned if this action constitutes a taking of property
Table M
Wildlife and Inland Fish Species Managed by 
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
Inland Fish Species (Jpiand Game Species
Brook trout Ruffed grouse
Lake trout Woodchuck
Brown trout Gray squirrel
Landlocked salmon Red squirrel
Landlocked arctic charr Snowshoe hare
Smelt Cottontail rabbit
Lake whitefish
Burbot Aquatic Furbearer Species
Black bass Beaver
Pickerel Mink
White perch Muskrat
Minor sportfish: Otter
— yellow perch
— brown bullhead Gpiand Furbearer Species
— Pumpkinseed sunfish Bobcat
— Redbreast sunfish Canada Lynx
— Black crappie Coyote
— Rainbow trout Fisher
Fox
Big Game Species Marten
White-tailed deer Oppossum
Moose Raccoon
Black bear Skunk
Weasel
Non-Native Game Species
Ring-necked pheasant
Wild Turkey
Migratory Game Species
Anatidae—water fowl (includes brant, wild ducks*, geese.
swans)
Guidae—cranes (includes little brown, sandhill and whoop-
ing cranes)
Rallidae— rails (includes coots, gallinules. sora rails)
Limicolae—shorebirds (includes avocets. curlew, dowitchers.
godwits, knots, oyster catchers, phalaropes. plover, sand-
pipers, snipe, stilts, surf birds, turnstones. willet. woodcock.
and yellowlegs)
Columbidae— pigeons (includes doves and wild pigeons)
*Wi)d Ducks
Breeding Ducks: Migratory Ducks:
— biack duck —common gotdeneye —scoters
—wood duck —hooded merganser —bufftehead
—ring-necked duck —blue-winged teal —scaups
—eider —green winged tea! —o!d squaw
Non-Game Species
Bald eagle
SOLIRCE; Department of Inland Fisheries and tVltdtl/e
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without compensation. )n 1982, the Maine Judicial 
Court ruled that the Land Use Regulation Commission's 
actions do not render the land entirely valueless and 
therefore, the contention is not valid. Further, many 
deeryards have been severely defoliated by spruce bud­
worm. Their value as shelter has diminished. Some land- 
owners want to salvage the dead or dying trees. The 
matter of cutting in budworm-damaged deeryards has 
not yet been completely settled.
Still another element of the deeryard conflict involves 
the spruce budworm spray project. Issues of which in­
secticides. if any. (chemical or biological) should be 
used and who should pay for spray treatment remain 
unresolved.
Management for WHdHfe
While to some forest landowners, wildlife habitat 
represents a secondary concern with timber production 
being the primary, other landowners consider manage­
ment for wiidiife their most important objective. These 
iandowners can look to foresters and wildlife biologists 
for assistance in wildlife habitat management. The com­
position of trees in a forest can be altered to attract parti­
cular wiidiife species. Often management favoring one 
species attracts others as well. The characteristics of 
ruffed grouse habitat, for example, may also lure deer, 
bear, rabbits and squirrels.
Leaving some slash can yield just the right shelter for 
small mammals such as rabbits, and for ruffed grouse. 
Preserving a few trees which have cavities in them, 
although probably not vaiuabie for timber, can assure 
a home for squirrels, owls, woodpeckers and wood 
ducks. If cavity trees are alive, they may produce mast 
(nuts and acorns), fruit or other food.
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Dead trees, known as snags, are considered unmer­
chantable and are often removed from the forest for 
safety reasons and to make room for more productive 
trees. But when a few are left in the forest, they provide 
nesting, feeding and/or perching sites for squirrels, rac­
coons. mice and birds.
Some trees yield mast or fruit attracting a variety of 
birds and mammals. Apple trees are especially appeal­
ing to songbirds, white-tailed deer, black bear, and small 
mammals such as raccoons, foxes and squirrels.
Streams, poois and bogs offer a haven for aquatic fur- 
bearers and waterfowl. Animals are able to feed, bathe 
and reproduce in these areas.
By consulting more with wiidiife biologists and hav­
ing additional training in wildlife habitat, foresters can 
be even more aware of enhancing wildlife habitat as they 
mark trees for cutting.
Critical Areas
In examining options, landowners also need to pay 
particular attention to unique circumstances. Certain 
areas within Maine have been identified as having State 
significance to be preserved for posterity. Exceptional 
plant or animal habitat, areas of unusual geographical 
or historical interest and outstanding scenic areas have 
been included in Maine's Critical Areas Program (15 
MRSA §3311). Seventy percent of the areas are privately 
owned: public or non-profit ownerships represent the 
remaining 30 percent.
Fun and Reiaxation
Forest land managers must explore other non-timber 
issues beyond wildlife considerations in their manage­
ment plans. The fact that more people than ever are at­
tracted to the forest for personal enjoyment forces 
managers to prepare and plan for recreational use of 
the forest.
On every vehicle registered in the State, the license 
plate reads "Vacationland . The forest is a prominent 
attraction for year-round pleasures of both residents and 
tourists alike.
In the winter, the forest beckons cross-country 
(nordic) skiers, downhill (alpine) skiers, snowshoers, 
snowmobilers and ice fishermen.
Winter snows melt, giving way to fast-moving streams 
and rivers. Kayakers, canoeists, and rafters are lured to 
New England's finest whitewater rivers, including some 
of the most intense and difficult whitewater in the East. 
Spring fishing brings many anglers to the out-of-doors.
As spring unfolds into summer, warm sunny days en­
tice picnickers, hikers, horseback riders, and campers 
to the forest, lush with green foliage. Lakes, ponds, and 
rivers bring boaters, swimmers and fishermen.
As the forest's leaves begin to display a myriad of 
brilliant fall colors, visitors arrive to gaze in wonder. Fall 
is also the time when most hunting activity occurs.
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Most of these recreational activities are not intensive. 
They do not require major expenditures in facilities and 
upkeep, nor do they generally cause undue environmen­
tal damage. For the most part, they can co-exist with 
other uses of the forest.
Many landowners see their land primarily as a source 
of enjoyment. A forester can help a landowner to create 
a setting whereby trails or bodies of water or other 
natural features are focal points.
Forestry and Tourism
Recreational opportunities provide enjoyment while 
at the same time often contributing to the economy of 
the State. Tourism and recreation is Maine's second 
largest industry. This industry bolsters the economy by 
direct tourist expenditures and by stimulating demand 
for services such as entertainment and lodging (Table 
N). In 1983, tourist expenditures amounted to approxi­
mately $650 million according to the State Planning 
Office.
Table N
Tourist Expenditures in Maine, by Category
Accommodations Hotels, Motels and Tourist Centers 
Rooming and Boarding Houses 
Camps and Trailer Parks 
Organization Hotels and Lodging 
Houses
Friends and Relatives
Food & Beverages Eating and Drinking Places 
Food Stores 
Liquor Stores
Transportation Gasoline Service Stations 
Local Buses and Taxis 
Tolls
Automobile Rental and Leasing 
Automobile Parking Fees 
Air Transportation 
Ferry Services
Entertainment Movie and Theatre Admissions 
Hunting/Fishing Licenses 
Miscellaneous Amusement and 
Recreation Services
Misceiianeous Miscellaneous Retail Stores 
Apparel and Accessory Stores 
Personal Services 
Miscellaneous Repair and 
Business Services 
Telephone Communications
SOL1RCE.- Slale Planning Office
Currently, in State government, tourism is being em­
phasized as a priority. A study entitled "Theming of 
Maine Tourism Regions ", prepared in 1981 for the State 
Development Office, recommended that year-round 
recreation regions of the State be strongly promoted. 
The forest figures prominently in attracting tourists 
from outside and within the State alike.
Conflicts with Recreation
As with the use of the forest for wiidiife habitat, other 
conflicting uses of resources can arise. In 1982, eighteen 
river stretches (Figure 30) which have unique recrea­
tional or natural values were declared worthy of special 
protection by the 111th Legislature. The policy accom­
panying the declaration states that "no new dams shall 
be constructed on these stretches, and that additional
Figure 30
Maine Rivers Meriting Speciai Protection
] AHagash Riv er ] ! Penobscot River, l^ain Stem
!2
3. Dead River i3
4 Dennys River )4
5. East Machtas River )5
)6
)7. St. Croix River
8. Machias River !8 St John River
)9
0. Hatraguagus River 20 West Branch Pleasant Riser
.SOL/RCE. Slale Planning Office
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development or redevelopment of dams existing on 
these stretches...shall be designed and executed in a 
manner that either enhances the significant resource 
values of these river stretches; or does not diminish 
them. " The declaration was in response to rekindled in­
terest in energy from water.
Many dams which were originally built to provide 
electricity for homes and industries are still in existence 
today. Eighty-five are currently functional; some others 
are in need of refurbishing.
The Maine Forest Service needs to be alert to new 
hydropower proposals, offering information, especial­
ly when forested land may be flooded or road construc­
tion would be mandatory.
Conflicts have also occurred as recreational oppor­
tunities have conjunctively benefitted from logging road 
construction. Twenty years ago, much of the Unorgan­
ized Territory was virtually inaccessible by automobile. 
Today, there are more than 2.000 miles of permanently
maintained roads and thousands more miles of tempo­
rary unmaintained roads which allow extensive access 
to Maine's forest lands.
Maine citizens have often considered the vast private 
forestland to be "public lands " and have used it accord­
ingly. But public use of private land must also be ac­
companied by public responsibility.
As road construction creeps further into the remote­
ness of the "wildlands ". as the Unorganized Territory 
is often termed, the sanctity of the wilderness character 
becomes threatened. The fragility of those areas which 
are not readily accessible to human activity is not 
known. Within the wildlands are 300 "remote ponds " 
identified by the Department of Inland Fisheries and 
Wildlife and so zoned by the Land Use Regulation Com­
mission: such ponds have no camps or roads within one 
half mile. Need exists for evaluative research into the 
sensitivity of these areas to road expansion and visitor 
use.
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Forestry Programs
For Owners and Managers
/l Is 1/ie intent of forest oioners not to destroy the prodnc- 
ti'ueness of forest lands, but to manage them that the an­
nual growth mitt glue continuous return.
Professor F. L. Harvey 
"Preservation of Our Forests", 1891
Idealistically, then, the forest could be managed for 
both sawlogs and pulpwood while conserving recreation 
and wildlife values. High value trees would be cut as 
sawlogs, poor quality trees chipped as pulpwood or used 
for firewood and the residue burned as fuei. "Utilization 
yards which facilitate the separation of high valued logs 
from low quality material"^" would be of immense value 
in achieving optimal management of the forest. And the 
other amenities the forest offers can be integral consti­
tuents of management plans. As Table O illustrates, 
various uses of the forest can be compatible.
As landowners assess their own objectives and their 
land's potentials, they have refined information avail­
able to them. Maps and aerial photographs can help 
assess potential productivity of lands and determine 
which species are best adapted to individual sites. Soil 
information, coupled with information on drainage, 
geology and road building can help determine best uses 
of sites. The potential of a site may be considerably dif­
ferent than what is growing now or what the landowner 
would like to be growing.
Computer models have been constructed which can 
be used to aid decision-making. The Greenwoods 
Model, developed at the University of Maine, for exam­
ple. enables landowners to project the development of 
their forests under various scenarios of harvesting and 
protection of forestland. By applying their own specific 
information, landowners can use the model or one of 
similar design to aid them in choosing management 
schemes best suited to their individual lands.
Table O
Degree of CompatabiMty Among Various Forest Uses
Primary
Use
Maintain
Attractive
Provide
Recreation
Wiidemess Wildlife Natural
Watershed
General
Conservation
Wood Production 
and Harvest
Maintain
attractive
environment
xxxxxxxxxx Moderately com 
patible: may 
limit intensity 
of use
Net inimical to 
wilderness but 
does not insure
Compatible to 
most wildlife, 
less so to a few
Fully
compatible
Fully
compatible
Limited compati­
bility often affects 
amount of harvest
Provide
recreation
opportunity
Moderately com- 
patible unless use 
intensity excessive
X X X X X X X X X X Incompatible: 
would destroy 
wilderness 
character
Incompatible 
for some kinds: 
others can 
tolerate
Moderately com­
patible: depends 
on intensity of 
recreation use
Moderately com­
patible: incom­
patible if use too 
heavy
Limited compati­
bility depends on 
harvest timing 5 
intensity; roads 
provide access
Wilderness Fully
compatible
Completely in­
compatible. can't 
tolerate heavy use
X X X X X X X X X X Highiycompatibie Fu!!y 
to some witdtife. compatibie 
tess so to others
Fuily
compatible
Complete incom­
patibility pre­
cludes all 
harvesting
Wildlife Generally
compatible
Limited compati- 
bitity: use in­
tensity must be 
iimited
Mostly compati­
ble though some 
wildlife requires 
vegetative 
manipulation
xxxxxxxxxx Generally
fully
compatible
Generally
fully
compatible
Generally limits 
volume or condi­
tions of harvest
Natural
Watershed
Fully
compatible
Moderate com­
patibility; may 
require limitation 
on intensity
Not inimical to 
wilderness but 
does not insure
Generally
compatible
X X X X X X X X X X Fully
compatible
Moderate compat­
ibility restricts har­
vest methods but 
does not prevent 
timber harvests
General
conservation
Fully
compatible
Moderately com­
patible: if use 
not excessive
Not inimical to 
wilderness but 
does not insure
Generally
compatible
Fully
compatible
X X X X X X X X X X Compatibie but 
requires modifica­
tions in methods 
of timber harvest
Wood 
production 
& harvest
Compatible if 
harvest methods 
strictly controlled
Moderately
compatible
Completely in­
compatible: 
would destroy 
wilderness
Compatible if 
harvest methods 
fully controlled
Compatible if 
harvest methods 
fully controlled
Compatible if 
harvest methods 
fully controlled
xxxxxxxxxx
SOURCE. Manon Clatoson, Fores! Policy /or Ihe Future, 1974. p. 115. 
Used rullli permission from Hie John h/oplo'ns Uuluersllri Press
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Maine Forest Service Roies
... Ihe Slale assert 11s role as trustees /or /uture generations 
bg encouraging /oresl managemenl pracllces lhal ensure 
sustained gleld o/" merchanlahle urood /rom trees grourn 
lo optimum size, gualltg and ualue.
Report o f the Joint Select Committee 
on Forest Resources — 1977
The Maine Forest Service is committed to assuring 
vitality of all forest lands in the State and consequently 
is seeking to implement recommendations of the Joint 
Select Committee on Forest Resources and assist ali 
landowners with probiems and decisions involving 
forest management. The goal is to "promote and initiate 
those management practices which will insure a 
vigorous and productive forest while maintaining the in­
tegrity of the environment and enhancing the economy 
of the State."
To achieve this goal, two major directions are essen­
tial: protection and assistance in management of the 
forest resource. Protection against wildfire and insect 
and disease damage have been discussed in Chapter 
Two. Sections B and C. This portion of Section D 
addresses the Maine Forest Service role in forest re­
source management and utilization.
Forest Resource Management and 
Utilization — An Evoiving Program
Conduct a program o/serulce.Joreslrg In order lo proulde 
adulce and assistance on forest managemenl lo small 
uiood/and ouiners.
12 MRSA §8002
In 1948. the U.S. Forest Service, responding to a 
nationwide concern regarding overcutting during World 
War II and subsequent European reconstruction, created 
a farm forestry program. Two "farm foresters" were 
assigned to Maine. They provided technical assistance 
in proper harvesting methods to the farmers who owned 
much of the non-industrial private forestland. Selection 
harvest, whereby an adequate continuous supply of the 
forest resource is maintained, was the method particu­
larly stressed. In addition, farm foresters assisted 
farmers with tree planting.
In 1949, the state legislature recognized the value of 
the effort, established the Forest Management Division 
within the existing Maine Forest Service, and added 
additional personnel.
During the 1950's, many trees were planted as part 
of the Soil Bank program (page 7). The Management 
Division expanded to include a program in utilization 
and marketing.
By this time, the Maine Forest Service had developed 
a corps of professional foresters uniquely qualified to 
work with forest landowners, loggers, the University, 
and other state and federal agencies.
As public environmentai awareness increased during 
the 1960 s and concerns over clean water, clear air and
conditions of the forest were expressed, the role of the 
State's foresters expanded. The education role became 
much more important. Foresters lectured, conducted 
workshops, seminars and instructural courses, designed 
exhibits and displays, wrote newspaper columns, and 
gave radio shows. They worked together with other 
agencies such as Resource Conservation and Develop­
ment Districts. Department of Environmental Protec­
tion. Land Use Regulation Commission, regional pan­
ning commissions and forest industries.
As responsibilities increased, the Division began to 
concentrate on pre-commercia) technical assistance 
rather than actual harvest cutting. The latter respon­
sibilities became those of private consulting foresters.
During this time also, the State Forest Nursery ex­
panded and an active tree improvement program was 
underway.
In 1981, however, budget cuts reduced the Forest 
Management and Utilization Division program by about 
one-third. This forced a detailed examination of the role 
of the Division. Intentions now are to develop specialty 
programs in the areas of timber stand improvement, 
hardwood silviculture, softwood silviculture, urban and 
community forestry, marketing and industrial develop­
ment. taxation, harvesting systems, wood energy, 
Christmas trees, primary processing, wildlife manage­
ment. pesticides, maple syrup, road construction and 
soils.
These speciaiists will be available not only to the land- 
owners. but to the private sector of the forestry com­
munity whose full support will be needed to meet the 
legislative requirements of 12 MRSA §8002.
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in addition, program implementation was directed 
more towards service through other forestry related 
groups, and increased outreach through information 
and educational activities. To provide direct assistance, 
the program now directs foresters to "seek out and 
motivate landowners in larger (acreage more than 100 
acres) size classes to manage their lands and offer self- 
help training for the landowners in the smaller (acreage) 
size classes."3'
Overall, the programs of the Forest Management and 
Utilization Division now recognize the varied roles of 
state foresters as:
* Facilitators to insure that woodland mangement 
opportunities are recognized and addressed by 
private consulting and industrial foresters.
* Coordinators to integrate the latest technology 
of logging and milling principles into local 
operations.
* Educational resource for schools, conservation 
groups, landowners' associations, communities, 
extension service, colleges and universities.
* Specialized professional resource for members of 
the forestry community.
* Environmental protectors in site assessment and 
educational efforts prior to, during, and after equip­
ment use on forest lands.
* Motivators of landowners, loggers and the private 
forestry sector.
* Providers of technical assistance where other 
means are not feasible or available or where special 
skills are needed.
* Representatives of state government.
Cost Share Programs
Since its beginning, the forest management and 
utilization program has assisted the Agricultural Stabi­
lization and Conservation Service, of the U.S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture, in the administration of forestry 
oriented programs.
One of the current incentive programs is authorized 
by the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act (16 USC 
§2103). This Act established a "forestry incentive pro­
gram (FIP) to encourage the development, manage­
ment, and protection of non-industrial private forest 
lands. The purpose of such program (is) to encourage 
landowners to apply practices that will provide for af­
forestation of suitable open lands, reforestation of cut­
over or other non-stocked or understocked forest lands, 
timber stand improvement practices, including thin­
ning, prescribed burning, and other silvicultural treat­
ments, and forest resources management and protec­
tion, so as to provide for the production of timber and 
forest resources associated therewith... Participation in 
the program is limited to land capable of producing 
more than 50 cubic feet of commercial timber per acre 
annually."32 Landowners may receive, from the federal 
government, 65 percent of the cost of instituting 
management practices on at least 10 acres of land.
Funding for FIP originates with the Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) of the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. This agency also funds 
a second major cost-share program. In the Agricultural 
Conservation Program (ACP), the federal government 
cost shares with the landowner on an at least 65 per­
cent federal — 35 percent private basis for non-com­
mercial activities on forestland.
Before 1983, according to the 1978 USDA Inter­
agency Agreement on Forestry between the Maine 
Forest Service, Agricultural Stabilization and Conserva­
tion Service and Cooperative Extension Service, the 
Maine Forest Service assisted landowners regardless of 
their acreage, if a request was made. The current direc­
tion of the Maine Forest Service now conflicts with the 
provision. "Cost per acre for both reconnaissance and 
follow-up work on lots is relatively inexpensive at a 
minimum of 10 acres involved in cost sharing. Below 
this acreage, costs escalate alarmingly."33 The Maine 
Forest Service, together with the U.S. Forest Service and 
other U.S. Department of Agriculture agencies have now 
begun to resolve the problem so that adequate levels 
of assistance are provided landowners. Then the agen­
cies can conduct the programs more efficiently and 
assure the greatest impact on forest management in 
Maine.
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Cost-Share Programs —
Cost Effective?
The State's participation in service forestry programs 
may again change direction. The current concept of 
cost-share programs is in dispute because of the inabili­
ty to assess their effectiveness. Supporters argue that 
non-industrial landowners help to assure a supply of 
timber, thus keeping prices of timber down. "Lower 
prices reduce the cost to consumers of goods such as 
houses and furniture, the environmental pollution 
associated with use of substitute materials such as steel 
and plastics, dependence of foreign sources of supply 
and the rate of use of nonrenewable resources."^ If in­
centives are not made available, supporters argue, land- 
owners would not practice forest management. Critics 
question the practice of offering incentives which im­
pose "no real reciprocal obligation...on the benefitting
landowners."35
The cost-share provision that timber stand improve­
ment must be non commercial seems to contradict cur­
rent economic opportunities. Timber stand improve­
ment activities were once considered financial liabilities. 
But present uses of trees which are removed during such 
activities now represent financial credits. Firewood, 
biomass chips, and pulpwood all may command a price 
depending on size and location of area. The stipulations 
and overall philosophy of cost-share programs need to 
be evaluated to reflect current management practices 
and marketing opportunities.
Help for the Small Woodland Owner
Other organizations besides the State serve small 
woodland owners as well. The Management and Utiliza­
tion Division of the Maine Forest Service works in con­
cert with all of the organizations discussed below.
Begun in 1975. the Small Woodland Owners Associa­
tion of Maine. Inc. (SWOAM) is a mutual aid organiza­
tion for owners of private, non-industrial forestland. 
Offering assistance in such areas as timber inventory, 
mapping, and business information, the organization 
seeks to promote sound forest management. SWOAM 
sponsors field demonstrations, and workshops, and co­
operates with State, consulting and industry foresters 
and the Cooperative Extension Service to promote 
forestry.
The Cooperative Extension Service, directly affiliated 
with the University of Maine, is the education arm of the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. The Extension Service 
targets efforts at group audiences rather than a one-on- 
one approach. Education programs offered by the 
agency include home horticulture, soiis. selection and 
care of trees, and topics in forestry.
The Soii and Water Conservation Districts and the 
Soil Conservation Service (SCS) "maintain some flexi­
bility in forestry programs...(as regards) erosion control 
on forest land."36 Generally, if there is woodland on 
farmland, SCS seeks assistance from the Maine Forest 
Service to initiate management of these acres.
The American Tree Farm Program, spearheaded by 
the American Forest Institute, honors those who prac­
tice good forestry upon their land. A roadside sign is 
erected to give recognition to these owners. As of 1983. 
there are approximately 1,600 tree farms scattered 
throughout Maine, a few are industrial but the vast
majority are non-industrial. One and one-half million 
acres are managed by the non-industrial owners.
The value of the tree farm approach in the Tree Farm 
Program has led some industries to sponsor tree farm 
families. Members seek advice from the sponsoring in­
dustry in return for a first refusal agreement to sell their 
wood to the company supplying the forester.
Some lumber and pulp and paper companies have 
established woodland owner assistance programs. 
Georgia-Pacific Corporation. Internationa) Paper Com­
pany. Boise Cascade Corporation. Scott Paper Com­
pany. Robbins Lumber Company. Inc.. Sprowl Brothers 
Lumber Company and Hancock Lumber Company are 
among those who reach out to potential suppliers of 
wood.
In addition, there are approximately 80 full- and part- 
time consulting foresters and forestry firms. Often, the 
Maine Forest Service and SWOAM refer landowners to 
consultants to continue management assistance which 
the Maine Forest Service or another entity had begun. 
However, in some areas, consultants are not as readily 
available as in others: for example, only five consultants 
service all of Aroostook County: yet only two of them 
actually live there.
Research — Another Too!
To further intensify management efforts, more infor­
mation is required on genetics, tree physiology, tree 
growth, site characteristics and utilization and market­
ing. among other topics. All of these are areas in which 
research is needed.
The research needs of industry, landowners and 
others must be expressed more effectively to those who 
conduct research. Likewise, results of research need to 
be better reported to those who can benefit the most 
from that research.
The Maine Forest Service has such a role. It continues 
to become more involved in suggesting areas of need­
ed research to the research community. By then 
transferring results of research, the agency can provide 
valuable current information to landowners, industry 
and field personnel. Research in such areas as spruce 
budworm has previously been discussed on page 42.
Research will help to point out the increase in profits 
which may be realized from management practices. The 
greater the future profit, the more landowners will be 
convinced of the value of forest management.
The U.S. Forest Service conducts an extensive re­
search program in all aspects of forestry. Forest man­
agement. protection and economics are all topics of 
study. Research goes beyond just the trees and includes 
wildlife habitat, recreation, soil and water management 
as well.
The University of Maine conducts several research 
programs including the Cooperative Forestry Research 
Unit which concentrates research on intensive manage­
ment and utilization: and the Forest Products Labo­
ratory which centers efforts on utilization and wood 
technology. At one time, the University sponsored the 
Complete Tree Institute which focused on utilization of 
biomass and the complete tree. The institute promoted 
use of harvested trees "from the root tips to the leaf or 
needle tips inclusive with a view to intensive manage­
ment of a portion of the forest for (1) solid products such 
as boards and planks (2) reconstituted products such as 
paper and particleboard (3) solid and liquid fuel (4) food 
and animal fodder, and (5) fuelstock for the chemical
industries."32
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Other areas of research include wildlife, and forest 
pathology and entomology. Furthermore, federal sup­
port funded through the Mclntire-Stennis program is in­
volved in research on a variety of forestry projects.
The Maine State Forest Nursery houses the federally 
funded Tree Improvement Program (16 USC §2102). 
part of the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act. A 
geneticist researches and promotes insect and disease 
resistance, rapid growth and local adaptation in tree 
species. The development and maintenance of prove­
nance tests, progeny tests, seed production areas and 
seed orchards to obtain superior quality seed for use 
at the Nursery are all components of the program.
Moved from the University of Maine at Orono to 
Greenbush in 1956. the Nursery operates under the 
auspices of the Maine Forest Service. The Nursery also 
grows seedlings which are used to reforest cutover 
areas, to convert areas to another species, and to 
establish plantations. Many seedlings are also distri­
buted at no cost to schools, clubs, and other non-profit 
groups. Seedlings nurtured in a greenhouse can be 
grown to proper size for planting in about 1/5 the time 
it takes for them to grow in the field. In 1983. more than 
1.953.000 seedlings were sold.
Although the issue has been addressed in the Legis­
lature. the Nursery is neither directed to nor prohibited 
from growing Christmas tree stock. The sale of 
Christmas trees, wreaths, and boughs is an important 
business in Maine. In 1983. approximately 225.000 
Maine Christmas trees were harvested: many were 
marketed out of state.
Currently. Christmas tree growers cannot easily ob­
tain high quality planting stock. Competition from other 
states and Canadian provinces has increased. In such 
instances, the Nursery could supply growers with plant­
ing stock and thereby strengthen the Christmas tree 
industry.
Other Land Owners
Community Forestry
Conduct a program o/L.communitg /orestrg in order to 
proui'de adui'ce and assistance on /ores/ management to... 
municipalities.
12 MRSA §8002
The State Nursery provides seedlings to communities 
as well as to industry and woodlot owners. In a com­
munity. whether urban or rural, trees increase proper­
ty values. They offer shade from the heat of the sum­
mer sun. They muffle noise and break harsh winds. 
Trees act as a shield from unsightly views. Songbirds 
and other wildlife share the shelter and food trees pro­
vide. Trees beautify a community; trees improve the 
quality of life.
Some communities recognize the value of trees and 
the natural landscape in their land use laws. Further­
more. some planning boards and regional planning 
commissions consider standing trees when they review 
development proposals. To aid communities, a model 
set of regulations was developed in 1977 by the State 
Planning Office. Eastern Mid-Coast Regional Planning 
Commission and Androscoggin Valley Regional Plan­
ning Commission. One of the provisions recommends 
that proposed subdivision designs "include a landscape 
plan that will show the preservation of existing trees 
(10" or more in diameter) and the replacement of trees 
and vegetation... '3s
The State enacted the Municipal Subdivision Law (20 
MRSA §4956) as minimum standards for developers to 
follow. The Law calls for development plans to include 
considerations of possible soil erosion problems and 
"undue adverse effect on the scenic or natural beauty 
of the areas, aesthetics, historic sites or rare or ir­
replaceable natural areas. '
Forestry for People
Although development plans may include trees, it 
must be recognized that not all trees like city life. Winds, 
dust, direct sunlight, gas and fumes from traffic and in­
dustry. and salt spread on roads in winter, all pose 
hardships.
Therefore, communities should concentrate on 
species more hardy to these adverse conditions. The 
Maine Forest Service has a role in providing more in­
formation and assistance to communities in care and 
management of trees and shrubs, in landscape design, 
and planting. The agency can be of assistance in answer­
ing many questions about individual species. For exam­
ple. will a particular species produce roots that will in­
vade underground pipes, produce leaves that will be a 
nuisance in the fall, produce fruit that is pungent, pro­
duce shade that hinders lawn growth, be overly suscep­
tible to insect and disease attack?
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Dedicated in 1982, the Pine Tree State Arboretum in 
Augusta is managed by the Maine Forest Service. The 
Arboretum is a tranquil setting for education, recrea­
tion and scientific purposes. The display of carefully 
planted trees and shrubs serves to teach the principles 
of urban forestry.
Town Forests
Municipal forested land takes the form of town 
forests, town farms, school forests, and forested land 
of water districts or reservoir systems. This iand is usual- 
)y administered by conservation commissions or by 
local recreation committees.
"Eighty-nine communities in Maine have areas desig­
nated as town forests. Some communities buy land with 
specific goals in mind. Others receive gifts or bequests 
from individuals, corporations, or assoc ia tion s ."^  Still 
others are benefactors of tax-delinquent properties.
Uses of community forests vary and may include 
recreation, education and conservation. Few com­
munities employ foresters to see that these lands are 
managed well. Foresters from the Maine Forest Service 
can provide technical assistance and advice to com­
munities much the same as to private woodland owners.
The Maine Association of Conservation Commissions 
and the iocai town conservation commissions work with 
communities on environmental concerns such as shade 
tree planting, land improvement and land acquisition 
for town forests. For example, the Maine Association 
of Conservation Commissions, with assistance from the 
Maine Forest Service and the Maine Municipal Associa­
tion, has produced a "how to" booklet for municipalities 
which have established town forests. Legal issues as well 
as forest management issues are discussed.
State Parks
Those rubo bi'Are /l, /isb 11. hunt 11. camp In 11, /reguenl 11. 
or ui'sll 11 mere/p to sit in solitude and luondermen! are 
legitimate spokesmen /or 11. uihether Ibeg mag be /era or 
manp.
— Justice Wiiliam O. Douglas 
405 US 727 Opinion of the Court, 1977
Aesthetics are important on State-owned land as well 
as private land. The 108 parks and memorials (Table 
P) entrusted to the Bureau of Parks and Recreation, 
range in size from one to 22.840 acres. Some are leased 
to local towns, some to the Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife and some to the Maine Appa­
lachian Mountain Club for management; some are 
undeveloped. Uses vary from site to site, but the vast 
majority provide visitors with swimming, picnicking, 
and/or camping opportunities. However, a detailed, 
long-range management plan exists for only two parks: 
Bigelow Preserve, managed cooperatively with the 
Bureau of Public Lands and the Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife; and the Aliagash Wilderness 
Waterway.
At least 27 of the State's parks have enough forested 
land such that proper forest management, including 
harvesting, could improve the quality of the park. State 
law forbids cutting of wood for anything but park use. 
But. clearly, a forest management pian would help 
assure that the forest was healthy and self-sustaining. 
Forest management plans can be designed primarily for 
recreational and aesthetic use and can also include 
timber harvesting as a secondary goai. The need exists 
for the Maine Forest Service to work jointly with the 
Bureau of Parks and Recreation to design forest 
management pians to establish some parks or portions 
of parks as demonstration forests. Many park visitors 
could then experience the results and values of good 
forest management.
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Table P
State Parks and Memorials Administered by Maine Dept, of Conservation, Bureau of Parks and Recreation
FAFK/MFMOFfAL LOCA7VOH ACRE'S PAFF/MFMOF1AL LOGAT/OH ACRES
Aliagash Wilderness Piscataquis & Lake St. George Liberty 354
Waterway Aroostook Counties 22.840 Lamoine Beach Lamoine 13
Andrews Beach Portland (Long Is.) 16 Lamoine Lamoine 55
Appalachian Trail Elliotsville Pit. ].216 Laudhoim Farm Wells )98
Aroostook Presque Isle 579 Lily Bay TA2. R13 & 14 WELS 925
Augusta Arboretum Augusta )6 Little Chebeague Is. Cumberland. Portland 86
Bangs Island Cumberland 55 Little Concord Pond Woodstock 558
Battery Gosselin Castine 1 Little Ossippee River Limington l.)93
Beaver Park Lisbon 338 Lobster Cove Boothbay Harbor 10
Bib)e Point T3 R3 WELS 27 Long Point Mt. Vernon, Rome 63
Bigelow Preserve T3 R3 BKP WKR 8.472 Mere Point Brunswick 1
Birch Point Beach Owls Head 56 Merrymeeting Bay Bowdoinham 435
Blueberry Hill Rome 7) Middle Pond Hiram. Denmark. Sebago 1.888
Bradbury Mountain Pownai 297 Montpetier Thomaston 4
Branch Lake Ellsworth 1.273 Moose Point Searsport 147
Bunganut Pond Lyman 142 Mount Blue Weld 1.289
Camden Hills Camden. Lineoinviiie 5.470 Mount Waldo Frankfort )24
Carver's Island Vinaihaven ]5 Moxie Falls T1 R5 BKP EKR 2)7
Clark Cove Harpswell 2i Nickerson Lake Linneus, New Limerick 10
Cobscook Bay Edmunds Twp. 868 Owls Head Light Owls Head 13
Colburn House Pittston 7 Peacock Beach Richmond 100
Cold Stream Beach Enfield t4 Peaks-Kenny Dover-Foxcroft 813
Colonial Pemaquid Bristo! 18 Pequawket Pond Limington 38
Crescent Beach Cape Elizabeth 189 Pickering Cove Deer Isle 106
Damariscotta Lake Jefferson 19 Pleasant River Lake Beddington 338
Drews Lake New Limerick 2 Popham Beach Phippsburg 555
Eagle Island Harpswell )7 Quoddy Head Lubec 532
Eastern Head T rescott 263 Range Pond Potand 753
Farm Island Moosehead Lake 980 Reid Georgetown 771
Ferry Beach Saco 1 19 Rogue Bluffs Rogue Bluffs 274
Fish River Island Fort Kent 6 Runaround Pond Durham 144
Fort Baidwin Phippsburg 45 Sabatis Island Bridgton 15
Fort Edgecomb Edgecomb 3 Saco River Brownfield 4
Fort George Castine 3 Salmon Falls Buxton 61
Fort Hatifax Winslow I Scarboro Beach Scarborough 5
Fort Kent Fort Kent 8 Scarboro River Scarborough 55
Fort Knox Prospect ]24 Sebago Lake Casco. Naples 1.338
Fort McClary Kittery 28 Shell Heaps Damariscotta 4
Fort O'Brien Machias 2 Songo Locks Naples 1
Fort Point/Pownal Stockton Springs 154 Spectacle Pond Vassalboro 25)
Fort Popham Phippsburg 8 Squaw Bay T2 R6 BKP EKR )2
Fort St. George St. George 3 Squaw Mountain T2 R6 BKP EKR 2.258
Fort Webber/Fort is. Boothbay 38 Storer Garrison Wells 1
Fort Wiiiiam Henry Bristol 2 Sugarloaf Islands N&S Phippsburg 3
Gleason Point Perry 100 Swans Falls Fryeburg 47
Grafton Notch Grafton Twp. 3.9)2 Swan Lake Swanvitte 67
Haystack Mtn. Castle Hill 215 Trout Pond Stoneham 727
Hermon Pond Hermon 24 Two Lights Cape Elizabeth 4!
Holbrook Island Brooksville 1.230 Tyter Pond Augusta. Manchester 128
Jewett isiand Cumberland. Portland 128 Vaughan Woods South Berwick 165
John Paui Jones Kittery 2 Warren [stand Islesboro 70
Katahdin iron Works T6 R9 NWP 18 Wilson Island Wilton 62
Kettle Cove Cape Elizabeth 67 Wotf Neck Woods Freeport 243
Lake Pennessewassee Norway 47 Woodbury Pond Litchfield )7
SOURCE; Department ot Conseruatton. Bureau of Partes and Recreation
Baxter Park
Baxter State Park is an area separate from the state 
park system. The land was a gift to Maine by Governor 
Percival Baxter to be "held forever by the state as trustee 
in trust for the benefit of the people of Maine for state 
forest, public park and public recreational purposes " (PL 
1941 Ch. 95). The Baxter State Park Authority repre­
sented by the Director of the Maine Forest Service, the 
Commissioner of the Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife, and the State's Attorney General, direct 
the management of the park in accordance with a writ­
ten management plan. Included as part of the gift is an 
area designated as the Scientific Forest Management 
Area. Implementation of exemplary forest management 
practices demonstrates the value of practicing the most 
modern methods of harvesting, reforestation, and forest
protection measures. Wildlife, watershed, recreation and 
aesthetic considerations must be assimiiated within the 
forest management scheme.
Remote Campsites
In addition to parks in the State, back country hiking 
and camping experiences are offered through the Maine 
forest campsite program of the Department of Conser­
vation. Included in the program are ninety remote camp­
sites in northern Maine, currently maintained by the 
Maine Forest Service. Plans are for the program to be 
better coordinated with other programs so as to stress 
both fire prevention and recreational importance. Other 
similar campsites are maintained by the Aliagash 
Wilderness Waterway and the North Maine Woods.
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The Public Domain
Approximately 400,000 additional acres belong to 
the State as Public Reserved Lands; the Bureau of Public 
Lands manages these tracts (Table Q). This number in­
cludes about 150,000 acres granted to the State in 1981 
as settlement in Charles R. Cushing el al u. Slale of Maine 
el al (Law Docket ^Law-81-31 Decision 2719).
When the Bureau was established, the State's land 
holdings were basically in small scattered lots. This 
represented a problem in land management. The 
Bureau set out to consolidate these lots for use by the 
public. Striving for parcels of at least a township in size 
(thirty-six square miles), the goal is to have public iand 
fairly well distributed throughout the State with "a 
natural centerpiece " such as a lake or mountain as a 
focal point for each parcel.
The Bureau of Public Lands has designed manage­
ment plans for some of its parcels. The Bigelow Pre­
serve, for example, calls for the greatest attention be 
given to aesthetic quality. With multiple use — recrea­
tion. timber and wiidiife habitat — being the philosophy, 
the Bureau desires that each parcel be a demonstration 
area, "that wiii serve as a showcase for forestry state­
wide."
Table Q
Maine Public Lands Administered by 
Maine Department of Conservation, 
Bureau of Pubiic Lands
Region District ACRES
Management Regulated
Eastern Duck Lake 28.214 26,091
Haynesville 13,140 11,581
Rocky Lake 17.580 10,543
Seboeis 15,549 13.573
76.403 61,788
Northern Aliagash 37.304 32,935
Ashland 25.971 23,392
Scraggly Lake 14.524 13,180
Square Lake 10.302 9.364
Teios 37.934 33,605
126,035 112.476
Western Bigelow 29.578 19.000
Dead River 16.906 14.432
Holeb 33.043 28.592
Moosehead 30,060 27.334
Rangeley 34.738 25,542
144.325 114.900
Southern 3,639 1,482
TOTALS 350.402 290.646
Mangement acres = land under BPL's control: ownership 50-100%.
Regulated acres = land base used in determination of aliowable cut.
SOURCE. Bureau oLPubtfc Lands. Department oLConseroabon. March 1984
As part of its iand trade strategy, the Bureau of Public 
Lands has sought acquisition of portions of the Appa­
lachian Trail. With its origin at the peak of Katahdin, 
the Trail begins its 2,100 mile journey to Georgia. In 
Maine, the trail is managed cooperativety by the Bureau 
of Parks and Recreation and the Maine Appalachian 
Trail Club. Efforts have been devoted to establishing a 
600 foot-wide protective corridor along the entire 
300-mile Maine stretch of the Trail. In the National Park 
Service's Comprehensive Pian for the Appalachian Trail, 
emphasis is upon compatible iand uses including agri­
cultural use and limited timber harvesting.
Highways — A Place 
For Management
The Department of Transportation (DOT) maintains 
178 rest areas along major highways throughout the 
State. Some of these more frequented areas couid be 
used for forest management demonstration areas.
In addition. DOT tends median strips and rights-of- 
way along the State's roads and highways. In 1982, 
researchers at the University of Maine conducted a study 
on the economics of forest management versus current
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maintenance activities. Rather than spraying herbicides, 
mowing, and cutting, the proposal recommended a 
harvesting cycle which produces chips and/or puipwood 
as weii as ensuring visibility for traffic.
Thus, many opportunities exist for the State to 
demonstrate wise forest management upon its own 
lands. In order to convince private landowners, the State 
must first be practicing what it is preaching.
Federal Lands
Federal land in Maine is minimal when compared to 
many other states (Tabie R). Both Loring Air Force Base 
in Limestone and Brunswick Naval Air Station manage 
and selectively harvest their forest land. White Moun­
tain Nationa) Park with 48,000 acres of forestland. 
Acadia Nationa! Park with 34,400 acres, and Moosehorn 
National Wiidiife Refuge with 22.666 acres represent the 
largest federal areas; here aesthetics, recreation and 
wildlife management are emphasized.
Forest Land Taxation
Taxes — The Inevitable
Land month a /eta do/tars an acre s/mp/r/ (Hoes) not arouse 
peop/e's concerns to the same degree as tt does mhen the 
same /and Zs month a hundred t/mes as much.
— Henry Vaux 
American Forests — 1982
As has been discussed, forested land in Maine is 
owned by many entities — individuals, non-profit 
agencies and companies. Uses of the land are diverse. 
Taxation policies directly influence who will own land 
and why.
Before 1973, all property in Maine was taxed based 
upon an "ad valorem" or fair market value philosophy; 
that is, the tax base was according to the highest and 
best econom/c use of the property. The tax may or may 
not have reflected the property's actual use. Local tax 
assessors set a value upon the iocal acreage. But this 
led to much subjectivity as landowners in one locality 
would receive tax bills reflective of the highest price the 
land couid command, whereas in a neighboring locali­
ty with similar land characteristics, the tax rate could 
be much lower.
More importantly, however, the ad valorem approach 
called for a tax "levied annually on a crop which ripens 
only periodically." By its very nature, this approach 
forced premature cutting. After ail, why keep land in 
trees when taxes upon bare land might be considerably 
less?
The inequities of such a system upon forested land 
came under scrutiny. Forested land has a unique 
characteristic in that "standing timber can be con­
sidered as inventory ready for saie, or as a factory pro­
ducing more timber, with the annual growth comparable 
to reinvested income.""' The U.S. Forest Service, under 
the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 requested that a study 
be done on forest taxation. The resultant report 
authored by Fred Fairchild of Yale University entitled 
Forestry Taxation in the United States concluded 
that a general property tax is inherently biased against 
any deferred yield investment, such as forestland. Fair- 
child's conclusions became the cornerstone upon which 
forest policy in many states developed.
Table R
Federai Land in Maine
FEDERAL AREA COUNTY
TOTAL
ACRES ADMtNISTERED BY
White Mountain National Park Oxford 48.029 U.S. Forest Service
Acadia National Park Hancock 34.370 National Park Service
Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge Washington 22.666 Fish & Wiidiife Service
Massabesic Experimental Forest York 3.700 U.S. Forest Service
Rachei Carson National Wildlife Refuge York 2.035 Fish & Wiidiife Service
Petit Nanan National Wildlife Refuge Washington 1.999 Fish & Wildlife Service
Dow Pines Recreation Area Hancock 375 U.S. Air Force
Carlton Pond National Wiidiife Refuge Waldo 168 Fish & Wildlife Service
Craig Brook National Wildlife Refuge Knox 136 Fish & Wildlife Service
Sea) Island National Wildlife Refuge Knox 65 Fish & Wiidiife Service
St. Croix National Monument Washington 14 Nationa) Park Service
Franklin Island National Wildlife Refuge Knox 12 Fish & Wildlife Service
Pond island National Wildlife Refuge Sagadahoc 10 Fish & Wildlife Service
SOURCE; Department o/ Conservation. Bureau o f ParArs and Recreation
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Tree Growth Tax
7*o tax Loresttands according to their prodncttuttg and 
thereby encourage their operation on a sustained gi'etd 
basis.
36 MRSA §571
Convinced of a need to examine forest taxation 
policies in Maine, the Legislature created the Woodlands 
Taxation Committee in 1969. The Committe's subse­
quent report recommended that the ad valorem ap­
proach be replaced with a system which recognized pro­
ductivity. The Tree Growth Tax Law (36 MRSA §571 et 
seq.), instituted in 1973, was such a system. Its formula 
estimates the iand's annual production of wood, and 
from this, the current vaiue of the land itself. The 
formula is:
V = PG (i-d) 
r
Where:
V = value per acre by forest type 
P = weighted average stumpage price by forest type 
G = growth rate by forest type 
d = growth rate reduction factor 
r = capitalization rate
Under this system, the State Tax Assessor, rather than 
local tax assessors, determines the necessary values. 
Other countries which depend heavily upon their forests 
for economic stability, such as West Germany, Sweden, 
Finiand and parts of Canada, have adopted similar 
approaches.
One provision of the new tax law places a penalty 
upon landowners who wish to withdraw their lands from 
Tree Growth. Conversion of forested land to a use com­
manding a higher rate of return on investment is thereby 
discouraged.
Rather quickly, problems with Tree Growth surfaced. 
Although the law was designed to promote the sus­
tained yield concept, some landowners sought to have 
their iand classified as Tree Growth iand even though 
they had no intention of producing timber.
Amendments in 1981 attempted to correct the snags. 
Landowners were required to show evidence that the 
land is being used to grow trees which are to be 
harvested for commerical use. At present, approximate­
ly 95 percent of forested land in the Unorganized Terri­
tory is under T ree Growthand50 percent in the Organ­
ized Territory.
A second State law, the Farm and Open Space Tax 
Law (36 MRSA §1101-18), applies to forested iand also. 
Provisions in this tax law require land to be valued at 
its current use as farmland or open space rather than 
its potential value. Woodland may be included in ap­
plicable iand. The tax rate is the same as in the Tree 
Growth Tax.
it will come as no surprise that complaints continue 
to shadow Tree Growth and Farm and Open Space as 
they do all taxes. The Maine Forest Service will continue 
to encourage the Legislature to make these taxes as
equitable as possible while simultaneously trying to 
avoid special interest loopholes.
Forest Fire Suppression Tax
New to landowners in the organized towns of the State 
is a recently enacted (P.L. 1983 C. 556) tax for forest 
fire protection services. The One Hundred and Eleventh 
Legislature abolished the Maine Forestry District (page 
33) aiong with its associated tax and extended the prin­
ciple of payment for forest fire protection services 
statewide. The tax was assessed for the first time in 
1983, on forest ownerships over 100 acres. The 
Legislature re-examined the issue in 1984 and changed 
affected acreage to 500 acres, with the first 500 acres 
being exempt.
Another category of taxation in need of review is 
federal estate taxation. Presently, those who inherit land 
must pay approximately 30 percent of the value of the 
property upon transference of ownership. For some 
heirs, the necessity of cutting the trees for income to 
pay taxes negates any management prescriptions the 
original owner may have instituted. Although the Maine 
Forest Service has little if any impact in alleviating 
estate tax problems, the organization needs to be cogni­
zant of the difficulties those who inherit forest land en­
counter. This is especially necessary when one of the 
roadblocks foresters come upon in encouraging forest 
management is change of ownership.
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Education —
First and Foremost
The h'rst and most important thing to do is to educate the 
peopte up to the importance oh preserutng our forest) 
grouith.
— F. L. Harvey 
first Annual Report oh the 
forest Commissioner, 1891
The Maine Forest Service, and ali people who care 
about the forest, face many tasks in ensuring whole­
some perpetuation of the forest. The most challenging 
and ultimately the most far-reaching is to create an 
understanding of and to instill pride in the natural 
resources of the State. For owners of forestland, this 
means pride in ownership and pride in the quality of 
their forest. For those who work in the woods, this 
means pride in the quality of their work. For users of 
the forest, this means leaving the forest in better con­
dition than they found it.
Many organizations work to educate people about the 
value of the forest. The Cooperative Extension Service 
and the Soii and Water Conservation Districts and Soii 
Conservation Service have aiready been mentioned. 
Maine Audubon Society provides education to teachers 
and the general public through publications, field trips, 
workshops, and establishment of nature sanctuaries. 
The Natural Resources Council sponsors conferences 
and workshops to focus on environmental issues. Its 
members follow legislation, and attend and testify at 
hearings. The organization conducts information and 
education programs and sponsors outdoor recreational 
experiences.
Other programs include Chewonki Foundation's 
Center for Environmentai Education. Hurricane Island 
Outward-Bound programs. Maine Conservation School 
at Bryant Pond and others. Aii stress a greater aware­
ness and understanding of natural resources.
The University of Maine's Coliege of Forest Resources 
at Orono offers extensive programs of undergraduate, 
graduate and doctoral forestry study. Their i .700 acre 
college forest serves as an outdoor classroom and an 
opportunity for practical experience. The Coiiege is 
recognized as having one of the best forestry programs 
in the nation.
Other branches of the university at Ft. Kent and 
Presque Isle, offer two year forestry programs approved 
by and in cooperation with the University at Orono. 
Unity Coiiege in Unity includes a two year forestry pro­
gram in its curriculum offerings.
Vocational programs, both secondary and post­
secondary, provide instruction in topics such as wood 
harvesting, woods equipment use and maintenance, and 
marking of stands.
Planting the Seed of Awareness
...g if to each child in the ruodd he a sense o/ monder so 
indestructible that it mould fast throughout t;/e.
Rachel Carson 
The Sense o/ Wonder, 1956
But the fate of tomorrow's forest lies with today's 
children. It is in the impressionabie years of youth that 
a respect for and love of the forest has its beginnings.
In 1955. the Legislature mandated the teaching of 
Maine's history, geography and natural and industrial 
resources in the State's public schools. The newly com­
pleted Maine Studies curriculum encompasses all of 
these topics in a broad K-12 program, it is difficult for 
indepth study to be given to any particular aspect of 
Maine studies. However, the curriculum does offer sug­
gestions for further learning.
One approach to teaching about forests is the 
American Forest Institue's Project Learning Tree 
Its major goal is "to provide kindergarten through grade 
twelve young people with awareness, knowledge, and 
skills for intelligent and responsible decision-making 
related to naturai resources and human interactions with 
those resources. The Maine Forest Service began pro­
moting this suppiementary program in aii eiementary 
and secondary schools in Maine beginning in 1984.
In order to teach children, though, a teacher must first 
have knowledge of the subject. In "A Survey of Needs 
Report: Teaching Science Through the Study of the 
Natural History of Maine. " teachers of grades K-6 in­
dicated their need for science activities, teacher back­
ground material and science units. They expressed their
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greatest need to be for resources and information on
frees.
The Maine Forest Service wili be working with the 
University of Maine to give teachers the expertise they 
need in understanding the forest resource. One such 
course was designed at the University of Maine at 
Machias. A course objective of the Mobile Graduate Pro­
gram is to instill the confidence prerequisite to 
teaching children about the forest environment, 
especially outside the ciassroom, and to consider the 
economics and issues related to the wise use of forest 
resources.
A second approach will be to encourage the require­
ment of courses in Maine's naturai history for a degree 
in education and/or for teacher certification. Current­
ly, aspiring teachers have no such requirement.
The Maine Forest Service is seeking to become more 
involved in all levels of education. By cooperating with 
the Department of Educational and Cultural Services, 
the Maine Forest Service wishes to introduce more in­
formation on the forest resource in the State's schools. 
They wili strive to work more closely with teachers. 
Through suggested field experiences, printed informa­
tion and classroom visits, teachers will be provided with 
valuable instructional aids. By sharing learning with 
students, the Maine Forest Service hopes to create 
awareness as to how individuals' actions can change the 
resource. To help a chiid to understand how a tree 
grows, how it is interrelated with other living things and 
why it is essential to the quality of life is the challenge 
of education.
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Identified Needs for Action Reiated to 
Forest Utilization and Management
The forest is habitat for wiidiife, opportunity for recreation, the origin of quality water and soil, the source of aesthetic 
experience and the raw material for countless wood products. A baiance of uses must exist. Information, education 
and specialized training and assistance can help citizens to make wise land use decisions and can help to nurture 
a forest ethic. The following represents needs which have been identified in Chapter Two, Section D. These needs 
are translated into Actions to be Taken in the Action Pian beginning on page 108. The Action Pian contains de­
tailed work of the Divisions of the Maine Forest Service. The Actions found in the Action Pian may address more 
than one need as expressed in this section or in other sections of this Chapter.
Needs For Action:
Education
* Provide education to landowners on sound forest 
management techniques to increase the value of 
trees, allow for multiple use, and reduce the impact 
of forest insects, diseases and fires. Conduct educa­
tion programs which deal with specific topics in 
forestry for landowners, loggers, and foresters.
* increase educational efforts for Maine's citizens and 
their representatives so they understand and appreci­
ate the value of Maine's forests.
* Promote forest education programs for teachers and 
students in Maine's primary and secondary schools.
Education and Timber 
Management & Wildlife
* Provide information and assistance to forest land 
owners on forest management techniques and on 
markets for wood.
* Establish a statewide network of forest management 
demonstration areas.
Education, Timber Management 
& Wiidiife, Forest Soiis and 
Watershed
* Provide information and assistance to loggers and 
woods operators on harvesting techniques which in­
crease forest productivity and, at the same time, pro­
tect the environment.
Recreation
Recreation and Timber Management 
& Wiidiife
* Coordinate management activities on state-owned 
land. Maintain forest management demonstration 
areas on specific sites.
* Encourage and participate in the development of 
forest management plans which enhance recreationai 
opportunities on lands, both state and private, as 
appropriate.
Timber Management & Wiidiife
* Include specific wildlife considerations in forest 
management plans.
* Provide special services in various aspects of forestry, 
such as hardwood silviculture, soils, wildlife habitat, 
harvesting and primary processing to promote sound 
forest management and offer expert advice.
Community Forestry
* Conduct an effective State urban and community 
forestry program which emphasizes the value of trees 
to the quality of life. Include care and management 
of shade trees in this program.
* Encourage towns to manage town forests for multi­
ple use.
Forest Economics
* Promote equitabie forest land taxation.
* Provide information on the economic returns of 
sound forest management to landowners.
Increase promotional efforts related to use of the 
forest for recreation.
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Forest Economics and Utilization 
& Marketing
* Expand markets for wood products to stimulate 
Maine s economy, provide new jobs and expand the 
tax base. Emphasize value-added products.
* Expand markets for under utilized species and 
salvaged trees.
* Provide advice and assistance to primary and secon­
dary wood processors to make production more ef­
ficient and profitabie.
Utilization & Marketing
* Promote the principle of "highest and best use of 
the forest.
* Promote the use of wood, where feasible, as a renew­
able energy resource.
* Research markets for and encourage the use of 
under utilized hardwoods, with particular attention to 
vaiue-added products.
Planning
* Encourage cooperation among individuals and public 
and private agencies in forestry programs.
* Analyze and graphically depict forest resurvey data 
to address specific questions on suppiy and demand 
by species: area of State: size, quality and number 
of trees.
Research
* Encourage research in growing, harvesting and utiliz­
ing the forest.
Forest insect & Disease
Management
* Provide information and assistance to forest land- 
owners in managed reforestation of insect or disease 
destroyed areas.
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CHAPTER THREE
Maine forest Seroice 
Administration
Chapter Three discusses the administration of the 
Maine Forest Service. The agency is headquartered in 
Augusta: often field personnel are directly responsible 
for carrying out programs. This chapter relates the 
organization and internal needs of the State's forestry 
agency.
"Mister " he said urlth a samdustg sneeze. "/ am /he Lorax. 
/ speatc /or /he Zrees. / spea/c for /he /rees, for /he /rees 
haue no tongues."
— Dr. Suess 
The Torax, 1971
The Maine Forest Service is the largest Bureau in the 
Department of Conservation, representing 66 percent 
of the Department's budget in 1983 and 61 percent of 
the Department's FY 84 General Fund budget. Staff size 
varies from 135 to 485: both the Division of Entomology 
and the Division of Fire Control rely on seasonal staff, 
in addition to premanent staff.
Reorganization
Reorganization of the Bureau, to achieve greater ef­
ficiency and best use of staff, is currently underway. This 
reorganization will also enable the Maine Forest Service 
to better carry out the activities in the Action Pian 
(pages 108-124). Coincidentally, the new structure is 
similar to the organization of the U.S. Forest Service, 
facilitating cooperation between the two agencies. The 
planned organization is diagrammed in Figure 31. 
Within the Bureau itself are four divisions: Fire Control, 
Entomology. Forest Management and Utilization, and 
Spruce Budworm Management.
The Fire Controi Division assumes responsibility for 
statewide forest fire management activities. The Ento­
mology Division concentrates on forest insect and 
disease survey and assessment. Currently, a separate 
Spruce Budworm Management Program conducts the 
annual spruce budworm project and affiliated programs. 
Future reorganization plans call for the unit to function 
with other programs under the direction of the Division 
of Entomology. The Forest Management and Utilization 
Division handles all aspects of forest management in­
cluding planting, growing, harvesting, utilization and 
marketing of trees and wood products.
Conduct Information, education, planning and research 
programs designed to promote /he purposes o/" /he 
bureau...
12 MRSA §8002
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Figure 31
Organization of the Maine Forest Service
FORESTMANAGEMENT & UTILIZATION
State Forest  Nursery 
Tree Improvement Program 
Ut i l i z a t i o n  and Marketing 
Pine Tree State Arboretum 
Federal cost  share programs 
Forest  management ass i s t ance  
Woodlot demonstrat ion pr o j e c t s  
Urban and Community Forestry 
Resource Conservat i on &
Deve1opment
Spe c i a l i z e d  management 
assi  stance
ENTOMOLOGY
Laboratory 
Control  p r o j e c t s  
Quarantine programs 
Insect  & di sease  survey 
& assessment 
White pine b l i s t e r  rust 
andSPRUCE BUDWORM MANAGEMENT
Survey and assessment 
Environmental  & human 
heal th moni tor ing 
Aerial  spray program 
Computer mapping 
Resea rch
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BUREAUADMINISTRATION
Adm i n i s t r a t i o n  
Information & Education 
Forest  Resource 
PI ann i ng
FORESTFIRE CONTROL
Detect ion 
Fire Prevention 
Pre- suppressi  on 
Rural Community Fire 
Protect  i o.t 
Communi cat i ons  
Suppress i on 
Training
Maine Fores/ Seru/ce Adm/n/s/ra/ton
Budgetary and personnel matters, planning, research, 
information and education responsibilities of the Bureau 
are included as part of the Office of the Director. 
Research functions are being defined. They will involve 
technology transfer and serve to translate the research 
needs of landowners, industry and field personnel to 
those who conduct research, and relay results of 
research back to the practitioners.
All Divisions of the Bureau share a common 
dependence on information and education efforts. 
Because the Bureau is a service organization, informa­
tion and education are crucial in carrying the message 
of the organization to the public.
The Planning unit of the Maine Forest Service has co­
operated with the U.S. Forest Service in the 1982 
Resurvey and in developing the forest resource plan. 
Reorganization molded the unit into the administrative 
functions of the Bureau. The intent is for the ad­
ministrative office to become more involved in each 
Division's annual pians of work and to collect, interpret, 
and disseminate natural resource data and information 
to the Divisions. Furthermore, it is important that the 
administrative office work more closely with the State 
Planning Office and the State's regional pianning com­
missions (Figure 32).
Organizational changes within the Maine Forest Ser­
vice are taking place to respond to increasing pressures 
on the natural resources of the State. Effective organiza­
tion is vitai in times of reduced budget, more exact ac­
countability requirements, and greater demands on 
human resources.
tnterna! Administrative Needs
As the Maine Forest Service has examined the 
services its provides, interna) needs of the Bureau have 
surfaced. To continue to offer valuable programs, and 
to begin other necessary programs, the staff must ex­
pand their expertise. The agency will begin to assess 
additional training and educational needs and wili in­
ventory the skitis and special interests of its staff. The 
agency is also looking at interdivisionai experiences for 
the staff, so that limited resources can be heightened 
and staff members can achieve their fullest potential.
Aithough the programs of the Maine Forest Service 
have been examined in this pian. it is important that the 
process continue periodically. Review of programs and 
activities helps to assure that they are vitai and 
productive.
Reaiizing the value of current, factual information and 
data, the Maine Forest Service needs to venture further 
with the use of computers. Ail Divisions can increase 
efficiency by computerizing necessary data and infor­
mation on timber: markets: iandownership: taxation: 
forest insect, disease and fire hazards: water: soils: and 
wildlife habitat. Bureau information on equipment and 
personnel can also be included. This process wiil aid the 
Divisions in decision-making about their activities.
As part of improving computer resources, the Maine 
Forest Service, with cooperation of the U.S. Forest Ser-
Figure 32
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Districts and Agencies
SOUTHERN MAmE DISTRtCT
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NORTH KENNEBEC DtSTRtCT NORTHERN MAtNE DtSTRtCT
t t. Northern Maine Regionat 
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vice, has developed a Geo-based computer mapping 
system. Its predominant use thus far has been for the 
spruce budworm suppression program. It has potential 
for further extensive use within the Bureau, the Depart­
ment and other departments and agencies. Important 
aspects of increasing computer use are identifying 
needs of the Bureau and making Bureau members 
aware of computer capabilities.
Greater cooperation between agencies is also an area 
which needs attention. The work of agencies such as the 
Soil Conservation Service. Cooperative Extension Ser­
vice. the University of Maine. Maine Association of Con­
servation Commissions and the Departments of En­
vironmental Protection: inland Fisheries and Wiidiife; 
Agriculture. Food and Rurai Resources; and Educational 
and Cultural Services all involve forestry activities. 
Reducing confiicts and duplication, sharing resources, 
and interchanging information will benefit all agencies 
involved and ultimately the forest itseif.
lOi
Identified Needs for Action Related to Administration
Agencies in state government have been created to serve the people of the State of Maine. Effective organization 
within an agency helps to make it more responsibie and accountable.
The following represents needs which have been identified in Chapter Three. These needs are translated into Actions 
to be Taken in the Action Plan beginning on page 108. The Action Pian contains detailed work of the Divisions 
of the Maine Forest Service. The Actions found in the Action Pian may address more than one need as expressed 
in this chapter or other chapters of this plan.
Needs For Action:
Administration
* Provide on-going opportunities for training, educa­
tion. and professional advancement to Maine Forest 
Service personnel.
* Periodically review and change programs, if 
necessary, to assure effectiveness and continued 
value.
* Expand the use of computers to store and manipuiate 
essential data and information.
* Cooperate with agencies whose responsibilities are 
forestry-related to avoid duplication and unnecessary 
costs.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Action Pian o/ the 
Maine forest Seroice
Chapter One of Maine's forest resource plan discussed 
a history of Maine's forest. Nature's forces together with 
human actions have shaped the forest of today.
Chapter Two characterized today's forest and the 
pressures upon it. Chaiienges paramount to assuring a 
productive forest were identified and current Maine 
Forest Service programs were discussed.
Chapter Three explained the organization and admini­
stration of the State agency responsible for protection 
and conservation of the forest resource.
This chapter details the actions the Maine Forest 
Service is taking or intends to take to assure wholesome 
perpetuation of the forest.
Development of 
The Action Pian
The most important portion of this forest resource 
plan unfolds below. The Action Plan of the Maine Forest 
Service details the programs and activities of the agen­
cy as it responds to the Needs for Action identified in 
Chapter Two and Chapter Three.
The steps involved in the creation of the Action Pian 
are diagrammed in Figure 33. Development began in 
1981: the Task Groups, discussed on page xii, submitted 
reports on recommendations to meet the needs of the 
forest resource. The planning unit of the Maine Forest 
Service sifted through these reports. Some recommen­
dations were appropriate and could be impiemented 
easiiy by administrative action. Some required a much 
longer period of time to implement; stiii others were 
either inappropriate or were cleariy not the agency's 
responsibility as established in State Statutes pertain­
ing to the Maine Forest Service. The planning staff 
modified and organized the recommendations into 
goals and objectives. In the schematic diagram, these 
steps — public involvement, needs assessment and issue 
identification — are represented as Phase I.
Over the past several months, many members of the 
Maine Forest Service participated in designing a 
preliminary Action Pian. During a series of meetings, 
they added to and revised recommendations presented 
by the planning unit. Each Division discussed oppor­
tunities and targetted Actions which could likely help 
to achieve identified goals. This second step is 
represented in the diagram as Phase II.
The Maine Forest Service believes that in order for new 
programs to succeed, those who actually have respon- 
sibiiity for programs must be committed to this im- 
piementation. The next step. Phase lit, moved from 
broad externa) participation by the pubiic to an internai 
self-evaluation by Maine Forest Service staff. More than
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Figure 33
Planning Process for Forest Resource Plan
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one quarter of the agency s staff (over sixty people) met 
together for a three-part exercise to decide priorities for 
program components.
Exercise A —
Reevaiuation of Roies
The first exercise required the participants to respond 
to the question: "Given the ideal, and disregarding 
budgetary and staffing iimitations, what are the 
elements of programs the Maine Forest Service should 
be conducting?"
Such an exercise is conducive to new ideas, en­
courages contributions from all participants and begins 
to foster an ownership of the resulting program. Predic­
tably, the responses reflected traditional programs and 
means for conducting those programs. Some responses, 
however, sparked interest in ideas which had been dis­
cussed for years but had never been developed or im­
plemented; other responses were totally new.
Exercise B —
Set Priorities
The second exercise introduced the reality of 
budgetary constrictions. Staff reacted to the question: 
"Given limited personnel and financial resources what 
are the most important programs the Maine Forest 
Service should be conducting?"
By phrasing the question in such a manner, par­
ticipants began to appreciate the need for estabiishing 
priorities. Furthermore, this type of exercise heiped staff 
to experience greater participation in the functioning of 
the agency. The results of this exercise revealed that the 
staff emphasized traditional program elements more 
than new approaches. Yet the exercise served to establish 
a framework for building change into programs.
The Director presented to the staff members a com 
prehensive program direction for each Division: in the 
Action Plan, beginning on page 108. these program 
directions are highlighted as MISSION STATEMENTS, 
they represent a union of many goals. The staff were
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also given the same list of goals and objectives as in 
the first exercise. Although priorities had already been 
discussed, some low priority activities wouid greatly aid 
the accomplishment or implementation of activities 
ranked higher. For this exercise. Maine chose Inter­
pretive Structural Modeling (ISM), developed by the 
Center for Interactive Management at the University of 
Virginia. The ISM process demonstrated the interrela­
tionships of various elements of a topic.
In the exercise, participants responded to questions, 
posed by a computer, which involved ranking activities 
for maximum accomplishment of objectives. For exam­
ple. an activity which called for computerizing forest fire 
data and information was given a low priority by staff 
members. Yet accomplishing that activity wouid enable 
a higher priority activity — that of developing and main­
taining human resource capability for forest fire controi 
— to be accomplished faster, more efficiently and 
possibly with less cost. Completion of the ISM process 
resulted in a "map" depicting an ordering of activities 
to achieve maximum benefit.
Four separate "maps" or networks were created each 
reflective of an overall state forestry agency responsibili­
ty — forest fire management, forest insect and disease 
management, forest resource management and utiliza­
tion. and agency administration. The maps represented 
compiiations of many of the recommendations of the 
Task Groups.
For the Maine Forest Service, the maps aided the 
Director in decisions regarding staff and money. In some 
cases, the Director will choose to shift staff and funds 
temporarily to accomplish a seemingly low priority ob­
jective in order to achieve a higher priority objective in 
less time, with fewer staff and less money.
in this manner, the entire budgetary process has 
become an integral facet of the entire planning process 
and vice versa. With a planning-programming-budgeting 
approach, funding is more justifiable for programs which 
have survived an evaluation process. When the Director 
makes requests before the State Legislature and of the 
federal government, he can justify the requests based 
upon needs for programs, expected results, and an 
aliocation of people and funds necessary to accomplish 
stated results.
The final step in the planning process is to incorporate 
the details of the forest resource pian with annual pians 
of work within each division of the agency. Thus, goals 
will be translated into a definite work program. The work 
program will detail not only how and by whom activities 
are to be accomplished but also why they are to be ac- 
compiished. Measuring these accomplishments and 
comparing the year-end resuits assure accountabiiity.
As presented in this document, the Action Pian 
presents the MISSIONS and then depicts the 
CHALLENGES and specific ACTIONS in which the 
Maine Forest Service wili be invoived.
The Action Pian encompasses responsibilities of ali 
the Divisions of the Maine Forest Service. Although each 
Division has its own set of primary responsibilities, one
important goal is to share responsibilities throughout 
the organization.
The process of determining directions and programs 
has involved many members of the Maine Forest 
Service. They explored many suggestions and alter­
natives. argued their merits, and with general consen­
sus agreed upon the Action Pian as it is presented. The 
members' participation has been extremely valuabie and 
will be more so as the plan is implemented.
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Thirteen areas of major importance to the Forest have 
been identified in the introduction of this document. 
These issues were originaliy proposed by the Task 
Groups (page xii) and were modified by the Maine Forest 
Service. Interrelationships exist between the ISSUES. In 
its programs, the Maine Forest Service must acknowl­
edge these relationships. Therefore, the ISSUES form the 
cornerstone upon which the entire Action Pian is 
constructed.
ISSUES:
1. Education
2. Community Forestry
3. Forest Economics
4. Timber Management & Wildlife
5. Soils
6. insect and Disease Management
7. Forest Fire Management
8. Administration
9. Recreation
10. Planning, inventory & Data Management 
1). Research
12. Watershed Management
13. Marketing and Utilization
The Action Pian is divided into four sections, each 
detailing the program of a Division of the Maine Forest 
Service. The MISSION STATEMENT of the Division is 
stated at the beginning of the appropriate section.
Next follows a listing of goats for that Division. The 
goais are denoted as CHALLENGES. Each CHALLENGE 
has its roots in the narrative portion of this document. 
Therefore, the reasons why a challenge is important can 
be found in Chapter Two and Three and summarized on 
the pages entitled "identified Needs for Action" (pages 
25. 36. 46. 92 and i02).
Still further in the Action Pian. a CHALLENGE con­
sists of many ACTiONS which are specific tasks. Some 
of the ACTIONS are ongoing; some are new. Some 
ACTIONS are the primary responsibility of other agen­
cies; some must be shared.
Interrelationships with 
Annuai Work Pians
An important feature of the Action Pian is its 
dependence upon work pians developed annually by 
each of the Bureau's Divisions. The Action Pian has not 
been designed to stand alone; rather it will guide the 
agency in decisions as to number of people, types of 
equipment, amount of time and money necessary to ac­
complish specific ACTIONS, in this way, the success (or 
iack thereof) of each ACTION can be evaluated at the 
end of each fiscal year. Often there wili be modifications 
in a Division's programs to more effectively meet a 
CHALLENGE and ultimately further the MISSION of 
that Division of the Maine Forest Service. However, the 
Action Pian together with annual plans of work, wili 
make apparent a total Bureau effort.
Summary of 
The Action Pian
Much time will pass before ali of the ACTIONS and 
CHALLENGES are met. Some wiii never be because the 
forest is changing and the demands and pressures upon 
it are changing.
The Action Pian of the Maine Forest Service then is 
a beginning . . .
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How to Read 
The Action Pian
Mission Statement — The overriding purpose for the 
programs of a Division of the Maine Forest Service.
Challenge — A goal which encompasses several activi­
ties designed to further a Division's overall mission.
Action — A specific activity recommended to make 
progress toward meeting a CHALLENGE.
Each CHALLENGE and ACTION are the primary respon­
sibility of the Division whose program is being detailed.
Supporting Divisions and Agencies — Those en- 
tities which should work together to accomplish 
ACTIONS. Supporting Divisions and agencies have 
secondary responsibilities.
Priority and Target Date — The relative importance 
the Maine Forest Service piaces upon the ACTION.
Time when the ACTiON is expected to be completed 
or functioning. The ACTION may aiready be ongoing.
Some ACTIONS may be of high priority but will take 
a longer time to accomptish. Other ACTiONS of low 
priority may need to be accomplished before a higher 
priority ACTION, so that the higher priority ACTiON can 
be completed more quickiy, effectively and/or with less 
cost.
issues Affected By Action — One (or more) of the thir­
teen ISSUES identified as significant to the forest 
resource.
Evaiuation — The criteria upon which an ACTION can 
be judged successful, in many cases, no numerical value 
will be attached. The e/Tect/ueness of the ACTiON rather 
than whether or not it is impiemented will be evaluated. 
Evaiuations of ACTIONS will be specified quantitative- 
iy in annual work plans.
The Action Pian carries the work of the Divisions of 
the Maine Forest Service to a point. Budgets and annua! 
work pians are the actual implementation.
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DIVISION OF FOREST FIRE CONTROL
Mission; Conduct An Effective Statewide Program of Wiidfire Prevention, Detection, Presuppression and Suppression
CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evaiuation
issues Affected 
by Action
A. Review and Revise Poiicies of the 
Fire Controi Division
[. Review and if necessary revise the policy 
of responding to all forest tires within 
one hour
Bureau Administration Medium
i985
a. Completion of review
b. Cost effectiveness of 
responses
c. Acceptance by landowners of 
adequate level of protection
Forest Fire Management 
Adm inistration
2. Revise the State Fire Plan every five years Bureau Administration Medium
1985
a. Completion of review
b. Revised plan reflects improved 
operational capability
Forest Fire Management
Planning
Administration
3. Review and if necessary revise policy of 
putting out ail fires at any cost
Forest Industries
Maine Fire Chiefs Association
Bureau Administration
Low
1985
a. Completion of review
b. Cost effective responses
c. Acceptance by landowners of 
adequate level of protection
Forest Fire Management 
Forest Economics 
Administration
4. Devetop a policy for protection of 
managed timberlands
Division of Forest Management 
& Utilization 
Forest Industries 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Maine Tree Farm Committee
Low
1986
a. Development of policy
b. Identification and mapping of 
managed timberlands
c. Minimization of economic 
loss due to wildfire on these 
lands
Forest Fire Management 
Timber Mangement & 
Wildlife
Forest Economics 
Planning
5. Develop techniques for prescribed burns 
to be used as a fire prevention and forest 
management tool
Forest Industries 
Division of Forest Management 
& Utilization 
Bureau of Public Lands 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
& Wildlife
Low
Ongoing
a. Development of techniques
b. Adoption and use of 
techniques by landowners
c. Reduction in amount of forest 
fire hazard
Timber Mangement & 
Wildlife
Forest Fire Management 
Watershed Management 
Soils
B. improve the Effectiveness of the 
Fire Controi Division
1. Develop guidelines for proper equipment 
use and a training program for proper 
equipment operation
Northeastern Interstate Forest 
Fire Protection Compact
1986 a. Completion of guidelines
b. Usefulness of guidelines in 
operation of equipment
Administration
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2. Computerize present equipment 
inventory; include maintenance and 
replacement pians for capital equipment
Bureau Administration 
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services
Medium
1985
a. All equipment information 
entered into computer
b. Timeliness of information 
provided
c. Quaiity and desired type of 
information
d. Amount and degree of use of 
system
e. Reduction of major repairs 
and in premature replacing of 
equipment
f. Improvement in budgeting for 
repiacing capital equipment
g. Increased efficiency in record 
keeping
Administration
3. Develop policies on personnel 
recruitment, assignment and 
administration
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
State Department of Personnel
Medium
1985
a. Completion of policies
b. Inclusion of all Fire Control 
classifications
c. Increased level of profes­
sionalism by Fire Control 
personnel
Administration
4. Develop and impiement procedures for 
annual assessment of ail Division 
activities including use and possible 
expansion of readiness review procedures
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services
Medium
Ongoing
a. Development of procedures
b. Conduct of assessment
c. Value to participants of 
assessment procedure
Administration
Forest Fire Management
Planning
5. Review fire detection methods for 
improved technology and their 
practical applicability in Maine
U.S. Forest Service 
Forest industries 
Maine Fire Chiefs Association 
Northeastern Interstate 
Forest Fire Protection Compact
Medium
1986
a. Completion of review
b. Cost effectiveness of revised 
detection methods
c. Detection time and response 
acceptable to landowners
Forest Fire Management
6. Utilize the Maine Forest Service's 
computerized Geo-based information 
and mapping system for forest fire data
Bureau Administration 
Division of Entomology 
Bureau of Public Lands
Low
1985
a. information entered
b. Timeliness of information 
provided
c. Quality and desired type of 
information
d. Amount and degree of use of 
system
Forest Fire Management 
Planning
7. Recognizing how forest pest problems 
affect forest fire hazards, develop and 
implement poiicies and procedures for 
responding to forest fires in high 
hazard areas
Division of Entomology 
Division of Forest Management 
& Utilization 
Forest Industries
Low
1985
a. Policies and procedures 
developed
b. Mapping of areas complete
c. Improved understanding of 
relationship of pest damage 
and fire hazard
Forest Fire Management 
Timber Management & 
Wiidiife
Forest Insect &
Disease Management
CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evaiuation
issues Affected 
by Action
C. increase the Awareness of the Pubiic 
and Landowners of the need for 
Forest Fire Protection
t. Design fire prevention activities aimed 
at recreational use of the forest
Bureau of Public Lands 
Bureau of Parks and Recreation 
North Maine Woods Association 
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
Maine Fire Chiefs Association 
Forest Industries
Medium
1985
a. Development and distribution 
of materials and programs
b. Increase in requests for 
materials
c. Decline in annual fire losses 
due to recreational use of the 
forest
Forest Fire Management
Recreation
Education
2. Continue to issue permits for campfires 
and debris burning. Distribute handouts 
on safe burning techniques when permits 
are issued
North Maine Woods Association 
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
Forest industries 
Maine Fire Chiefs Association 
Department of Environmental 
Protection
Medium
Ongiong
a. Permits issued
b. Handouts developed and 
distributed with permits
c. Decline in wildfire loss due 
to escaped wildfires or 
debris burns
Forest Fire Management 
Education
3. Conduct a vigorous iaw enforcement 
program
Bureau Administration 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife
Medium
1986
a. Decrease in number of 
arson-related fires
b. Increase in number of o f­
fenders prosecuted
c. Decrease in number of 
machine-caused fires
d. Decrease in number of 
human-caused fires
Forest Fire Management 
Administration
4. Establish an educational program for 
landowners with emphasis on forest 
fire hazard reduction
Forest Industries 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Bureau Administration
Medium
)986
a. Program developed
b. Acceptance of program by 
landowners
c. Increase in requests for 
information
d. Forest fire hazard reduced
Forest Fire Management 
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Education
5. Expand the Smokey Bear campaign 
and other public relations efforts. 
Target efforts to ail audiences
Maine Fire Chiefs Association 
Forest Industries 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Bureau Administration 
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
U.S. Forest Service
Medium
1985
a. Increase in number of 
specific activities
b. Increase in number of 
requests for specific activities
Education
6. Revitalize the Maine Forest Service 
Campsite Program
Bureau of Parks and Recreation 
Bureau of Public Lands 
North Maine Woods Association 
Commissioner of Conservation 
Forest Industries
Medium
1985
a. Increase in number of staff 
responsible for program
b. Improvement in quality of 
program
c. increase in use of program by 
the general public
d. Decrease in number of 
escaped campfires
Recreation
Education
Forest Fire Management
D. Upgrade and Expand, if Appropriate, 
Training of Municipa! Fire Departments, 
Loca! Hot Shot Crews, industry, Raii- 
road, Vocationai Schooi, and Coiiege 
Forest Firefighters
1. Review, and revise as necessary, all fire 
suppression training programs
Maine Fire Chiefs Association 
Forest Industries 
U.S. Forest Service 
Northeastern Interstate Forest 
Fire Protection Compact
High
Ongoing
a. Completion of review
b. Acceptance of recommenda­
tions
c. Response to program by 
participants
d. Demonstration of improved 
ability by trained participants
Forest Fire Management 
Education
2. Conduct training programs in fire 
prevention, detection, and suppression 
for municipal fire departments, local 
hot shot crews, industry, railroad, 
vocational school, and college forest 
firefighters
Maine Fire Chiefs Association 
Forest Industries 
U.S. Forest Service 
Northeastern Interstate Forest 
Fire Protection Compact
High
1985
a. Conduct of programs
b. Conduct of Ranger Academy
c. Increase in number of 
participants in program
d. Increase in availability of 
trained people
Forest Fire Management 
Education
DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY
Mission; Evatuate the Rea! and Potential Impact of Forest Insects and Diseases. 
Conduct Actions to Provide Pertinent Data and/or Contro! of the Probtems.
CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evaiuation
Issues Affected 
by Action
A. Sustain, improve and Expand the Forest 
insect and Disease Survey and Detec­
tion Roie of the Entomoiogy Division
1. Evaluate and modify if necessary the 
current comprehensive survey and 
detection program
University of Maine 
U.S. Forest Service
High
Ongoing
a. Survey and detection program 
modified if necessary
b. Survey results used
c. Improved ability to anticipate 
and address pest problems
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Timber Management & 
Wiidiife 
Research
Forest Economics 
Planning
2. Identify needs for specific pest surveys 
involving both primary and secondary 
organisms based on present or potential 
economic values of the resources at stake
University of Maine 
Forest Industries 
Smaii Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine
High
Ongoing
a. Needs identified
b. Survey program modified
c. Economic factors determined
Forest Economics 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Planning
3. Place increased emphasis on evaluating 
the degree of damage caused by 
specific pests. Assemble multi­
disciplinary evaluation teams to define 
criteria which should receive attention 
during impact studies. Interpret findings 
and form conclusions
All Divisions 
U.S. Forest Service 
University of Maine
Medium
1988
a. Evaluations conducted
b. Degree of use of information
All Issues
4. Utilize Maine Forest Service computerized 
Geo-based information and mapping 
system for mapping of entomoiogical 
and pathological conditions
Department of Conservation 
University of Maine 
U.S. Forest Service
Medium
1986
a. Information entered into 
system
b. Timeiiness of information 
provided
c. Quality and desired type of
information
d. Amount and degree of use
e. Improved efficiency of 
survey program
Planning
Administration
Research
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Fire Management
5. Computerize present and past insect 
and disease survey data concerning pests 
and host species. Evaluate adequacy of 
data.
Department of Conservation 
University of Maine 
U.S. Forest Service
Low
1986
a. Information entered into system
b. Timeliness of information 
provided
c. Quality and desired types of 
information
d. Amount and degree of use of 
system
Planning 
Administration 
Research 
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Fire Management
6. Based on Actions 4 and 5 determine 
requirements for improved survey 
technology
University of Maine 
U.S. Forest Service
Low
1986
a. Requirements determined
b. Acceptance by entomologists
c. Survey technology modified
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Research 
Forest insect &
Disease Management
B. Develop, Supervise and Conduct an 
integrated Approach to Minimizing the 
impact of Forest Pests on the Forest 
Resources of the State.
1. Define integrated pest management 
(IPM) in terms applicable to Maine's 
forest resources
All Divisions Medium
1985
a. Definition established
b. Use of definition
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Timber Management & 
Wiidiife 
Research 
Education
2. Develop framework from IPM definition 
to generate IPM strategies
Medium
1985
Framework developed Planning
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Insect &
Disease Management
CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evatuation
issues Affected 
by Action
3. Develop and recommend integrated 
pest management strategies
All Divisions 
Forest Industries 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Bureau of Public Lands 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife 
Baxter Park Authority
High
Target date 
to be
established 
for specific 
pests
a. Strategies developed
b. Acceptance of recommenda­
tions by land managers
c. Improvement in forest 
management plans
d. Reduced occurrence of severe 
and widespread outbreaks of 
pests
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Economics
Planning
Research
4. Recommend integrated pest management 
strategies on State-owned land
All Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Bureau of Public Lands 
Bureau of Parks and Recreation 
Baxter Park Authority 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife
Medium
i986
a. Strategies recommended
b. Strategies adopted
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Watershed Management
5. Evaluate and define a framework to 
clarify Maine Forest Service response 
in supervising-coordinating and/or 
contributing to direct control programs 
for various pests
Bureau Administration 
Department of Conservation 
Forest Industries 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Maine Audubon Society 
Natural Resources Council
Medium
t986
a. Evaluation of current response 
policies of Maine
Forest Service completed
b. Framework developed
c. Acceptance of framework
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Economics 
Administration 
Planning 
Forest Insect &
Disease Management
C. increase Pubtic Awareness of the 
impact of insects and Diseases on 
the Forest Resource
1. Evaluate current Maine Forest Service 
information and education efforts related 
to forest insects and diseases. Identify 
needs for revision and expansion of 
information and education program
Bureau Administration 
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division
Medium
1985
a. Evaluation compieted
b. Needs identified
c. Information and education 
program revised
Education
2. Implement recommendations of Action 1 Bureau Administration Medium a. Development and distribution Education
above Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Resource Conservation and 
Development Councils 
Bureau of Parks and Recreation
1986 of materials and programs
b. Increased requests for 
information
c. Increase in quality of total 
program
DIVISION OF FOREST MANAGEMENT AND UTILIZATION
Mission; in Recognition of the Status of Maine's important Forest Resource, Conduct a Statew ide Forest Management and 
Utilization Program Which Promotes and initiates Those Management Practices which wiii Ensure a V igorous and Productive  
Forest. This Program wit! Maintain the integrity of Maine's Unique Environment whiie Enhancing the Economy of the State.
CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evatuation
issues Affected 
by Action
A. increase the Acreage of Foresttand 
Under Active Forest Management
1. Improve and expand a cooperative state, 
private and industrial program of 
professional forestry assistance to 
small landowners in forest resources 
management
Maine Tree Farm Committee 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Forest Industries 
U.S. Forest Service 
Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service 
Association of Consulting 
Foresters
High
!985
a. Increased availability of 
forest consultants and 
industrial foresters to expand 
their role in improvement of 
the forest resources of the 
State
b. Increased landowner participa 
tion in resource management 
activities
All Issues
2. Continue and expand the tree 
improvement program at the 
Maine Forest Nursery
University of Maine — Orono 
Forest Industries 
U.S. Forest Service 
Division of Entomology
High
t985
a. Establishment of seed 
orchards
b. Development of new. 
improved and insect and 
disease resistant strains 
(varieties) of tree species
c. Demand for seed and planting 
stock
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Community Forestry 
Research
3. Complete an analysis of the condition of 
the forest resource and specific silvi­
cultural treatments for intensive forest 
management
Bureau Administration 
University of Maine 
Bureau of Public Lands 
Forest industries
1986 a. Completion of analyses of all 
forest lands in the State
b. Dissemination of results to 
legislators, landowners, in­
dustry and general public
Planning
4. Establish a program designed to meet 
the specific needs identified in Action 3 
above
Department of Conservation 
All Divisions
Medium
1986
a. Support of this program by 
the public, the forestry com ­
munity and the Legislature
b. Acceptance of analysis by the 
forestry community and 
general public
All Issues
5. Implement a technical assistance program 
for industrial ownerships and consulting 
foresters to provide leadership, expertise 
and cooperation in specialized fields of 
forest management, including wood for 
energy
Forest Industries 
Association of Consulting 
Foresters
Cooperative Extension Service 
Division of Entomology
Medium
Ongoing
a. Increased cooperation between 
state, consulting and industry 
foresters
b. Increased acceptance by forest 
community of Maine Forest 
Service expertise in broad 
resource management areas
c. Increased requests for 
specialized services
Marketing & Utilization 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
Soils
Watershed Management
6. In the Division of Forest Management and 
Utilization, assign specialties to personnel 
in areas of wildlife management, harvest­
ing, pesticides, taxation, urban and 
community forestry, harvesting systems, 
wood energy, Christmas trees, primary 
processing, economics of woodlot 
management (including taxation), hard­
wood silviculture and softwood 
silviculture
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
Bureau Administration
Medium
Ongoing
a. Support gained from Depart­
ment of Conservation and 
State Department of Personnel
b. Percentage o f time spent on 
speciaity work
c. Number of requests made for 
additional specialist informa­
tion and assistance
Administration 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Community Forestry 
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Forest Economics 
Marketing & Utilization
7. Develop and implement a program to 
upgrade the training and skills of 
assigned specialists, and to train and/or 
hire additional specialists in the following 
areas: forest hydrology, recreation, tree 
physiology, marketing and industrial 
development, and soils
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
State Department of Personnel 
Bureau Administration
Medium
1985
a. Anaiysis of individual's job 
performance in regard to task 
statements
b. Percentage o f time spent on 
specialty work
c. Support grained from Depart­
ment of Conservation and 
State Department of Personnel
Administration 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
Soils
Marketing & Utilization 
Watershed Management
8. Evaluate and promote appropriate 
changes to present forest land taxation 
policies
Bureau of Taxation 
Department of Conservation 
State Planning Office 
Forest Industries
Medium
1986
a. Evaiuation completed
b. Acceptance of changes by 
landowners
c. Increase of forest land under 
long term management
Forest Economics 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Planning 
Administration
CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evaiuation
Issues Affected 
by Action
9. Utilize Maine Forest Service computerized 
Geo-based information and mapping 
system for mapping of forest stand 
conditions
Department of Conservation 
University of Maine
Medium
Ongoing
a. Information entered
b. Timeliness of information 
provided
c. Quality and desired type of 
information
d. Amount and degree of use of 
system
e. Improved efficiency of forest 
management program
Planning
Administration
Research
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Fire Management 
Forest Insect &
Disease Management 
Soils
Watershed Management 
Community Forestry 
Recreation
10. Establish criteria and design plans for 
the establishment of forest resource 
management demonstration areas on 
both public and private lands statewide
Division of Entomology 
Bureau of Public Lands 
Bureau of Parks and Recreation 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife 
Nature Conservancy 
Maine Audubon Society 
Maine Tree Farm Committee 
Cooperative Extension Service 
State Planning Office 
Baxter State Park Authority
Low
Ongoing
a. Development of criteria and 
plans
b. Acceptance of these criteria 
and plans by cooperating 
agencies
c. Establishment of demonstra­
tion areas
d. Number of visitors to 
demonstration areas
e. Requests for information 
based on the use of these sites
All Issues except 
Administration
1 ]. Computerize forest resource information Department of Conservation 
U.S. Forest Service 
University of Maine
Low
Ongoing
a. Information entered into 
system
b. Timeliness of information 
provided
c. Quality and desired types of 
information
d. Amount and degree of use of 
system
All Issues
B. Create Recognition by the Genera)
Pubiic and the Forestry Community 
(iandowners, ioggers, foresters, conser­
vation groups and forest industries) of 
the Compiexity and interreiationships of 
the Naturai Resources Community
1. Develop and conduct education programs 
for landowners, loggers, foresters, and 
wood processors in the areas of:
a. wood harvesting, including wood for 
energy
b. road building and erosion control 
methods
c. economic and business management 
for landowners and loggers
d. wildlife habitat management
e. forest pathology and entomology
Bureau Administration 
Land Use Regulation Commission 
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
University of Maine 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wiidiife
Department of Environmental 
Protection
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Resource Conservation and 
Development Councils 
Maine Tree Farm Committee 
Division of Entomology
High
1985
a. Quality of instructional 
materials and presentations
b. Reaction of participants
c. Requests for additional 
information
d. Increase in implementing 
sound harvesting practices
e. Decrease in environmentai 
degradation
Planning
Timber Management & 
Wiidiife
Forest Economics 
Marketing & Utilization 
Watershed Management 
Soil
2. Develop, design, and implement informa­
tion and education efforts directed 
toward urban municipalities and land- 
owners on the importance of sound 
forest resource management of urban 
land. Include particular emphasis upon 
recreation, wiidiife habitat, aesthetics
Bureau Administration 
Maine Association of
Conservation Commissions 
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Regional Planning Commissions
Medium
1985
a. increased requests for 
information and/or service
b. Increased number of land- 
owners seeking professional 
forestry services
c. Increased number of munici- 
paiiy-owned parcels of forest 
iand under active forest 
management
Marketing & Utilization 
Recreation
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Community Forestry
3. Develop educational programs which wili 
motivate non-industriai private forest 
landowners to practice sound resource 
management on their holdings
Bureau Administration 
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Resource Conservation and 
Development Councils 
Maine Audubon Society 
Maine Tree Farm Committee 
Society of American Foresters
Low
1985
a. Increased number of requests 
for professional forester 
assistance
b. Participation in workshops 
and seminars
c. Increased requests for 
information
d. Increased number of tree farms
e. Increased number of forested 
acres under management
Education
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Planning
02
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CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evaiuation
issues Affected 
by Action
C. Deveiop Toois for Landowners to 
Anaiyze their Specific Forest Land 
Opportunities.
1. Develop and implement policies designed 
to bring all State-owned iand under 
long-term management
Department of Conservation 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife
Bureau of Parks and Recreation 
Bureau of Public Lands
Medium
1986
Multiple use management plans 
designed and implemented 
for all appropriate State land
All Issues
2. Develop computer models for use by 
forestry practitioners to demonstrate 
to landowners benefits of sound forest 
management
Bureau Administration 
University of Maine 
U.S. Forest Service
Low
1985
a. Use of these models by state, 
consulting, and industry 
foresters
b. Acceptance by landowners 
o f the cost o f using these 
models
Forest Economics 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Planning
Marketing & Utilization
3. Provide recommendations for reduction 
of soil erosion and maintenance of water 
quality in all forest land management 
plans prepared by the Maine Forest 
Service
Land Use Regulation Commission 
Department of Environmental 
Protection
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife
Low
1985
a. Degree to which soil erosion 
and water quality are ad­
dressed in management pians
b. Increased awareness by land- 
owners of erosion and water 
quality
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Soiis
Watershed Management 
Planning
4. Include recognition of non-timber values 
in forest management plans prepared 
by the Maine Forest Service
Bureau of Parks and Recreation 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife
Low
1985
a. Degree to which non-timber 
values are addressed in 
management plans
b. Increased awareness by land­
owners of non-timber values
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
Soils
Watershed Management
D. Strengthen Maine's Forest Resource- 
Based Economy with Emphasis on the 
Deveiopment of Primary and Secondary 
Manufacturing Capabiiities and the 
Marketing of Higher Vaiue Wood Pro 
ducts from Maine's Forest Resources
1. Establish a secondary manufacturing 
position to provide information and 
assistance to both existing and potential 
Maine secondary products manufacturers 
and funding institutions
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
Bureau Administration 
Finance Authority of Maine
High
1985
Establishment o f the position Marketing & Utilization 
Forest Economics
2. Utilizing the data management system 
(see Bureau Administration Challenge A. 
Action 2) establish a system for 
determining suppiy and demand 
capabilities for presently merchantable 
species, presently under utilized species 
and salvaged wood
Department of Conservation 
University of Maine
Medium a. Timeliness of information 
provided
b. Development of new markets
c. Demand for information from 
the system
Marketing & Utilization 
Planning
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Economics
3. Establish and operate a computerized 
information clearing-house for both 
primary and secondary wood products
State Development Office 
Department of Conservation 
Cooperative Extension Service
Medium
1985
a. Establishment of system
b. Use of system
c. Growth of system
d. Acceptance by non-state entity 
for eventual operation of 
system
Marketing & Utilization 
Timber Management & 
Wildlife
Forest Economics
4. Encourage and assist the formation of a 
Maine secondary wood products 
association
Forest Industries 
Maine Forest Products Council 
Maine Hardwood Association 
Northeastern Lumbermen's 
Association
Low
1986
Interest shown by secondary 
wood products manufacturers
Forest Economics 
Marketing & Utilization 
Timber Management & 
Wiidiife
5. Encourage the completion of a 
statewide soi! survey
Soil Conservation Service 
Soil and Water Conservation 
Commission
Low
1990
a. Completion of survey
b. Use of results by iandowners 
and resource planners
Timber Management & 
Wildlife 
Planning 
Soils
Watershed Management
6. Continue and expand the program of 
assisting Maine wood products manu­
facturers in establishing and/or 
participating in wood products shows 
to promote Maine wood products both 
within and outside of the State
University of Maine 
Cooperative Extension Service 
State Development Office
Low
1985
a. Interest shown by manu­
facturers and/or commodity 
users
b. Attendance by non-industrial 
public at displays
c. Attendance by non-wood pro­
ducts manufacturers and/or 
community users
d. Demand for additional shows
Marketing & Utiiization
Education
Forest Economics
7. Promote the establishment of a large 
custom dry kiln facility in Maine
Department of Conservation 
Finance Authority of Maine 
Resource Conservation and 
Development Councils
Low
1986
Establishment and prosperity 
of facility
Marketing & Utiiization 
Forest Economics
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BUREAU ADMINISTRATION
Mission; Support, Coordinate, and Assist the Divisions of the Maine Forest Service in Fuifiiiing Their Roies to 
Meet the Needs in the Forest. Promote and Secure the Poiicies and Programs of the Bureau.
Provide Leadership in Educating the Genera! Pubiic as to the [importance of the Forest.
CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evaiuation
Issues Affected 
by Action
A. increase the Efficiency and Effective­
ness of Maine Forest Service 
Administration
1. Create a position of Deputy Director with 
the authority to handle routine admini­
strative duties, develop administrative 
procedures and policies, and coordinate 
planning, research and information and 
education activities
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
State Department of Personnel
High
1985
Establishment of Position Administration
2. Maintain and expand the Maine Forest 
Service data management system. 
Include timber, wildlife habitat, 
recreation, water, soil, social and 
economic information
All Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
Central Computer Services 
University of Maine
High
On-going
a. Amount and degree of use of 
system
b. Timeliness of information 
provided
c. Quality and desired type of 
information
d. increased efficiency in record 
keeping
e. Number of requests for 
specialized information
Planning 
Administration 
All Program Areas
3. Initiate a formal work planning process 
in all Divisions. Include review of Division 
activities especially as they are related to 
the current and future revisions of the 
forest resource plan
Ali Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services
Medium
1985
a. Implementation of a work 
planning process
b. Compatabiiity of process with 
the forest resource plan
Administration
Planning
4. Develop procedures for equipment use in 
the Maine Forest Service emphasizing 
effective shared use as appropriate
All Divisions Low
1985
a. Complete inventory of 
equipment
b. Degree to which equipment is 
used by more than one 
Division
Administration
C2
1
B. increase the Awareness of Citizens of 
Maine and Their Eiected Representatives 
of the Roie of Maine's Forest in Main­
taining the Economic Heatth and 
Environmentai Amenities of the State
1. Create a Maine Forest Service information 
and education specialist position
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
State Department of Personnel
Medium
1986
Establishment of the position Education
2. Coordinate and/or assist where appropriate 
the implementation of forestry educational 
materials and programs in primary, 
secondary and vocational schools and in 
teacher-training programs
All Divisions
Maine Tree Farm Committee 
Department of Educational 
and Cultural Services 
University of Maine 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
Forest Industries 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association o f Maine
O ngo ing
High
a. Increase in number of schools 
which request information
b. Increase in number of schools 
which request workshops
c. Favorable comments from 
educators as to quality of 
materials and programs
Education
3. Develop an Information/Education plan 
of action for raising awareness of the 
general pubtic and tegislators about 
emerging forestry issues
All Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
Maine Audubon Society 
Resource Conservation and 
Development Councils 
Forest Industries 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Natural Resources Council 
Maine Tree Farm Committee
Medium
1985
a. Completion of plan
b. Degree of implementation of 
pian
c. Response by citizenry and 
legislators
Education
4. Cooperate with various interest groups 
in developing and presenting informa­
tion on the importance of Maine's 
forest lands to the State's economy 
and social well-being
All Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Public Information and 
Education Division 
Maine Audubon Society 
Resource Conservation and 
Development Councils 
Forest Industries 
Small Woodland Owners 
Association of Maine 
Natural Resources Council 
Maine Tree Farm Committee
Medium
Ongo ing
a. Increase in number of 
activities conducted jointly
b. Degree of willingness to 
undertake joint ventures
c. Degree of acceptance by 
citizenry and legislators
Education
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CHALLENGE
Action
Supporting Division(s) 
or Agencies
Priority
Target
Date
Evaiuation
issues Affected 
by Action
C. Prepare Recommendations to the 
Department of Conservation, Maine 
Legisiature, and the U.S. Forest Service 
Designed to Stabiiize Funding of Maine 
Forest Service Programs
1. Establish and impiement a system of 
program budgetary analysis which 
evaluates program effectiveness
All Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services
Low
1986
a. Completeness and acceptability 
of the analysis
b. Usefulness of analysis in sug­
gesting program adjustments
Administration
Planning
2. Using the results of Action 1 above and 
the current forest resource plan, 
recommend necessary funding levels to 
the Department of Conservation, the 
Maine Legislature and the U.S. Forest 
Service to revise existing programs and 
to establish new programs as appropriate
Ail Divisions 
U.S. Forest Service
High
On going
Response by appropriate funding 
sources to accept and fund the 
recommendations
Administration
Planning
D. Create a Management System Designed 
to Maximize the Capabiiities and 
Effectiveness of the Maine Forest 
Service's Human Resources.
1. Develop and implement a career develop­
ment program for Bureau personnel
All Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
State Department of Personnel
High
1985
Direct participation of increasing 
number of personnel in program
Administration
2. Develop policies and procedures to 
determine individual and Bureau-wide 
training needs
All Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services
Medium
1985
Involvement of an increasing 
number o f personnel in 
determining these policies and 
procedures
Administration
3. Implement a Bureau continuing education 
program to support career development
All Divisions
Department of Conservation 
Administrative Services 
State Department of Personnel
Medium
]986
a. Number of personnel in 
courses, seminars, workshops 
and advanced education, and 
the number successfully 
completed
b. Quality of inhouse training
c. Degree by which new skilis 
are utilized by newly trained 
personnel in the accomplish­
ment of assigned tasks
d. Effectiveness of personnei as 
indicated by Job Performance 
Evaluations
Administration
E. Upgrade the Abitity of the Maine Forest 
Service to Respond to Naturat Disasters
1. Prepare a disaster action plan inciuding 
requirements and procedures for 
damage assessment
All Divisions
Civil Emergency Preparedness
Low
1986
Application of provisions of plan 
to new disaster situations
Administration 
Timber Management & 
Wiidiife
F. Estabtish a System for Defining and 
Communicating Research Needs in 
Forestry
1. Establish a procedure for defining All Divisions Low a. Procedure established Research
research needs, submitting these University of Maine 1985 b. Research needs begun to Ptanning
needs to the research community, 
encouraging the research community 
to take prompt action, and transmitting 
research results to the users
Forestry Resource Research 
Advisory Committee
be identified
c. Research recommendations 
submitted to research 
community
d. Fotiow up on recommendations
e. Dissemination of research 
information
r\jLn

Epilogue
The Maine Forest Service plan has examined all 
elements of the forest. It has spun threads from history, 
woven them together with today's forest, and joined both 
with actions for the future into a tapestry which reflects 
the dynamic Forest of Maine.
The plan is incomplete. The sequel must offer 
challenges to other agencies, groups, industries and in­
dividuals. It must be an update which can take advan­
tage of more current data and information, such as the 
1982 Resurvey.
Although incomplete, the Maine Forest Service plan 
is both a statement of need and a plan of action. It is 
a direction for the Maine Forest Service to effectively use 
personnel and funding to meet the needs in the Forest. 
It is a guide to the Legislature in establishing funds to 
adequately address the major issues confronting the 
forest resource.
It is assurance to the people of the State of Maine that 
the Maine Forest Service will meets its obligation in pro­
tecting and maintaining the Forest for generations to 
come. It is a pathway for realizing a Quality Forest un- 
paralled in Maine's history.
abuse laud because me regard 11 as a commodllg 
belonging lo us. When rue see land as a communllg lo 
mhlch rue belong, rue mag begin lo use 1! mllb loue and 
respecl. There Is no older mag /or land lo surulue Ibe !m- 
pacl o/ mechanized man, nor /or us lo reap /rom 11 Ibe 
aesldellc baruesl 1! Is capable, under science o/ con- 
Irlbullng lo cullure. Tba! land Is a communllg, Is Ibe basic 
concep! o/ ecologg, bul Iba! land Is lo be loued and 
respecled, Is an exlenslon o/ eldlcs.
A!do Leopotd 
A Sand Countg Afmanac, 1949
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Glossary
Definitions from:
Terminology of Forest Science, Technoiogy, Practice and Products edited by F C. Ford Robertson. Society 
of American Foresters, Washington. D.C. 1971.
"Handbook for Eastern Timber Harvesting by Fred Simmons, U.S. Department of Agriculture — Forest Service. 
Broomall, Pennsylvania, 1979.
ad vaiorem: In property taxation, the tax that is applied as a percent of the assessed value of the property, 
aiternate host: A second host species without which a parasite cannot complete its life history, 
biowdown: Any area on which (many of) the trees have been thrown or broken by the wind.
*board feet: The amount of timber equivalent to a piece 1 ft. x 1 ft. x 1 in. thick.
*boit: Any short stick, generally one between 2 and 8 feet long.
*buck: To saw felled trees into shorter lengths.
bunch: To skid or otherwise assemble logs together to form a load for subsequent haulage by other equipment, 
butt: To saw felled trees into shorter lengths, 
chipping: Converted into chips.
ciear cutting: The removal of the entire standing crop.
*cord: A unit of measure of stacked round wood. A standard cord occupies 128 cubic feet of space (usually 
4 ' x 4' x 8').
custom (kiin) drying: Seasoning timber according to a customer's specifications.
defoiiation: An untimely reduction in the amount of foliage, due to insect or fungal attack or other agencies, 
debark: To remove the bark from a tree or round timber.
edge: The more or less well-defined boundary between two or more elements of the environment, 
effiuent: The surplus water discharged after use in manufacturing process, with or without the residues of such, 
even-aged: Of a forest, crop, or stand, composed of trees having no, or relatively small, difference in age. 
*feiiing: The process of cutting trees.
fire hazard: A measure of that part of the fire danger contributed by the fuels available for burning, 
forest management: Generally the practical application of scientific, economic and social principles to the admini­
stration and working of a forest estate for specific objectives.
forest survey: A survey to determine, on a given area, such data as soil conditions and topography, together with 
the extent, condition, composition, and constitution of the forests, for such purposes as purchase or management 
or as a basis for forest policies and program.
forest tree improvement: All practices designed to produce genetically more desirable forest trees, 
forest utiiization: That branch of forestry concerned with the harvesting, any necessary processing, and delivery 
to the consumer, of forest produce.
great ponds: Naturally occurring bodies of water greater than 30 acres, the shore of which is owned by two or 
more entities.
growing stock: AH the trees growing in a forest or in a specified part of it, generally expressed in terms of number 
or volume.
hardwood: A conventional term for the timber of broad-leaved trees and the trees themselves belonging to the 
botanical group Angiospermae.
harvesting: A loose term for the removal of produce from the forest for utilization, 
highgrading: A logging operation where only the best trees are cut.
humus: A general term for the more or less decomposed (plant and animal) residues in the soil, litter therefore 
being excluded.
intensive forestry: The practice of forestry so as to obtain a high level of volume and quality of outturn per unit 
of area, through the application of the best techniques of silviculture and management.
intermediate cutting: Any removal of trees from a regular crop or stand between the time of its formation and 
the harvest cutting.
ianding: Any place where round timber is assembled for further transport, commonly with a change of method, 
iitter: The uppermost layer of organic debris on a forest floor.
iog drive: A body of round timber loose, in process of being floated down a waterway from forest to mill or chipping 
point.
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patch cutting: A modification of the clear-cutting system...whereby patches of ca. 40 to 200 acres are logged 
as single settings.
prescribed burning: Controlled application of fire to wildland fuels in either their natural or modified state, under 
such conditions of weather, fuel moisture, soil moisture, etc., as allow the fire to be confined to a predetermined 
area and at the same time to produce the intensity of heat and rate of spread required to further certain planned 
objectives of silviculture, wildlife management, grazing, fire-hazard reduction, etc.
processing: Submitting a felled tree stem to a succession of conversion operations, typically at a mill but sometimes 
(e.g. by using harvesters) even before it is removed from its stump.
pruning: Generally, the considered cutting away of superfluous growth (including roots) from any plant, so as to 
improve its development, fruitfulness, etc.
reforestation: Reestablishment of a tree crop on forest land.
regeneration: The renewal of a tree crop, whether by natural or artificial means.
regeneration cut: Reproduction cutting.
salvage cutting: The exploitation of trees that are dead, dying or deteriorating before their timber becomes 
worthless.
sawtimber: Trees fit to yield saw logs.
secondary insect: Any insect that can successfully attack only plants that are already weakened, dying, or dead, 
seed trees: Removing trees in a mature stand so as to effect permanent opening of its canopy and so provide 
conditions for securing regeneration from the seed of trees retained for that purpose.
selection cutting: The annual or periodic removal of trees individually or in small groups from an uneven-aged 
forest in order to realize the yield and establish a new crop of irregular constitution.
sheiterwood cutting: Any regeneration cutting in a more or less regular and mature crop designed to establish 
a new crop under the protection of the old.
siivicuiture: The theory and practice of controlling the establishment, composition, constitution and growth of 
forests.
site: An area considered in terms of its environment particularly as this determines the type and quality of the 
vegetation the area can carry.
skidding: A loose term for hauling logs by sliding...as developed originally from stump to roadside, 
siash: The residue left on the ground after felling and tending and/or accumulating there as a result of a storm, 
fire, girdling, or poisoning.
snag: A standard dead tree from which the leaves and most of the branches have fallen.
softwood: A conventional term for both the timber and the trees belonging to the botanical group Gymnospermae. 
stand: A community particularly of trees...possessing sufficient uniformity as regards composition, consitution, 
age, spatial arrangement, or condition, to be distinguishable from adjacent communities, so forming a silvicultural 
or mangement entity.
strip cutting: Removal of the crop in strips in one or more operations, generally for encouraging regeneration, 
stumpage: Standing timber as viewed by an exploiter.
stumpage vaiue: The value of timber as it stands uncut in terms of an amount per cubic unit, 
sustained yieid: The yield that a forest can produce continuously at a given intensity of management, 
thinning: A felling made in an immature crop or stand in order primarily to accelerate diameter but also, by 
suitable selection, to improve the average form of the trees that remain, without...permanently breaking the canopy, 
timber marking: Selection and indication, generally by a blaze, paint, or marking hammer on the stem of trees 
to be felled or retained.
timber stand improvement: A loose term comprising all intermediate cuttings made to improve the composi­
tion, constitution, and increment of a timber stand.
tree seed orchard: A plantation of trees, assumed or proven genetically to be superior, that has been isolated 
so as to reduce pollination from genetically inferior outside sources, and intensively managed to improve the genotype 
and produce frequent, abundant, and easily harvestable seed crops.
*twitch: To skid logs or tree lengths on the ground without an anti-friction device, 
uneven-aged: Of a forest, crop or stand, composed of intermingling trees that differ markedly in age. 
vaiue-added: The sale vaiue of output less the cost of input, i.e. comprising essentially the total salaries and wages, 
rent, depreciation, and profit Incurred at any state in the production process.
veneer: A thin sheet of wood of uniform thickness, produced by rotary cutting or by slicing and sometimes by 
sawing.
water bombing: Dropping water on a forest fire in containers from aircraft in flight.
wood puip: Wood fibers separated by mechanical or chemical means for use in manufacturing paper, textiles, 
and many other products derived from cellulose.
yarding: The operation of the initial haul to a collecting point, i.e. of transporting timber from stump to a yard.
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Acid Precipitation..................................................................
Agricultural Conservation Program .....................................
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Appendix a
Members and Alternates of the State Forestry Planning Committee
Ken Anderson
Department of Intand Fisheries 
and Wildlife
Bart Blum
U.S. Forest Service
George Bourassa 
Department of Conservation 
Maine Forest Service
Temple Bowen. Jr.
Department of Conservation 
Maine Forest Service
Craig Ten Broek 
Department of Conservation
Arthur Carroll
Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service
Alternate 
Mel Perkins
Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service
Robert Chaffee
Maine Forest Products Council 
David Field
University o f Maine, Orono 
Robert Gardiner
Natural Resources Council of Maine 
Ray Goody
Great Northern Paper Company
Alternate 
Paul McCann
Great Northern Paper Company
Rep. Donald Hall 
Legislative Representative
Herb Hartman
Department of Conservation 
Bureau of Parks & Recreation
Linda Harvell
Department of Conservation
Kenneth Hendren 
Department of Conservation 
Maine Forest Service
James Jordan
White Mountain National Forest
Fred Knight 
University of Maine
Alternate 
Marshall Ashley 
University of Maine
Perry Lamb
Small Woodland Owners Association 
of Maine
Carl Mayer
U.S. Forest Service
Alternate
Joseph E. Barnard 
U.S. Forest Service
Richard Morse 
Department of Conservation 
Maine Forest Service
Allen Pease, Director 
State Planning Office
Alternate
Joe Chaisson
State Planning Office
Robert D. Raisch 
U.S. Forest Service
Alternate 
Wendall Doty 
U.S. Forest Service
Charles Ritzi
Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife
Lee Schepps
Department of Conservation
Ed Sprague
Elizabeth Swain 
Maine Audubon Society
Clayton Totman
Small Woodland Owners Association 
of Maine
Maine Forest Products Council
R. Leon Williams 
Williams Lumber Company
Edward Wood
Soil Conservation Service
Participation on this committee does not necessarily Indicate endorsement o/ this plan.
Appendix b
Task Group Membership — February 11, 1980
CHANGING FOREST LAND USE
Bob Thompson — Androscoggin Valley R.P.C.
Richard Arbour — Maine Forest Service
Eric Root — Greater Portland Council of Governments
Robert Dinneen — Consulting Forester
Dana Douglas — Surveyor/Consultant
Joe Chaisson — State Planning Office
John Gray — P.H. Chadboume Company
Tyler Libby — District Conservationist (Kennebec)
Larry Long — Assist. State Conservationist
ECONOMICS
David Field — Cooperative Forestry Research Unit, UMO
George Bourassa — Maine Forest Service
Bud Blumenstock — Cooperative Extension Service
Tom Corcoran — University of Maine at Orono 
Ken Frye — International Paper Company 
Lloyd Irland — Bureau of Public Lands
EDUCATION
Elizabeth Swain — Maine Audubon Society 
Marshall Wiebe — Department of Conservation 
Lester DeCoster — American Forest Institute 
John Labam — P.H. Chadboume Company 
Bud Blumenstock — Cooperative Extension Service 
Judy Jalbert — Coastal Enterprises. Inc.
Nancy Cowan — Office of Energy Resources 
Ron Locke — Forest Products Marketing & Management 
Association
Perry Lamb — Smaii woodlot owner 
Hollis Tedford — Time & Tide R.C. & D.
Richard Arbour — Maine Forest Service
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FIRE CONTROL
Charles Williams — University of Maine at Orono 
Dick Morse — Maine Forest Service 
Earle Williams — Maine Forest Service 
Bart Harvey — Great Northern Paper Company 
Bob Cope — St. Regis Paper Company 
Chief Philip McGoulrick — Local fire department 
Mel Ames — Maine Woodsmans Association 
Bob Hyde — International Paper Company
INSECTS AND DISEASES
Dave Struble — Maine Forest Service 
John Dimond — University of Maine at Orono 
Eben Osgood — University o f Maine at Orono 
Richard Campana — University of Maine at Orono 
Mark Houseweart —  Cooperative Forestry Research 
Unit. UMO
Roland Perry — Bangor City Forester 
Hayward Noyes — Christmas Tree Grower 
Jim LaCasce — Small landowner - logger
INVENTORY AND DATA MANAGEMENT
Donna Cassesse — Scott Paper Company
Craig Ten Broeck — Land & Water Resources Council
Jon Ferwerda — Soil Conservation Service
Tom Brann — University of Maine at Orono
Ron Lavaglio — International Paper Company
Joe Chaisson — State Planning Office
Skip House — Great Northern Paper Company
Bud Blumenstock — Cooperative Extension Service
Art Ritter — Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
Terry Keating — J.W. Sewall Company
Roger Greene — Seven Islands Land Company
RECREATION
Tom  Dickens — Seven Islands Land Company 
Tom Cieslinski — Bureau of Parks & Recreation 
Mary Sewall Hamblin — Maine Audubon Society 
Floyd Newby — University of Maine at Orono 
Joe Kocknavate — Portland Parks & Recreation 
Tom Sweetser — Cooperative Extension Service 
John DePass — University of Maine at Presque Isle 
Frank Farren — Bureau of Parks & Recreation 
Dave Field — Appalachian Trail Club 
Wallace Jeffrey — B.S.A. High Adventure 
Larry Warren — Town o f Carrabassett 
Richard Jones — Sportsmans Alliance of Maine 
Lance Tapley — Cross country skiing 
Lowell White — Acadia Nationa) Park 
Kate Carter —  Penobscot Valley R.P.C.
Fern Sterns — Outdoor writer
Ken Spalding — Bureau of Public Lands
Steve Reiling — University of Maine at Orono
RESEARCH
Charies Webb — International Paper Company 
Kathy Hale — Maine Forest Service 
John Hartranft — Boise Cascade Paper Group 
Bart Blum — United States Forest Service 
Ed Meadows — Seven Islands Land Company
Tom Rumpf — Maine Forest Service 
John Born — Natural Resources Council 
Fred Knight — School of Forest Resources,
University of Maine
David Rock — New England Forestry Foundation 
U M B E R  M A N A G E M E N T
Ron Locke — Forest Products Marketing & Management 
Association
Jack Dirkman — Maine Forest Service
N orth  Centra ) Sub-Com m ittee :
George Ruopp — Baxter State Park
Phil Andrews — Consultant
Mel Ames — Maine Woodsmens Association,
Tree farmer, Consultant 
George Ritz — Vocational Forestry Education 
Bob Brown — Moosehead Manufacturing 
Lyle Chamberlain — Woodex Corporation 
Tony Harvish — International Paper Company
Sou th  Centra ) Sub-Com m ittee :
Joe Armstrong — Consultant
Gene Putnam — Consultant
Dave Warren — Consultant
Ralph Clifford — Consultant
Bart Blum — United States Forest Service
Sou thern  & W estern  Sub-Com m ittee :
Earle Bessey — Earle Bessey & Sons 
Carroll Gould — Woods Operator 
Mike Demo — Consultant 
Bob Smith — Consultant
Ripley Swan — Horse logger, Woodland operator 
Abbot Ladd — Boise Cascade Paper Group 
Duncan Howlett — Small Woodland Owners Association 
Dick Arsenault — LaValley Lumber Company 
Mike Wayland
W A T E R S H E D  M A N A G E M E N T
Charles Watson — New England River Basins Commission 
Lewis Allen — Land Use Regulation Commission 
John Born — Naturai Resources Council of Maine 
Charles Ritzi — Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife 
Hal Klaiber — Scott Paper Company 
Gordon Fraser
Thomas Saviello — International Paper Company 
Paul Uttormark — Environmental Studies Center, UMO 
Matthew Scott — Department of Environmental Protection 
Donald Hoxie — Department of Human Services
W )L D L !F E
Terry A. May — Wildlife Resources, University of Maine 
Alan Kimball — Maine Forest Service 
David Knupp — Unity College 
Frank Gramlich — U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Dougias Marston — Department of Inland Fisheries & 
Wildlife
Robert Wengrzynek — U.S. Soil Conservation Service
Participation on a TasAr Group does not necessarily Indicate endorsement of this plan.
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